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THE SOUTH CENTRE 
 

 

 

In August 1995, the South Centre was established as a permanent inter-

governmental organization of developing countries. In pursuing its 

objectives of promoting South solidarity, South-South cooperation, and 

coordinated participation by developing countries in international 

forums, the South Centre has full intellectual independence. It prepares, 

publishes and distributes information, strategic analyses and 

recommendations on international economic, social and political matters 

of concern to the South. For detailed information about the South Centre 

see its website www.southcentre.org. 
 

The South Centre enjoys support and cooperation from the 

governments of the countries of the South and is in regular working 

contact with the Non-Aligned Movement and the Group of 77 and 

China. The Centre’s studies and position papers are prepared by drawing 

on the technical and intellectual capacities existing within South 

governments and institutions and among individuals of the South. 

Through working group sessions and wide consultations which involve 

experts from different parts of the South, and sometimes from the North, 

common problems of the South are studied and experience and 

knowledge are shared. 

 

This South Perspectives series comprises authored policy papers and 

analyses on key issues facing developing countries in multilateral 

discussions and negotiations and on which they need to develop 

appropriate joint policy responses. It is hoped that the publications will 

also assist developing country governments in formulating the 

associated domestic policies which would further their development 

objectives.  
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PREFACE 
 

 
The South Centre is an intergovernmental organization (IGO) of 

developing countries working as a think-tank that provides policy 

research and advice to the countries of the South in various areas such as 

global governance, sustainable development and climate change, trade 

and development, innovation, intellectual property and public health. 

 

With the creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 

1994, the most comprehensive treaty on intellectual property rights to 

date was established: the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). This Agreement has substantially 

limited the freedom that countries enjoyed to design and implement 

their own intellectual property systems. Under the Agreement all WTO 

Members are now bound to grant patent protection for at least 20 years 

to any invention of a pharmaceutical product or process which fulfils the 

criteria of novelty, inventiveness and usefulness. Prior to the negotiation 

of the TRIPS Agreement, more than 50 countries did not provide patent 

protection for pharmaceuticals, many provided only process and not 

product patents and the duration was much less than 20 years in many 

countries. 

 

It is now generally acknowledged that the current regime of 

patent protection, as “globalized” by the TRIPS Agreement, has a 

significant impact on the pharmaceutical sector. It has also been 

observed that the standards specified in the TRIPS Agreement are not 

necessarily appropriate for countries struggling to meet health and 

development needs. Accordingly, the UK Commission on Intellectual 

Property Rights (CIPR) in its 2002 report cautioned countries “to ensure 

that their intellectual property protection regimes do not run counter to 

their public health policies and that they are consistent with and 

supportive of such policies” . As recognized by consensus of the 

Members States of the World Health Organization in the resolution 

WHA61.21 on “The global strategy on public health, innovation and 

intellectual property”, there is a need to promote new thinking on 
innovation and access to medicines, in view of the findings that the 

present system had failed to produce medicines for the majority of the 

world population which lives in developing countries. The world has 



x 

 

never had at its disposal such a massive treatment arsenal to combat the 

diseases that afflict humanity. At the same time, many people die 

because they lack essential medicines.  

 

In many developing countries, there is still a need to facilitate 

informed approaches to address health implications of trade and 

intellectual property-related issues at the national, sub-regional and 

regional levels. Given that there is still insufficient awareness and 

assessment of the provisions in international, regional and bilateral trade 

agreements that can be used to safeguard access to medicines, the South 

Centre’s strategic priorities in technical cooperation have been to 

support developing countries in their efforts to improve access to health 

and medicines through policy guidance, direct country support and 

technical assistance on the use of flexibilities and safeguards, in their 

national legislation in accordance with the Doha Declaration on the 

TRIPS Agreement and Public Health.   

 

The South Centre seeks to provide the appropriate technical 

assistance and country support to developing countries, within a 

comprehensive and coherent national IP Strategy, to promote 

implementation of the TRIPS Agreement that is consistent with the 

protection of public health and promotion of access to medicines. To 

this end, the South Centre has prepared this selected and annotated 

bibliography to assist developing countries to implement IP policies and 

regulations consistent with development goals and public health 

principles. The growing volume of literature being produced around the 

issue of IP, R&D, human rights and access to medicines in the last five 

years can help countries to find the opportunities and room to 

manoeuvre to protect the citizens of developing countries from the 

unhealthy environment created by the new international trade rules. 

 

This bibliography does not provide an exhaustive list, but rather 

highlights some of the most pertinent works from the South views and 

perspectives. These selected references are a valuable instrument for 

those interested to promote universal access to medical innovation.  

 

 

Martin Khor 

South Centre Executive Director 



1. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INNOVATION IN 

PHARMACEUTICALS 
 

 

Banerji J and B Pecoul. 2007. Pragmatic and principled: DNDi’s 

approach to IP management. In Intellectual Property Management in 

Health and Agricultural Innovation: A Handbook of Best Practices 

(eds. A Krattiger, RT Mahoney, L Nelsen, et al.). MIHR: Oxford, 

U.K., and PIPRA: Davis, U.S.A.  
Available from www.ipHandbook.org. 

 

The mission of the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi) is to 

develop safe, effective, and affordable new drugs for patients suffering 

from neglected diseases and to ensure equitable access to these drugs. 

DNDi believes that intellectual property (IP) rights should not pose a 

barrier to access to these medicines. Hence, a balanced approach to IP 

management is critical for effective implementation of DNDi’s mission. 

The organization has written an IP policy that both encapsulates and 

articulates DNDi’s approach to IP based on core principles and beliefs. 

The policy reflects the DNDi philosophy, vision, and mission, ensuring 

that its products are accessible and affordable to patients who need them 

most. DNDi recognizes the reality of IP and seeks to implement its 

humanitarian mission using best, pragmatic practices for IP 

management. Indeed, DNDi has already demonstrated that this is 

feasible, having successfully negotiated with both private and public 

sector institutions in order to actualize its principled mission. 

 

 

Barton, J. Reforming the patent system. Science, 2000, 287(5460): 

1933-1934. 
 

The number of intellectual property lawyers in the United States is 

growing faster than the amount of research. This suggests that legal 

costs are growing as well - and these costs are substantial; lawyer's costs 

alone approach $10,000 to obtain a patent and $1.5 million (per side) to 

litigate a patent To respond to this problem, this article proposes three 

reforms: to raise the standards for patentability, to decrease use of 

patents to bar research, and to ease legal attack on invalid patents. These 

proposals are based on following facts. Firstly, there is no economic 
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value in conferring a patent monopoly except for an invention that will 

have a significant impact. Secondly, broad basic patents on fundamental 

research processes deter and complicate follow-on research. And, 

thirdly, many patents are currently issued erroneously. 

 

 

Barton, J. New Trends in Technology Transfer. Implications for 

National and International Policy. Geneva: ICTSD, 2007. 

Available from http://www.iprsonline.org/resources/docs/Barton%20-

%20New%20Trends%20Technology%20Transfer%200207.pdf. 

 

This paper describes how technology is today transferred to developing 

countries and the barriers that affect that transfer. It then identifies 

policy approaches that might overcome those barriers. It covers (1) the 

flow of human resources, as through international education, (2) the 

flow of public-sector technology support, as through licensing, and 

through research and licensing by international organizations, and (3) 

the flow of private technology, as through the sale of consumer products 

(e.g. medicines) that may incorporate embodied technologies through 

licensing and through foreign direct investment. The paper concentrates 

on policy approaches directly associated with technology transfer, thus 

avoiding issues of the overall investment, legal or political climate in 

specific developing countries. 

 

 

Barton, J., Emanuel, E. The patents-based pharmaceutical 

development process: rationale, problems, and potential reforms, 

294 Journal of the American Medical Association 2075, 2005. 

 

The authors examine the substantial criticism that the pharmaceutical 

industry is facing from many directions, including financial barriers to 

access to drugs in both developed and developing countries, high 

profits, spending on advertising and marketing, and other issues. 

Underlying these criticisms are fundamental questions about the value 

of the current patent-based drug development system. Six major 

problems with the patent system are: (1) recovery of research costs by 
patent monopoly reduces access to drugs; (2) market demand rather than 

health needs determines research priorities; (3) resources between 

research and marketing are misallocated; (4) the market for drugs has 
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inherent market failures; (5) overall investment in drug research and 

development is too low, compared with profits; and (6) the existing 

system discriminates against US patients. Potential solutions fall into 3 

categories: change in drug pricing either through price controls or tiered 

pricing; change in drug industry structure through a "buy-out" pricing 

system or with the public sector acting as exclusive research funder; and 

change in development incentives through a disease burden incentive 

system, orphan drug approaches, or requiring new drugs to demonstrate 

improvement over existing products prior to US Food and Drug 

Administration approval. The authors recommend 4 complementary 

reforms: (1) having no requirement to test new drug products against 

existing products prior to approval but requiring rigorous comparative 

post approval testing; (2) international tiered pricing and systematic 

safeguards to prevent flow-back; (3) increased government-funded 

research and buy-out for select conditions; and (4) targeted experiments 

using other approaches for health conditions in which there has been 

little progress and innovation over the last few decades. 

 

 

Batson, A., Ainsworth, M. Private investment in AIDS vaccine 

development: obstacles and solutions”. Bulletin of the World Health 

Organization, 2001, 79(8):  721-727. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/archives/79(8)721.pdf. 

 

The development of vaccines for the prevention of AIDS, malaria, 

tuberculosis, and other diseases requires both public and private 

investment. Private investment, however, has been far lower than might 

have been hoped, given the massive human toll of these diseases, 

particularly in the poorest countries. With a view to understanding this 

situation and exploring potential solutions, the World Bank AIDS 

Vaccine Task Force commissioned a study on the perspectives of 

investment in research and development work on an AIDS vaccine. It 

was found that different obstacles to the development of an AIDS 

vaccine arose during the product development cycle. During the earlier 

phases, before obtaining proof of product, the principal barriers were 

scientific. The lack of consensus on which approach was likely to be 

effective increased uncertainty and the risks associated with investing in 

expensive clinical trials. The later phases, which involved adapting, 

testing, and scaling up production for different populations, were most 
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influenced by market considerations. In order to raise the levels of 

private research and development in an AIDS vaccine there will 

probably have to be a combination of push strategies, which reduce the 

cost and scientific risk of investment, and pull strategies, which 

guarantee a market. 

 

 

Boyle, J. The second enclosure movement and the construction of the 

public domain”, Law and Contemporary Problems, 2003, 66: 33-74. 

Available from 

http://www.law.duke.edu/shell/cite.pl?66+Law+&+Contemp.+Probs.+3

3+(WinterSpring+2003). 

 

In this article, Professor Boyle offers a historical sketch of various types 

of scepticism about intellectual property, from the antimonopolist 

criticisms of the Framers of the U.S. Constitution, through the 

emergence of affirmative arguments for the public domain, to the use of 

the language of the commons to defend the possibility of distributed 

methods of non-proprietary production. Professor Boyle states that the 

commons of facts and ideas is being enclosed through the protection of 

intellectual property rights. He compares this actual phenomenon – the 

contemporary expansion of intellectual property rights - with the 

English enclosure movement, the process of fencing off common land 

and turning it into private property that started in the fifteenth century 

and went on until the nineteenth century. The article states that things 

that were formerly thought of as either common property or 

uncommodifiable are being covered with new or newly extended 

property rights. According to the author, the effects may be devastating: 

it may be that intellectual property rights slow down innovation, by 

putting multiple roadblocks, multiple unnecessary licenses, in the way 

of subsequent innovation. 

 

 

Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation, and Public 

Health. Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property Rights. 

Geneva: WHO, 2006.  
Available from 

http://www.who.int/intellectualproperty/documents/thereport/ENPublic

HealthReport.pdf. 
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This is a fundamental report to understand the current state and 

international initiatives regarding pharmaceutical research and 

development and access to medicines. The Commission’s report deals 

with the intersections between intellectual property rights, innovation 

and public health.  It summarizes existing evidence on the prevalence of 

diseases of public health importance and reviews the volume and 

distribution of existing research, development and innovation efforts.  It 

also considers the importance and effectiveness of intellectual property 

regimes and other incentive and funding mechanisms in stimulating 

research and the creation of new medicines and other products.  The 

Commission’s report also summarizes and analyses proposals for 

improvements to the current incentive and funding regimes designed to 

stimulate the creation of new medicines and other products, and 

facilitate access to them.  The report also contains concrete proposals for 

action by national and international stakeholders. 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Trends in Drug Patenting. Case Studies. Buenos Aires: 

Corregidor, 2001. 
Available from http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/en/d/Js4915e/1.html. 

 

This study focuses on the shortcomings that cast doubt on the use of 

patents as a tool to protect and promote innovation. Professor Correa 

states that “the patent system (especially as it operates in the United 

States of America) is in crisis and that there is a danger of it stifling the 

very innovation it is supposed to foster”. Professor Correa highlights the 

low standards being applied to notions such as non-obviousness and 

usefulness in the examination and granting of patents, particularly in the 

field of drugs. It examines nine specific cases and illustrates types of 

patenting that potentially divert patents from their real purpose of 

encouraging and providing reward to genuinely inventive efforts, while 

negatively affecting early access to cheaper alternative products for the 

public.  As regards the issue of R&D of new drugs and its relation to 

patents, the author concludes that “a substantial part of the R&D budget 

that pharmaceutical firms claim is devoted to the development of new 

products is, in reality, allocated to developing a vast array of patents 

around existing products, with the clear intent of expanding and/or 

extending over time the exercise of exclusive rights.” 
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Correa, C. M. Ownership of knowledge – the role of patents in 

pharmaceutical R&D. Bulletin of the World Health Organization. 

2004, 82(10): 784-786. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/82/10/784.pdf. 

 

Professor Correa discusses the role of patents in the research and 

development of pharmaceutical products. Acknowledging that under 

certain conditions patents may provide the incentives to develop new 

drugs, the author states that, by their very nature, patents also limit the 

diffusion of knowledge. In addition, different techniques have been 

developed to, through the invocation of weak and possibly invalid patent 

rights, exploit lax patentability standards and the shortcomings in the 

patent examination process.  The article suggests that strategic patenting 

should be prevented and the quality of patents should be controlled.  To 

achieve this goal, a stronger control of the patentability requirements 

should be set up. 

 
 
Drahos, P. The regulation of public goods. Oxford Journals, Journal 

of International Economic Law, 2004. Volume7, Issue 2, pp. 321-339.  

 

This paper examines the complex ways in which public goods are 

regulated. The provision and distribution of public goods is deeply 

affected by the degree of excludability of those goods and the regulatory 

context of that excludability. Using a decentred conception of 

regulation, the paper shows through various examples how state and 

non-state actors regulate each other's capacities to provide, access, and 

distribute public goods. The paper includes a discussion of the 

regulation of knowledge by the rules of intellectual property. 

 

Gold, E.R., Kaplan, W., Orbinski, J., Harland-Logan, S., N-

Marandi, S. Are patents impeding medical care and innovation? 

PLoS Med. 2010,  7(1) © 2010. Public Library of Science. 

Available from 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2795161/. 

 

This article examines the current debate on whether and how patents are 

impeding health care and innovation. Pharmaceutical and medical 

device manufacturers argue that the current patent system is crucial for 

http://jiel.oxfordjournals.org/search?author1=Peter+Drahos&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
http://jiel.oxfordjournals.org/search?author1=Peter+Drahos&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
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stimulating research and development (R&D), leading to new products 

that improve medical care. The financial return on their investments that 

is afforded by patent protection, they claim, is an incentive toward 

innovation and reinvestment into further R&D. But this view has been 

challenged in recent years. Many commentators argue that patents are 

stifling biomedical research, for example by preventing researchers from 

accessing patented materials or methods they need for their studies. 

Patents have also been blamed for impeding medical care by raising 

prices of essential medicines, such as antiretroviral drugs, in poor 

countries.  

 

 

Francisco A., Matlin S. Eds. Monitoring Financial Flows for Health 

Research 2006. The Changing Landscape of Health Research for 

Development, Geneva: Global Forum for Health Research, 2007. 

 

The 2006 Global Forum for Health Research report surveys the 

changing scene of global financing for health research and provides 

estimates of the resources available and the patterns of ill-health for 

2003, as well as projections of these patterns in 2030. It examines the 

vital roles that the public sector across all countries must play in 

supporting health research, creating an enabling environment and 

strengthening research capacities to meet the present and future 

challenges.  This study is in line with the Global Forum for Health 

Research mission to regularly track the world’s resources for health 

research and analyse the information gathered in relation to the health 

challenges faced by developing countries. 

 

 

Gehl Sampath, P. Reconfiguring Global Health Innovation. 

Routledge Publishing, 2010. 

 

This book contains a comprehensive study on health innovation in 

developing countries. Using findings of multi-year research and data 

collection, the book analyses the emerging industrial structures in health 

innovation as more and more developing countries are foraying into 

what is a highly difficult and technologically intensive terrain, with the 

aim of finding means to achieve public health for their people. 

Comprehensive and wide ranging, the following issues are covered in 
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the book: the role of states to provide health-oriented industrial policies, 

the inter-play between global “pull” institutions (like the WTO 

multilateral regime and the TRIPS Agreement) and national “push” 

institutions (local frameworks for technology, innovation and 

intellectual property), and finally the linkages between local health 

innovation, health systems efficiency and access to medicines.  

 

 

Gehl Sampath, P. Promoting Local Pharmaceutical Capacity in 

Developing Countries: A Discussion on Inventive Step and 

Compulsory Licensing. A study for the IDRC, 2010/2011. 

 

Patents over minor variations of existing products have been 

proliferating in recent times, with profound implications for 

pharmaceutical production (and related innovation) and access to 

medicines in developing countries. Such patents, by systematically 

promoting the patenting of incremental innovations that simply extend 

patent life on products and processes, unnecessarily extend the life of 

the drug in question, affecting the production options of generic 

companies in developing countries. This paper seeks to move the 

discussion forward by analyzing some key issues that confront policy 

makers and academics alike in this area. First, are there any potential 

benefits of applying a lax inventive step in the pharmaceutical sector for 

the local industry, and if so, would such benefits offset the costs 

associated with the proliferation of patents over minor technical 

changes? Second, the grant of patents on minor variants of already 

existing drugs may unnecessarily extend patent monopolies on drugs of 

importance to public health. The same drugs may then be the subject of 

compulsory licenses/government use by developing countries, in order 

to promote the right to access medicinal products of relevance to public 

health. Can the grant of compulsory licenses for importation be 

minimized ex-ante by simply defining a higher level of inventive step in 

the pharmaceutical sector? Further, since drugs subject to compulsory 

licenses/ government use are imported, does a stringent inventive step 

also imply greater potential for local firms to engage in generic 

production and greater health security in the long run? These issues are 
analysed at length from both an economic and legal perspective. 
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Gehl Sampath, P. Breaking the fence: can patent rights deter 

biomedical innovation. In Technology followers? Journal of 

Technology Assessment and Strategic Management. Vol. 19, Issue 5, 

September 2007, p. 677-696. 

 

This paper develops a framework of analysis for the impact of patent 

rights on biomedical innovation in “technology follower” developing 

countries. Based on the framework developed in the paper, empirical 

data collected in an industry-level survey of the Indian pharmaceutical 

industry between November 2004 and January 2005 is used to analyse 

the impact of patent rights as recognized under the Agreement on Trade 

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) on 

biomedical innovation in technology followers. The paper concludes 

that the same/similar sets of patent policies and institutions can have 

different impacts on knowledge flows, diffusion of innovation and 

habits and practices of actors in different systems of innovation. These 

inter-linkages need to be assessed in country-specific contexts. It 

advocates that technology follower countries should look at reducing the 

problem of restricted access through appropriate design of patent 

regimes. Analysis of these inter-linkages should take into account the 

nuanced relationship between patent policies on creating widespread 

technological interdependence in the biomedical sector. Additionally, 

solutions such as extended disclosure requirements in patent laws and 

increased pre-grant procedures that have been successful in inducing 

technological spill-overs between firms in other sectors should be 

considered. 

 

Gehl Sampath, P. Intellectual property and innovation in least 

developed countries. Background Study for the Least Developed 

Countries Report. UNCTAD, 2007. 

Available from  

http://www.unctad.org/sections/ldc_dir/docs/ldcr2007_Shree_en.pdf. 

 

This study aimed at generating empirical evidence on whether IPRs can 

directly stimulate R&D and innovation in least developed countries, or 

at least promote firm-based innovative capabilities through diffusion of 

knowledge, technology transfer, foreign direct investments (FDI) and 

licensing, among others (hereafter referred to as indirect effects). The 

study compared the performance of the firms in the local pharmaceutical 
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sector (which is a thriving example in a LDC context), with similar 

firms in its agro-processing and readymade garments sectors. Firm-level 

evidence indicated that in a least developed country context, IPRs do not 

have a major role to play both directly (as a stimuli for R&D) and more 

indirectly (to promote FDI, technology transfer, technology licensing, 

etc.). Firm-level performance showed clearly that reverse engineering 

and copying were the main modes of new product development in the 

same way for the pharmaceutical sector, as they were for two other 

domestic processing sectors in the economy. Coherent national policies 

that focus strategically on enabling innovation played a key role in 

enabling local firms to access knowledge. 

 

 

Global Alliance for TB Drug Development. The Economics of TB 

Drug Development, Global Alliance for TB Drug Development, 2001. 

Available from 

http://www.tballiance.org/downloads/publications/TBA_Economics_Re

port.pdf. 

 

This report summarizes the work and projects of the Global Alliance for 

TB Drug Development, a partnership gathering private companies, 

international agencies, NGOs and others with the common goal of 

developing a new, more effective anti-TB drug. Firstly, it examines 

TB’s epidemiology. The second part is devoted to the potential market 

of anti-TB drugs, quantified between 412.5 and 470.5 million dollars per 

year and expected to increase to 670 million dollars in 2010. Thirdly, it 

focuses on the possible costs of a new anti-TB drug and considers that 

between 76 and 115 million dollars will be required in order to achieve 

Phase III clinical trials and approval. The fourth part looks into the 

potential return on investment. From the financial point of view, the 

internal rate of return of a new anti-TB drug would be between 15 and 

32 per cent, depending on a number of factors. The final part of the 

report focuses on the options available for conducting and funding a 

new anti-TB drug. The report explores new partnerships between public 

and private actors in order to share and balance risks and investment 

related to the development of any new drug. 
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Heller, M. A., Eisenberg, R. Can patents deter innovation? The 

anticommons in biomedical research. Science, 1998, 280: 698-701. 

Available from http://www.sciencemag.org/content/280/5364/698.full. 

 

The authors argue that the recent proliferation of intellectual property 

rights in biomedical research suggests an “anticommons” tragedy, in 

which people underuse scarce resources because too many IP owners 

block each other through a proliferation of fragmented and overlapping 

intellectual property rights. According to the authors, policy-makers 

should seek to ensure coherent boundaries of upstream patents and to 

minimize restrictive licensing practices that interfere with downstream 

product development. Otherwise, more intellectual property rights may 

lead paradoxically to fewer useful products for improving human health.  

 

 

Ito, B., Yamagata, T. Who develops innovations in medicine for the 

poor? Trends in patent applications related to medicines for 

HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and neglected diseases. 

Developing Economies, 2007, 45 (2): 141–171.   

 

This paper analyzes patent data of medicines and vaccines for diseases 

that are prevalent in low-income countries. The data was retrieved from 

a database of the Japan Patent Office. Who invents medicines for the 

poor of the world? This is the main question that the paper addresses. 

Results indicate that not only public institutions but also private firms 

have played an important role in developing innovations for fighting 

both global diseases such as HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis, and so-called 

neglected diseases including malaria, which seem to spread almost 

exclusively in low-income countries. Moreover, the basic mechanism of 

innovation is similar between the development of medicines for 

HIV/AIDS and those for neglected diseases. Finally, among firms, 

innovations for fighting infectious disease are quite diverse. R&D stock 

and economies of scope are used to explain frequent patent applications 

by a high-performing pharmaceutical firm. 
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Jack, W., Lanjouw, J. O. Financing pharmaceutical innovation: 

how much should poor countries contribute? The World Bank 

Economic Review, 2005, 19(1): 45-67.  

 

According to the authors, the debate over the suitability of 

pharmaceutical prices tends to be polarized between those who focus on 

the incentive effects and those who concentrate on other social 

objectives.  This article provides a framework for determining a policy 

that respects both objectives. To this end, most of the legal aspects of 

the debate are abstracted and well-established techniques of applied 

public finance are employed to integrate both efficiency and 

distributional concerns.  A variety of policy options can be used to 

support research and address distributional concerns. The broad 

composition of these policies is taken as given, and the focus is on how 

best pharmaceutical prices can be structured.  Specifically the concern is 

how the burden of generating any given profit from sales should be 

shared across countries. The basic principles of optimal pricing 

presented are consistent with broadly defined social objectives.  

 

 

Kesselheim, A. S. Intellectual property policy in the pharmaceutical 

sciences: the effect of inappropriate patents and market exclusivity 

extensions on the health care system. AAPS Journal. 

2007; 9(3): E306-E311. DOI:  10.1208/aapsj0903033. 

 

The authors argue that though patents are effective tools for promoting 

innovation and protecting intellectual property in the pharmaceutical 

sciences, there has been growing concern about 2 important ways that 

patents in this field can have a negative effect on patient care and the 

practice of medicine. First, inventors can seek and receive patents on 

pharmaceutical products or research tools that stretch the statutory 

requirements for patenting. Second, patent holders in the pharmaceutical 

market can use legal loopholes or aspects of the patent registration 

system to extend exclusivity for inventions beyond what was anticipated 

by the Patent Act or subsequent legislation. The monopoly control 

bestowed by such inappropriate patents or manipulation of the patent 
system can limit options available to patients, increase the cost of health 

care delivery, and make cooperative research more difficult. In response, 

several different government and market-based efforts have emerged to 
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promote more equitable patent policy in health care that encourages 

dissemination of ideas while still supporting the development of 

innovative products. 

 

 

Kettler, H., Modi, R. Building local research and development 

capacity for the prevention and cure of neglected diseases: The case 

of India”, Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2001, 79(8): 

742-747.  

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/archives/79(8)742.pdf. 

 

This paper examines the proposal to build R&D capabilities for dealing 

with neglected infectious and tropical diseases in countries where they 

are endemic, as a potentially cost- and time-effective way to fill the gap 

between the supply of and need for new medicines.  With reference to 

the situation in India, the competence and incentives required by 

companies are considered so that their strategy can be shifted from 

reverse engineering of existing products to investment in R&D for new 

products.  This requires complex reforms, of which intellectual property 

is only one.  The authors consider whether Indian companies that are 

capable of conducting R&D are likely to target neglected diseases.  

Patterns of patenting and of R&D suggest that Indian companies are 

likely to target global diseases because of the prospect of much greater 

returns.  Further studies are required on how Indian companies would 

respond to push and pull incentives originally designed to persuade 

multinational corporations to carry out more R&D on neglected 

diseases. 

 

 

Kettler, H., Towse, A. Public-private Partnerships for Research and 

Development: Medicines and Vaccines for Diseases of Poverty. 

London: Office of Health Economics, 2002. 
 

This report examines the potential of public-private partnerships (PPP) 

to encourage the development of therapeutics for those infectious 

diseases responsible for most deaths in developing countries.  The 

authors looked at four case studies:  the Medicines for Malaria Venture, 

the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative, the Malaria Vaccine Initiative 

and The Global Alliance for TB Drug Development.  The report 
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examines firstly the challenges to which PPP are bound to respond, 

notably the lack of R&D investment.  Secondly, the authors look closely 

at the major trends which are transforming the traditional model of 

pharmaceutical R&D, stressing the necessary collaboration between 

parties and the increasing presence of biotechnology and specialist 

genomic technology companies. Thirdly, the authors analyse the PPP 

models set as case examples, concluding that substantial progress has 

been made in all areas except one, namely the ability to create a viable 

financial model that addresses the R&D funding gap.  While the authors 

consider PPP as a valuable part of a total solution, they state that further 

international support is needed as PPP cannot achieve their goals in 

isolation. 

 

 

Kettler, H., Marjanovic, S. Engaging biotechnology companies in 

the development of innovative solutions for diseases of poverty. 

Nature Reviews, 2004(3), 171-174. 

 

Kettler and Marjanovic present an overview of the role of biotechnology 

in the development of medicines for neglected diseases and point out 

ways to facilitate higher levels of involvement in the future.  They 

discuss present obstacles and disincentives and state that, if more 

biotechnology companies are to be encouraged to pursue technical 

solutions for global health priorities, incentives and provisions that cater 

specifically to their needs and capabilities must be established.  An 

interesting proposal formulated is the creation of a broker for global 

health, a strategy based on the premise that many biotech companies 

have technologies that are relevant to global health but lack information 

on how to get involved in neglected-diseases projects, as well as on the 

funds, foundations and initiatives working in R&D issues.  

 

 

Light, D. W., Warburton, R. Demythologizing the high costs of 

pharmaceutical research BioSocieties (2011) 6, 34-50. 

doi:10.1057/biosoc.2010.40; published online 7 February 2011. 

 
It is widely claimed that research to discover and develop new 

pharmaceuticals entails high costs and high risks. High research and 

development (R&D) costs influence many decisions and policy 
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discussions about how to reduce global health disparities, how much 

companies can afford to discount prices for lower- and middle-income 

countries, and how to design innovative incentives to advance research 

on diseases of the poor. High estimated costs also affect strategies for 

getting new medicines to the world's poor, such as the advanced market 

commitment, which built high estimates into its inflated size and prices. 

This article takes apart the most detailed and authoritative study of R&D 

costs in order to show how high estimates have been constructed by 

industry-supported economists, and to show how much lower actual 

costs may be. Besides serving as an object lesson in the construction of 

‘facts’, this analysis provides reason to believe that R&D costs need not 

be such an insuperable obstacle to the development of better medicines. 

The deeper problem is that current incentives reward companies to 

develop mainly new medicines of little advantage and compete for 

market share at high prices, rather than to develop clinically superior 

medicines with public funding so that prices could be much lower and 

risks to companies lower as well. 

 

 

Love, J. Measures to enhance access to medical technologies, and 

new methods of stimulating medical R&D. UC Davis Law Review, 

2007, 40: 679-715. 

 

This article presents four methods of managing a traditional patent 

system to more effectively administer limitations and exceptions, and 

enhance patent quality and transparency.  On the other hand, the article 

introduces three new ideas which are relevant to more fundamental 

changes in the methods used to support medical research and 

development.  Concerning the methods of managing the patent system 

more effectively, it states that national governments need to enact 

appropriate grounds for non-voluntary authorizations to use patents, to 

adopt guidelines for remuneration for non-voluntary authorizations, to 

increase the use of patent pools and other approaches to the collective 

management of intellectual property and to manage the identification of 

relevant patents and the elimination of inappropriate patent grants.  As 

far as the new proposal is concerned, the article introduces the medical 

innovation prize, the system of competitive intermediaries to invest in 

R&D projects on behalf of employers and the global framework for 

essential health R&D. 
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Maskus, K., Reichman, J. Eds. International Public Goods and 

Transfer of Technology under a Globalized Intellectual Property 

Regime. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005. 

 
This book consists of thirty-five chapters written by several authors 

coming from different fields of expertise, mainly economics, law and 

political science. International Public Goods and Transfer of 
Technology under a Globalized Intellectual Property Regime is the 

outcome of a conference with this same title held in April 2003 at Duke 

University. The aim of that conference was to assess the public 

processes and inputs likely to become indispensable in a transnational 

system of innovation that, while still dependent on territorial law, must 

aim to promote technical progress, economic growth and welfare for all 

participants. The contributions to this book are organized under four 

major rubrics: “International Provision of Public Goods under a 

Globalized Intellectual Property Regime”, “Innovation and Technology 

Transfer in a Protectionist Environment”, “Sectorial Issues: Essential 

Medicines and Traditional Knowledge”, and, lastly, “Reform and 

Regulation Issues”. This book provides an introduction to the 

consequences on the provision of public goods derived from the 

globalized protection of intellectual property.  It offers a view on the 

broad spectrum of subjects, laws and institutions involved in the 

innovation process, both at the national and international levels, and 

collects proposals to foster the provision of public goods. 

 

 

Maskus, K. Reforming the US Patent Policy, CSR nº 19. Washington 

D.C.: Council on Foreign Relations, 2006. 
 

Professor Maskus argues that capacity for innovation is imperilled by an 

increasingly overprotective patent system.  The misguided principle that 

states that stronger patent protection engenders more innovation has 

resulted in the opposite result, the impediment of the development and 

use of new technologies.  The present scenario is characterized by high 

litigation costs, overly broad patents, patents unclear about the breadth 

of protection, and the use of patents as strategic anti-competitive tool 
that allows firms to use patents to actively exclude potential 

competitors. The report recommends changing domestic patent policy in 

order to return to basic patenting principles and restore the system to 
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one that encourages innovation. It also proposes to abandon the high-

level harmonization agenda, especially in free trade agreements (FTAs). 

 

 

Maskus, K. Encouraging International Technology Transfer. 

Geneva: UNCTAD-ICTSD, 2004. 
Available from http://ictsd.net/downloads/2008/07/b.pdf. 

 
Encouraging International Technology Transfer reviews 

comprehensively the basic theory and evidence regarding how 

intellectual property protection affects incentives for international 

technology transfer. Professor Maskus provides an analysis of market-

mediated international technology transfer (ITT) through trade, foreign 

direct investment, licensing, and personnel movements, along with 

informal means through imitation, reverse engineering, and spillovers.  

The report points out that there are inherent shortcomings in markets for 

technology that justify public intervention. Empirical evidence suggests 

that enforceable patents can increase inward flows of ITT in middle-

income and large developing countries but probably have little impact in 

the least-developed countries. 

 

 

Merz J.F.,  “Disease gene patents: overcoming unethical constraints 

on clinical laboratory medicine”, Clinical Chemistry, 1999, 45:324-

330. 

Available from http://www.clinchem.org/content/45/3/324.full. 

 

The rapidly growing number of disease gene patents –patents that claim 

all methods for diagnosis of a particular genetic condition– threaten the 

ability of physicians to provide medical care to their patients. This 

article discusses some of the ramifications of creating a monopoly over 

a medical service, assesses the implications of disease gene patents for 

clinical laboratories, and proposes some strategies for responding to this 

new phenomenon. The analysis concludes with a recommendation that 

the patent law be amended to require compulsory licensing of medical 

process patents. According to the author, "it is time to evaluate the need 

for such a provision for medical process patents in light of the serious 

harms to the practice of medicine, and arguably, to the public health, 

that may result from a refusal to license". 
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MSF/DNDi, Fatal Imbalance. The Crisis in Research and 

Development for Drugs for Neglected Diseases, Geneva: Médecins 

sans Frontières, 2001. 

Available from 

http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/publications/reports/2001/fatal_i

mbalance_short.pdf. 

 

In 1999, MSF convened an international body of health experts to study 

the current state of drug R&D for diseases that affect people in the 

developing world. This independent body, the Drugs for Neglected 

Diseases (DND) Working Group, has since undertaken an analysis and 

made some recommendations for moving forward. When treatment 

options do not exist or are inadequate, a disease can be considered 

“neglected”, or even “most neglected” in some cases. The neglect is a 

result of market and public policy failure. Strategies must be developed 

to specifically address neglected and most neglected diseases. Recent 

initiatives and policies seeking to redress the R&D imbalance are 

outlined. Recommendations for moving forward are presented, among 

them: that a well-defined and needs-driven research agenda be 

established at the global level; that governments fulfil their 

responsibility to become directly and proactively involved in searching 

for solutions; that funding be increased for research into neglected and 

most neglected diseases; and that a new not-for-profit enterprise be 

explored as one way to address the shortage of R&D for the most 

neglected diseases. 

 

 

OECD,  Vers une économie fondée sur le savoir, Paris, OECD, 2001. 

 

This report of the OECD focuses on the knowledge-based economy and 

its implications for different fields and domains.  It acknowledges the 

growing importance of R&D, closely linked to the innovation capacity, 

in contributing to economic progress. The report notes the existing 

disparities in terms of R&D investments between OECD members and 

industrial sectors, with specific mention of private pharmaceutical 

companies.  Particular attention is devoted to R&D in the health domain 
and the linkage between R&D and biotechnological patents. The report 

illustrates the rise in public spending on health R&D in recent years, in 

contrast with the decline in funds devoted to defence research. It 
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concludes by stressing the growing partnership between private 

companies and universities in the field of scientific research, a 

partnership and collaboration which is increasingly transnational, just 

like the property of most inventions. 

 

 

Opderbeck, D.W. Patents, essential medicines, and the innovation 

game. Working Paper Series, Seton Hall University - School of Law, 

2001. 

Available from SSRN: doi:10.2139/ssrn.458620. 

 

Current international patent rules strike an uneasy balance between 

conflicting views about patents. The precarious nature of this balancing 

act is illustrated by the recent heated debate about the conditions under 

which compulsory licenses will be available for certain essential 

medicines under the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

(TRIPS) agreement. That debate produced a compromise that will do 

little to fix the essential medicines problem.  

 

This paper argues that the recent debate was misplaced because it 

ignored differing elasticities of demand between developed and 

developing country markets. Demand elasticity is a primary driver of the 

utility of patent rules. If demand is inelastic, strong patent protection 

allows the patent owner to charge a price premium and the social cost of 

the patent monopoly is minimized. If demand is elastic, however, the 

justification for strong patent protection evaporates. In a demand elastic 

market, the patent owner cannot sustain supercompetitive pricing, and 

the social cost of such pricing is high.  

 

This paper argues that the level of patent protection in developing 

countries is irrelevant when there is inelastic demand and a relatively 

large market in developed countries. The author supports this argument 

with a game theory analysis of the essential medicines debate. The 

author's analysis shows that, at least with respect to essential medicines 

for which there is strong demand in developed countries, the level of 

patent protection in developing countries makes no difference. The 

author concludes that the international patent system governing such 

products should allow greater flexibility for generic imitator competition 

in developing country markets. 
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Outterson, K. Should access to medicines and TRIPS flexibilities be 

limited to specific diseases? American Journal of Law and Medicine, 

vol 34, 2008, 279. 

Available from 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1090270. 

 

The author argues that from the perspective of public health, limiting 

access programs and TRIPS flexibilities to particular diseases would be 

quite dangerous and unnecessary. Dangerous because the diseases of the 

world’s rich and poor countries are converging, including non-

communicable diseases such as heart disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer 

and depression. Radically cheaper medicines for these conditions could 

significantly improve health in LMICs. Limitation is also unnecessary 

because proven tools can be deployed to preserve high-income markets 

while LMICs pursue equitable flexibilities. 

 

To date, the important global legal texts retain broad application to all 

relevant diseases, but the some parties continue to propose disease-

specific limitations, most recently in the World Health Organization’s 

Intergovernmental Working Group on Public Health, Innovation and 

Intellectual Property (the "WHO IGWG"). The WHO IGWG’s task is to 

distil the WHO CIPIH Report into a global strategy and plan of action. 

This article hopes to influence the final text of the IGWG Global 

Strategy, finding that disease-specific limitations on access programs 

and TRIPS flexibilities are inappropriate in markets for medicines, but 

disease-specific programs are important in markets for neglected disease 

innovation. 

 

 

Pécoul, B. et al. Access to essential drugs in poor countries – a lost 
battle? JAMA, January 27, 1999 - Vol 281, No. 4.  

Available from  

http://www.dndi.org/images/stories/pdf_scientific_pub/1999/pecoul_b_j

ama.pdf. 

 

Several important factors related to access to essential drugs in poor 
countries are described by Dr Pécoul and colleagues. While drugs offer 

a simple, cost-effective solution to many health problems, effective 

treatment for many diseases is lacking in poor countries. For the 
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majority of the world's poor and most vulnerable citizens, there is no 

practitioner in their community trained in the prescription of essential 

drugs. There are indigenous practitioners in essentially all of these 

countries who are experienced clinicians but not formally trained in the 

allopathic system of medicine. They need to be trained in the use of 

essential drugs if these medications are to be truly accessible to the 

world's poor. The development of field-based drug research is needed to 

determine optimum use and re-motivate R&D for new drugs for the 

developing world. Potential consequences for the availability of old and 

new drugs are expected from recent WTO agreements. 

 

 

Remiche, B., Ed. Revue Internationale de Droit Economique. Special 

edition: pharmaceutical patents, innovation and public health, 2001. 
 

This special issue of the International Revue of Economic Law (RIDE) 

reproduces the main contributions to the symposium organized by the 

International Association of Economic Law (AIDE) in Toulouse at the 

end of January 1999 on the theme "Pharmaceutical patents, innovations 

and public health". Contributors include Carlos Correa, Claude 

Crampes, Vincenzo Di Cataldo, Jérôme Dumoulin, Jean-Christophe 

Galloux, Alain Gouyette, Georges Houin, Christian Huveneers, Jacques 

Larrieu, Marília Bernades Marques, Franz Muennich, Adrian Otten, 

Sylvaine Poillot Peruzzetto, Norbert Reich, Bernard Remiche, Frederick 

Scherer and Germán Velásquez. 

 

 

Rodríguez V. Material transfer agreements: open science vs. 

proprietary claims. Nature Biotechnology, 2005, 23(4): 489-491. 

 

This article deals with the very precise problem posed by material 

transfer agreements, which may constrain the free flow of knowledge by 

limiting the available mechanisms of research collaboration.  The author 

underscores that while pharmaceutical and biotechnological product 

development has been based on patents, biomedical research in 

academia comes from the very different tradition of open science.  

Research materials were often freely exchanged without formal 

agreements, a tendency that changed in 1970s when life science research 

brought academia and industry closer together. Industry defends its 
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commercial and property interests by acquiring and protecting 

exclusivity in the market through patents and trade secrets, which 

contrasts with academics and governments’ aim to preserve the flow of 

ideas. Material transfer agreements are a field of potential conflict 

between these two diverging approaches. 

 

Sangeeta Shashikant. The Substantive Patent Law Treaty: The 

Dangers of Global Patent Policy Harmonization.TWN, 2009.  

Available from http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/IPR/ipr11.htm. 

 

Negotiations at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) to 

draw up a Substantive Patent Law Treaty (SPLT) have long been 

bogged down by differences among WIPO member states over the 

scope and orientation of the agreement. As part of efforts to break the 

negotiating deadlock, WIPO convened an open forum in Geneva on 1-3 

March 2006 to discuss the major issues which lie at the heart of the 

debate surrounding the SPLT. 

 

While the forum did not lead to a resolution of the impasse, the 

discussions that took place there shed light on the import and potential 

impacts of a treaty which would harmonize patent norms the world over. 

In this compilation of articles on the WIPO forum, originally written for 

the South-North Development Monitor (SUNS), Sangeeta Shashikant 

reports that many of the participating experts cautioned against global 

harmonization of patent laws based on the loose patentability criteria 

and strict protection standards of the developed countries. If effected 

under an SPLT, such a move, it is feared, would “export a dysfunctional 

system to the rest of the world”. These and other issues raised in the 

forum should be borne in mind in dealing with any attempts to revive 

the SPLT negotiations or to harmonize national patent regimes through 

other means.  

 

Scherer F.M. The pharmaceutical industry and world intellectual 

property standards. Vanderbilt Law Review. November 2000,  53(6): 

2245-2254. 

 
This article focuses on the link between the enforcement of IPR and the 

possibilities for private pharmaceutical companies to invent and produce 

new drugs. One of the declared goals of the IPR framework is to protect 
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companies that have heavily invested in the development of new 

products. Granting these companies with exclusivity rights for a fixed 

period of time would allow them to recover previous investment and at 

the same time provide a stimulus to keep on innovating.  Developed 

countries are not only home to all major international pharmaceutical 

companies, but also represent the biggest market for pharmaceutical 

products.  This market, considered to be secure, has been driving the 

R&D efforts of pharmaceutical companies, leaving behind the needs of 

a majority of the population who, living in developing countries, do not 

represent an interesting market. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human 

Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography, 

WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Simon, J. H. M., et al. Managing severe acute respiratory syndrome 

(SARS) intellectual property rights: the possible role of patent 

pooling. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2005, 83(9): 707-

710. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/83/9/707.pdf. 

 

This article addresses the problem that multiple patents over a genomic 

sequence may pose to the development of drugs. The article, which 

takes the case of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) as an 

example, states that the fragmentation of intellectual property rights may 

adversely affect the development of pharmaceutical products. In 

response, it is proposed to pose these patent rights into a patent pool to 

be licensed on a non-exclusive basis. 

 

 

Smith, R. D., Correa, C., Oh, C. Trade, TRIPS, and 

pharmaceuticals. The Lancet, Volume 373, Issue 9664, Pages 684 - 

691, 21 February 2009 doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(08)61779-1. 
Published Online: 22 January 2009. 

 

This paper focuses on options that are available to the health community 

for negotiation to their advantage under TRIPS, and within the presence 

of TRIPS-plus.  

 

http://www.thelancet.com/search/results?fieldName=Authors&searchTerm=Richard%20D+Smith
http://www.thelancet.com/search/results?fieldName=Authors&searchTerm=Carlos+Correa
http://www.thelancet.com/search/results?fieldName=Authors&searchTerm=Cecilia+Oh
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/vol373no9664/PIIS0140-6736(09)X6062-9
http://www.thelancet.com/popup?fileName=cite-using-doi
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The World Trade Organization's Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects 

of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) set global minimum standards 

for the protection of intellectual property, substantially increasing and 

expanding intellectual-property rights, and generated clear gains for the 

pharmaceutical industry and the developed world. The question of 

whether TRIPS generates gains for developing countries, in the form of 

increased exports, is addressed in this paper through consideration of the 

importance of pharmaceuticals in health-care trade, outlining the 

essential requirements, implications, and issues related to TRIPS, and 

TRIPS-plus, in which increased restrictions are imposed as part of 

bilateral free-trade agreements. TRIPS has not generated substantial 

gains for developing countries, but has further increased pharmaceutical 

trade in developed countries. The unequal trade between developed and 

developing countries (i.e., exporting and importing high-value patented 

drugs, respectively) raises the issue of access to medicines, which is 

exacerbated by TRIPS-plus provisions, although many countries have 

not even enacted provision for TRIPS flexibilities.  

 

 

Stiglitz, J. E. and Jayadev, A. Medicine for tomorrow: Some 

alternative proposals to promote socially beneficial research and 

development in pharmaceuticals. Journal of Generic Medicines 

(2010) 7, 217–226. doi:10.1057/jgm.2010.21. 
 

The authors state that the current models of pharmaceutical drug 

discovery display significant inefficiencies. One inefficiency is the 

widespread prevalence of me-too drugs. Second, some patents can act as 

barriers to knowledge, by slowing down the pace of new discoveries. 

Third, there are higher costs for the public, who end up paying double 

costs – subsidizing or funding research and development (R&D) that 

leads to new discoveries on the one hand, and, on the other, paying the 

social costs of restricted access to knowledge when the discoveries are 

privatized. Fourth, when the market returns are the sole guide to R&D 

of new drugs, diseases that are prevalent in markets with weaker buying 

power are neglected. Thus, policymakers need to identify a new, more 

cost-effective and innovative productive system for R&D. Policymakers 
are faced with very complex choices in designing their regulations. They 

want to promote access to medicines, to lower costs and to encourage 

research. Politically, they have to balance pressure from the industry 
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with increasingly forceful demands from health advocacy groups. The 

article looks at four different sorts of policies that may be used to 

address some of the inadequacies in the current system, especially with 

regard to the management of R&D: promoting prizes over patents; 

directing innovation toward socially beneficial outputs by adopting 

some form of value-based pricing; publicly funding clinical trials to 

reduce conflicts of interest while reducing costs; and actively managing 

frontier technologies to maximize positive social spill overs. 

 

 

Stolley P.D., Laporte J-R. The public health, the university and 

pharmacoepidemiology. In Pharmacoepidemiology, Third Edition, 

Strom, B.L., ed.Chichester: John Wiley & Sons Lts., 75-89, 2000. 

 

Pharmacoepidemiology is the study of the effects of drugs on 

populations and of the factors influencing drug use. Its prime goals are 

the gathering of information leading to the protection of the health of 

populations, and improving the efficacy and safety of medicines.  The 

authors state that in each country the ultimate effectiveness of drugs 

depends on a number of factors. These include the priorities of the 

pharmaceutical industry, local drug regulation and drug policies, drug 

supply, the priorities of the health care system, training and continuous 

education of health professionals, etc. These factors have a great 

influence on the patterns of prescribing, dispensing and use. The 

document argues that four processes have contributed to shaping 

globalization in the field of pharmaceuticals: the TRIPS Agreement, 

health sector reform and liberalization, moves to closer harmonization 

(in particular the International Conference on Harmonization) and 

pharmaceutical company mergers. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, 
Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. 

WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 
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The Royal Society Working Group on Intellectual Property. 

Keeping Science Open: The Effects of Intellectual Property Policy on 

the Conduct of Science. London: The Royal Society, 2003. 

Available from 

http://royalsociety.org/policy/publications/2003/keeping-science-open/. 

 

This report of the United Kingdom independent scientific academy 

looks on how intellectual property policies impact on the evolution of 

scientific work, paying particular attention to three areas: patents, 

copyright and database copyright. While accepting the potential benefits 

of IPR for science by, for instance, stimulating innovation, the report 

also warns about the possible tensions created due to their monopolistic 

nature. The climate of secrecy that patents might encourage can, 

according to the report, limit the free flow of ideas and information 

which are critical for productive research. At the same time, research 

may be constrained by patents being excessively broad, which could 

have a very negative impact, particularly in the early stages of 

development of a given discipline. With regard to the TRIPS 

Agreement, intended to harmonize intellectual property laws at the 

international level, the report wonders whether there is not sufficient 

flexibility or whether the flexibility accorded is sufficiently utilized. It 

notes that, for developing countries, the disadvantages of TRIPS 

implementation outweigh the possible benefits. The report concludes 

that the original balance established by intellectual property law, where 

the right-holder obtains exclusive rights in exchange for rights to the 

society, should be improved in order to guarantee just sufficient 

incentive to encourage R&D by potential right-holders while retaining a 

high level of benefit for society. The report considers that new 

intellectual property legislation that unreasonably restricts freedom of 

access and use of information goes against this desirable balance. 

 

 

Thurow L. Needed: a new system of intellectual property rights. 

Harvard Business Review, September-October 1997, 95-103. 

 

According to the author: “Fundamental shifts in technology and in the 
economic landscape are rapidly making the current system of IPR 

unworkable, Suthersanen, U., Dutfield, G., Boey Chow, K., (Eds.),  
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Innovation Without Patents: Harnessing the Creative Spirit in a Diverse 

World, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2007.  

 

This volume brings together economic thinking on innovation and legal 

thinking on patents. Focusing on innovation and development, this 

book, easy to read and full of interesting detail, provides both valuable 

insight into the theoretical framework of innovation as supported by 

intellectual property protection and contains valuable case studies of 

national systems of innovation in the Pacific Rim States It introduces the 

debate on how far legal protection should extend to inventions 

considering its level of inventiveness.  

 

The book questions the benefits of patenting for developing countries 

through empirical studies and analysis, and it considers the impact of 

intellectual property protection on the ability of developing countries 

manufacturers to learn to innovate.  It deals with specific national and 

regional situations, such as those concerning Singapore, Japan, South 

Korea, People’s Republic of China, Taiwan, the ASEAN States and 

Latin America ineffective.  Designed more than 100 years ago to meet 

the simpler needs of an industrial era, it is an undifferentiated, one-fits-

all system.” 

 

Four main reasons explain the problems with the old system: the 

centrality of IPR, the decline of public knowledge, the emergence of 

new technologies and the globalization of the economy.  Thus, a new 

system of IPR should strike the right balance between the production 

and the distribution of new ideas, but should also be really enforceable, 

quick and efficient.  A revised system should reflect diverse interests, 

such as public versus private knowledge, developed versus developing 

countries and different types of industry, knowledge and inventors. 

(Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An 

Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9).   
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Trouiller P. et al. Drug development for neglected diseases: a 

deficient market and a public-health policy failure. The Lancet, 

2002, 359(9324): 2188-2194. 

Available from  

http://www.dndi.org/images/stories/pdf_scientific_pub/2002/trouiller_p

_lancet.pdf. 

 

There is a lack of effective, safe and affordable pharmaceuticals to 

control infectious diseases that cause high mortality and morbidity in the 

developing world. The authors analysed outcomes of pharmaceutical 

R&D over the past 25 years, and reviewed current public and private 

initiatives aimed at correcting the imbalance in R&D that leaves 

diseases that occur predominantly in the developing world largely 

unaddressed. They compiled data by searches of Medline and databases 

of the US FDA and the European Agency for the Evaluation of 

Medicinal Products, and reviewed current public and private initiatives 

through an analysis of recently published studies. The authors found 

that, of 1,393 new chemical entities marketed between 1975 and 1999, 

only 16 were for tropical diseases and tuberculosis. There is a 13-fold 

greater chance of a drug being brought to market for central nervous 

system disorders or cancer than for a neglected disease.  

 

The pharmaceutical industry argues that R&D is too costly and risky to 

invest in low-return neglected diseases, and public and private initiatives 

have tried to overcome this market limitation through incentive 

packages and PPP. The lack of drug R&D for "non-profitable" 

infectious diseases will require new strategies. No sustainable solution 

will result for diseases that predominantly affect poor people in the 

South without the establishment of an international pharmaceutical 

policy for all neglected diseases.  Private sector research obligations 

should be explored, and a public sector not-for-profit R&D capacity 

promoted. 
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Velásquez, G. The Right to Health and Medicines: The Case of 

Recent Negotiations on the Global Strategy on Public Health, 

Innovation and Intellectual Property” South Centre Research Paper 

No. 35, January 2011. 
Available from 

http://www.southcentre.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=artic

le&id=1507%3Athe-right-to-health-and-medicines-the-case-of-recent-

negotiations-on-the-global-strategy-on-public-health-innovation-and-

intellectual-property&catid=41%3Ainnovation-technology-and-patent-

policy&Itemid=67&lang=en. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to describe, above all, a negotiating process 

which many have qualified as historical. More than an analysis on the 

subject of public health and intellectual property, this is an analysis of a 

negotiating process. The negotiations of the inter-country group known 

as the "IGWG", undertaken by the Member countries of the WHO, were 

the result of a deadlock in the World Health Assembly held in 2006 

where the Member States of the WHO were unable to reach an 

agreement on what to do with the 60 recommendations in the report on 

"Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property" submitted to the 

Assembly in the same year. The intention of the Global Strategy and 

Plan of Action (GSPOA) which was produced by the IGWG was to 

substantially revamp the pharmaceuticals’ research and development 

system in view of the findings that this system, whose purpose is to 

produce medicines for diseases which affect the greater part of the world 

population which lives in developing countries, had failed.  

 

These negotiations leave several questions unanswered: 1) Will the 

IGWG be able to address the problem of access to medicines in all its 

complexity? 2) Is the problem which the IGWG has identified restricted 

to developing countries, as suggested in different parts of the strategy, or 

is it a global problem which even the developed countries will have to 

face sooner or later? 3) And finally, what can be the expected outcome 

of this exercise? Will these negotiations change the nature of the WHO? 
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Van Overwalle, G. Turning patent swords into shares. Science. 17 

December 2010: Vol. 330 no. 6011 pp. 1630-1631; DOI: 

10.1126/science.1189592.  

 
This article examines the decision earlier this year in the U.S. District 

Court to deny patent protection for isolated human genes and associated 

diagnostic methods which shocked the biotech community. The case 

related to genetic tests for familial breast and ovarian cancer developed 

by the company Myriad Genetics. The product claims (used to describe 

the compound in question) were directed to isolated DNA containing 

human BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene sequences. The method claims (used to 

describe the activity exercised upon the compound) covered the process 

of identifying certain mutations in the BRCA genes. The court held that 

the claimed isolated DNA “is not markedly different from native DNA 

as it exists in nature” and constitutes unpatentable subject matter. The 

court also ruled that the claimed method is “directed only to the abstract 

mental process of comparing or analyzing gene sequences”, fails the so-

called “machine or transformation test”, and is unpatentable as well.  

 

 

Webber D., Kremer M. Perspectives on stimulating industrial 

research and development for neglected infectious diseases. Bulletin 

of the World Health Organization. 2001, 79(8):  735-741. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/archives/79(8)735.pdf. 

 

This paper summarizes thinking on stimulating industrial R&D for 

neglected diseases and argues that it is critical to enlarge the value of the 

market for medicines and vaccines through, for example, global 

purchase funds. The most important economic barriers to R&D are 

small commercial markets and severely limited individual purchasing 

power, even though the number of patients may be very large. Various 

mechanisms have been proposed to address this economic imbalance. 

Economic devices which reduce the cost of R&D - push factors - are 

useful, but this review suggests that high costs do not explain the 

shortfall in R&D. Economic devices which address the lack of viable 

markets have been termed pull factors and are designed to create or 
secure a market. The authors identify as a useful pull mechanism the 

commitment to purchase a product that meets specified criteria. Pull 

programmes effectively mimic the market and lead companies to favour 

http://www.sciencemag.org/search?author1=Geertrui+Van+Overwalle&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
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lines of attack that they believe will lead to marketable products. 

Overall, a combination of push and pull mechanisms is an attractive 

approach. This could combine increased funding for public laboratories, 

PPP in R&D, purchases of under-utilised existing products, and a pre-

commitment to purchase new drugs and vaccines when developed. 

 

 

Wheeler, C., Berkley, S. Initial lessons from public-private 

partnerships in drug and vaccine development”. Bulletin of the 

World Health Organization, 2001, 79(8): 728-34. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/archives/79(8)728.pdf. 

 

In recent years, venture capital approaches have delivered impressive 

results in identifying and funding promising health discoveries and 

bringing them to market. This success has inspired public sector 

experiments with ‘‘social venture capital’’ approaches to address the 

dearth of affordable treatment and prevention for diseases of the 

developing world. Employing the same focus on well-defined and 

measurable objectives, and the same type of connections to pool and 

deploy resources as their for-profit counterparts, social venture 

capitalists seek to use the tools and incentives of capitalism to solve one 

of its biggest failures: the lack of drugs and vaccines for diseases 

endemic to low-income populations. As part of a larger trend of 

partnerships emerging in health product donation and distribution, 

public–private partnerships for pharmaceutical development have led 

R&D efforts to generate more accessible and efficacious products for 

diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis, and AIDS. In this article, three 

R&D-focused partnerships are explored: the International AIDS 

Vaccine Initiative; the Medicines for Malaria Venture; and the newly-

formed Global Alliance for TB Drug Development. The article 

highlights key elements essential to the success of these ventures. 

 

 

 





2. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REGULATION 
 

 

2.1 General 
 

 

Abbott F. A. First report (final) to the Committee on International 

Trade Law of the International Law Association on the subject of 

parallel importation. Journal of International Economic Law, 1998, 

607-636. 

 

The First Report on Parallel Imports approaches the exhaustion/parallel 

imports question in broad economic terms, asking whether there may be 

an economic and social welfare benefit to permitting IPRs holders to 

block parallel imports that outweighs the potential harm to liberal trade. 

The Report addresses each major form of IPR (patent, trademark and 

copyright) separately. It concludes with respect to each form that the 

evidence of benefits that might flow from allowing parallel imports to 

be blocked is insufficient to justify the potential inhibition of trade. The 

Report observes that most objectives which IPRs holders seek to 

achieve by the allocation of geographic markets can be attained through 

less trade restrictive means, namely through the vertical allocation of 

distribution territories by contract. The interests of the developing 

countries are a focus of the Report. Some economists have suggested 

that allowing rules on parallel information to enforce price 

discrimination in favour of developing countries may increase global 

economic welfare. The Report concludes that developing and developed 

countries are better served by open markets and the operation of 

comparative advantage. The Report recommends that the WTO adopt a 

rule precluding governments from blocking parallel imports save in 

certain exceptional cases, and it also suggests that further study of this 

issue would be desirable. 

 

 

Attaran, A. How do patents and economic policies affect access to 

essential medicines in developing countries? Health Affairs, 2004, 

23(3), 155-177. Doi:10.1377/hlthaff.23.3.155. 

 

This highly controversial and contested article argues that intellectual 

property rights are not a relevant barrier to access to life-saving drugs.  
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To this end, the author links data on patent protection to data on access 

to essential medicines. He concludes that patents are not a major 

obstacle based on the fact that most of the medicines contained in the 

WHO Model List of Essential Medicines are not patent protected. 

 

 

Bulletin of the World Health Organization. Special Theme: 

Intellectual Property Rights and Public Health, 2006, 84(5), 337-424. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/84/5/itmb.pdf. 

 

In May 2006 the Bulletin of the World Health Organization was 

exclusively devoted to the relationship between public health and 

intellectual property rights. The central theme of this issue of the WHO 

Bulletin: what can governments, the private sector and research 

institutes do to meet the need for medicines, vaccines and diagnostics in 

developing countries in the absence of a lucrative market for these 

products. It brings together views from academicians, industry 

representatives and public health activists. Among the themes addressed 

are the development of drugs in absence of lucrative markets, the 

relation between access to medicines and human rights, the work of the 

WHO Commission on Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual 

Property and an interesting proposal to establish benchmarks to assess 

progress in tackling the challenges of intellectual property and access to 

medicines in developing countries. 

 

 

CIPR, Integrating Intellectual Property Rights and Development 

Policy, London: Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, 2002. 

Available from  

http://www.iprcommission.org/papers/pdfs/final_report/CIPRfullfinal.pdf. 

 

This land marking report of the ad hoc Commission on Intellectual 

Property Rights created by the UK Department of International 

Development addresses a number of issues related to IPR and their 

impact on development in a variety of fields: health, agriculture, 

traditional knowledge, new technologies and patent reform. The 
Commission considered whether the rules and institutions of intellectual 

property protection (IPP) can contribute to development and reduction 

of poverty in developing countries.  According to the report, the impact 
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of IPP in developed countries also affects developing countries as, for 

example, most of the research on diseases that affect developing 

countries is conducted in developed ones.  While accepting that the IPP 

system does provide incentives for research and innovation, the 

Commission noted that incentives have different impacts depending on 

the economic and social circumstances of the country where they are 

being applied.  It considers IPR as a public policy instrument which 

should be translated into a means for the promotion of human economic 

and social rights.  In this context, the report considered that a further 

extension of IPR should take into consideration the weaker position of 

developing countries and the need to explore how these countries could 

adapt their domestic IPP systems to their own conditions. The 

Commission concluded that IPP is not the only factor that affects poor 

people’s access to health care but it can play a very negative role. 

Among the policies that both developed and developing countries can 

adopt to promote cheaper prices for medicines without adversely 

affecting the incentives for research on relevant diseases, the Report 

recommends the compulsory licensing mechanism while observing that, 

to date, the IPP system has done little to stimulate research on neglected 

diseases. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to 

Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Correa, C. M., Protection and Promotion of Traditional Medicine. 

Implications for Public Health in Developing Countries, Geneva: 

South Centre, 2002.  

Available from  

http://www.southcentre.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=artic

le&id=74%3Aprotection-and-promotion-of-traditional-medicines-

implications-for-public-health-in-developing-

countries&catid=41%3Ainnovation-technology-and-patent-

policy&Itemid=67&lang=en. 

 

This study highlights the value of traditional medicine (TRM) in 

developing countries while describing how it might be affected by the 

implementation of international intellectual property rights standards. 

The author first identifies some characteristics of TRM relevant to IPP 

issues.  He then considers the rationale behind the need for protection of 

TRM under IPR (either existing or to be created). Thirdly, he discusses 
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the extent to which existing modes of IPR (notably patents, trade 

secrets, trademarks and geographical indications) may be applied to 

TRM. Particular emphasis is given to the discussion of patents, with the 

other forms of IPR being analysed more briefly. Fourthly, the study 

presents those policy options available for the protection and promotion 

of TRM in the broader context of health policy. Finally, the author 

raises the issue of IPR protection of TRM within the framework of 

public health policy, considering that “policies on TRM should aim at 

balancing considerations of equity and public health”, protecting and 

rewarding knowledge without reducing access to TRM. 

 

 

Correa, C. M., Guidelines for the Examination of Pharmaceutical 

Patents: Developing a Public Health Perspective, Working Paper, 

Geneva: ICTSD – WHO – UNCTAD, 2007.  
Available from http://ictsd.org/i/publications/11393/. 

 

In response to growing concerns about the proliferation of patents that 

protect minor or obvious variants of existing drugs or processes, this 

document provides a set of public health-sensitive guidelines for the 

assessment of some of the common types of pharmaceutical patent 

claims.  Patents quality is basic so as not to prevent generic competition, 

which is fundamental to increase access to affordable medicines. The 

document discusses the scope allowed to WTO Member countries to 

determine the standards under which the novelty and inventive step of 

claimed inventions are assessed. It also provides examples of different 

categories of patent claims for pharmaceutical products, indicates the 

practice of some patent offices, and includes recommendations for each 

category of claims. The guidelines proposed do not suggest the 

application of a new requirement of patentability, but rather to take into 

account specific considerations relating to innovation in pharmaceuticals. 
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Correa, C. M. Designing Intellectual Property Policies in Developing 

Countries. TWN, Penang, 2010. 

 

Few areas have seen greater erosion of developing countries’ policy 

options than in the field of intellectual property (IP). Over the years, the 

scope for these countries to formulate their own national intellectual 

property policies has narrowed considerably as a result of binding 

international rules which impose high standards for IP protection. 

Nevertheless, there remains room for governments to draw up IP 

policies tailored to their countries’ needs and level of development. The 

ultimate aim of these policies, stresses this book, should not be to 

protect the private proprietary rights of inventors and creators per se but 

to design an IP regime that is instrumental to attaining the development 

objectives of the country. 

 

Towards this end, developing countries must make full use of the 

policy-making flexibilities provided for in international IP law. This 

book sets out recommendations on how this can be done, in relation to 

the key development objectives of promoting industrial and agricultural 

advancement, safeguarding public health and the environment, and 

enhancing access to knowledge and creative works. It also looks at how 

developing countries can better defend their interests in global IP fora 

and, beyond that, steer the international standard-setting process in a 

more development-friendly direction. 

 

 

Correa, C. M., How Developing Countries Can Manage Intellectual 

Property Rights to Maximize Access to Knowledge (edited with Li, 

Xuan), South Centre, Geneva, 2009. 

Available from 

http://www.southcentre.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=artic

le&id=1023%3Asouth-perspective-how-developing-countries-can-

manage-intellectual-property-rights-to-maximize-access-to-

knowledge&catid=39%3Aaccess-to-knowledge&Itemid=67&lang=en. 

 

This book addresses the debate on access to knowledge as a tool for 

development in three parts. Part I describes some of challenges for 

access to knowledge. Part II provides an account of recent developments 

in multilateral forums. Finally, Part III seeks to advance the strategic 
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considerations that should be useful to developing countries in 

addressing the challenges with regard to access to knowledge. 

 

Correa, C. M. Ownership of knowledge-the role of patents in 

pharmaceutical R&D. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 

vol. 82, No. 10, October, Geneva, 2004. Available from  

http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/82/10/en/784arabic.pdf. 

 

Both the public and the private sectors contribute to research and 

development (R&D) in pharmaceuticals. The public sector originates 

many of the discoveries of new drugs. The private sector, which focuses 

on development, is heavily reliant on patents. This article considers that 

though patents are presumed to reward genuine inventions, lax rules on 

patentability and shortcomings in procedures permit protection to be 

obtained on a myriad of minor developments. These patents, though 

weak and possibly invalid in many cases, are used to restrain 

competition and delay the entry of generic competition. Developing 

countries should design and implement their patent laws so as to prevent 

strategic patenting and promote competition and access to medicines. 

 

 

Drahos, P. “Trust me”: patent offices in developing countries. 

American Journal of Law & Medicine 34, 2008, 151-174. 

 

The paper outlines the connections that have developed amongst the 

Trilateral Patent Offices and then one of those offices (the European 

Patent Office) and developing country patent offices. It argues that a 

relationship of technocratic trust exists between the EPO and developing 

country patent offices. The consequences of this for pharmaceutical 

patenting are considered. Two regulatory ideas for improving the quality 

of pharmaceutical patenting are put forward. 

 

 

Foreman, M. Patents, Pills and Public Health. Can TRIPS Deliver? 

London: Panos Institute, December 2002. 

 
Poverty and lack of access to health care are closely linked. Today, a 

third of the world's population has no means of obtaining essential 

medicines; a figure that rises to a half in the poorest countries of Africa 
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and Asia. Ironically, it is in these countries that individuals have to 

spend the largest proportion of their incomes on health care. Many 

experts argue that the introduction of patent rules in developing 

countries will drive up the cost of medicines, and point out that patents 

prevent other companies from marketing cheaper “generic” versions of a 

drug. Supporters of patents reply that they are needed to protect drug 

company profits that pay for much-needed R&D of new drugs, and that 

inadequate public health systems, rather than the cost of medicines, are 

the biggest barrier to health care for the poor.  This report examines the 

pros and cons of the TRIPS Agreement for the developing world. It 

outlines different ways of ensuring access to essential drugs for all, 

including the poorest. It also stresses the importance of ensuring a 

public debate in every country in order to put the issues of patenting, 

pills and public health under the spotlight. (Abstract from IPR, 
Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An annotated 

Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Kesselheim, A. S., Avorn, J. Biomedical patents and the public’s 

health. Is there a role for eminent domain? Journal of the American 

Medical Association, 2006, 295(4): 434-437. 

 

The authors reflect on the fact that pharmaceutical industries have been 

criticized for restricting access to products in the face of public health 

crisis, namely AIDS, and distorting the patent system in pursuit of 

higher revenues. While recognizing that patents are useful legal 

constructs designed to reward innovation they suggest that, under 

certain circumstances the way manufacturers manage their patents can 

also negatively impact on public health. One example has been 

pharmaceutical manufacturers’ aggressive management of patent 

rights for AIDS drugs, making them unaffordable in developing 

countries. The article maintains the necessity of certain limitations to 

intellectual property rights to protect the public welfare. 
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Khor, M. Patents, Compulsory License and Access to Medicines: 

Some Recent Experiences, Penang: The Third World Network, 2007. 

Available from http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/IPR/pdf/ipr10.pdf. 

 

The author states that “Access to medicines, which is part of the human 

right to health services, has emerged as a major public health issue…” 

The TRIPS Agreement contains flexibilities for Members of WTO to 

formulate the drug patent policies of their choice. In order to exercise 

their right to use these flexibilities, developing countries can take 

advantage of the policy options available to them and introduce the 

appropriate laws and concrete measures. In the longer term, the author 

suggests the revision of the TRIPS Agreement. The paper gives 

examples of countries which recently used such policy options and 

comments on the implications of bilateral FTAs on the implementation 

of the TRIPS flexibilities that are related to public health. 

 

 

Lobo F., Velásquez G., eds. Medicines and the New Economic 

Environment, Madrid: Civitas and World Health Organization, 

1998. 

 

This book incorporates all the papers presented in the Seminar on Social 

Studies on Health and Medicines held at the Universidad Carlos III, 

Madrid from 29 to 31 March 1995. From these papers there is one of a 

particular importance, The Uruguay Round and Drugs, by Professor 

Carlos Correa, this paper is the first article discussing TRIPS 

flexibilities and access to medicines. Experts in health economics, 

medicines and from the pharmaceutical industry gave presentations and 

discussed the effects on health services of the new economic 

environment and of the changing situation in the international economy 

and the pharmaceutical markets.  The book covers the role of the state 

and the reform of health care systems, together with the implications for 

medicines, drug regulation and changes in the structure of the 

pharmaceutical industry.  
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Maskus, K. E. Lessons from studying the international economics of 

intellectual property rights. Vanderbilt Law Review, 2000, 53(6): 

2219-2239. 
 

This article provides an overview of international economists’ 

discussions on intellectual property rights protection effects, and states 

that many of the results remain subject to statistical and analytical 

uncertainty, while wide areas remain unexplored. The data evaluated 

suggests that the short-run impacts of TRIPS are essentially 

redistributive between countries, and most of the gains accrue to the 

United States of America and other technology developers. On the 

longer term, however, there are mechanisms that could enhance 

technical change and growth in the technology importing countries if 

adequate policy reforms are undertaken. 

 

 

Matthews, D., and V Munoz-Tellez, V. (2007). Parallel trade: a 

user’s guide. In Intellectual Property Management in Health and 

Agricultural Innovation: A Handbook of Best Practices (eds. A 

Krattiger, RT Mahoney, L Nelsen, et al.). MIHR: Oxford, U.K., and 

PIPRA: Davis, U.S.A.  
Available from http://www.iphandbook.org/handbook/ch15/p04/. 

 

This chapter provides guidance about parallel trade to developing 

country policy-makers and other stakeholders in intellectual property. 

What is parallel trade? And how can it be utilized to promote access to 

medicines and support poor farmers in developing countries? Engaging 

in parallel trade is an option provided by the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) under the 

World Trade Organization. Furthermore, the 2001 Doha Declaration on 

TRIPS and Public Health confirmed that developing countries could use 

parallel imports to support public health. As a result, developing 

countries can ensure access to lower-priced patented and/or branded 

products, such as medicines and basic agricultural inputs, by 

incorporating legislation to allow for parallel imports. When 

implementing measures to facilitate parallel trade, developing countries 

can establish and maintain an effective system by adequately regulating 

the quality, safety, and health of parallel imports. At the same time, 

developing countries need to prevent low-priced patented products 

http://from/
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available in their countries from entering high-priced developed country 

markets. 

 

 

Munoz-Tellez, V. (2010) Dispute settlement under the TRIPS 

Agreement: the United States–Brazil (2000) and United States–

Argentina (2002) Patent Disputes. In Research Handbook on the 

Interpretation and Enforcement of Intellectual Property under WTO 

Rules, Volume II. Ed. Carlos M. Correa, Edward Elgar Publishing 

Ltd, UK.  

 

This Chapter analyses two pharmaceutical patent disputes initiated by 

the United States against Brazil and Argentina that could potentially 

have redefined how the TRIPS standards are to be interpreted in national 

law.  

 

 

Mayne R., Drahos, P. Global Intellectual Property Rights.  Oxford: 

Oxfam, 2002.  

 

This book analyses the impact of the TRIPS Agreement and suggests 

ways in which the intellectual property system can be changed to serve 

development goals.  It synthesizes the views of academic experts and 

NGOs at the cutting edge of current campaigning and debate. IPR, such 

as patents, can reduce access to knowledge in genetics, health, 

agriculture, education and information technology, particularly for 

people in developing countries. The Global Intellectual Property Rights 

shows how the new global rules of intellectual property have been the 

product of the strategic behaviour of multinationals, rather than 

democratic dialogue. The final section of the book suggests strategies to 

develop more flexible standards for poor countries and to keep 

knowledge in the public domain. 

 

 

Musungu, S. F. Rethinking Innovation, Development and Intellectual 

Property in the UN: WIPO and Beyond, Ottawa: Quaker 

International Affairs Programme, 2005. 

Available from 

http://www.quno.org/geneva/pdf/economic/Issues/TRIPS53.pdf. 
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The author states that intellectual property is not like health, education, 

food or agriculture, but a form of business regulation. As such it is a 

subordinate activity which should be modified, reviewed and 

restructured according to how it helps or hinders meeting human needs. 

According to the author, R&D and intellectual property policy is too 

important in today’s knowledge society to be left to the bureaucracies of 

intellectual property organisations such as WIPO or intellectual property 

offices at the country level. It is stated that bodies dealing with health, 

food, education and the like should have the internal competence and 

ability to assess intellectual property rules and their impact and then 

play a major role in promoting the kind of business regulation that will 

help meet their fundamental development aims. Departing from this 

basis, the paper discusses how the mandates and competencies of key 

UN institutions relevant to innovation, development, and intellectual 

property can be brought to bear in addressing the challenges of the 21st 

century knowledge society. 

 

 

Musungu, S. F. “Benchmarking progress in tackling the challenges 

of intellectual property, and access to medicines in developing 

countries. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2006, 84(5): 

366-370. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/84/5/366.pdf. 

 

The article underscores the need of objective parameters to measure 

whether a particular series of actions, events, decisions or processes 

contribute to progress in intellectual property related challenges, namely 

access to drugs and pharmaceutical innovation. The article proposes six 

possible benchmarks with regard to the development of medicines and 

ensuring access to medicines in developing countries: (1) The extent to 

which innovation and R&D priorities are based on health needs, (2) the 

extent to which sustainable investments in R&D are made in areas that 

are of the greatest priority, (3) the extent to which access is ensured to 

quality medicines at affordable prices, (4) the extent of consistency with 

human rights obligations, particularly the obligations relating to the 

right to health, (5) the extent of a long-term view on the nature, costs, 

and distribution of medical knowledge, and (6) the extent of fair sharing 

of innovation costs between and within countries. 
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Outterson, K. Pharmaceutical arbitrage: balancing access and 

innovation in international prescription drug markets. The Yale 

Journal of Health Policy, Law and Ethics, 2005, 1:193-291. 

 

This Article explores key functions of pharmaceutical arbitrage, 

including its impact on access to drugs and pharmaceutical innovation. 

It affirms that several forms of pharmaceutical arbitrage are beneficial, 

delivering lower prices to consumers without harming innovation. More 

broadly speaking, it states that optimal economic incentives for 

innovation can be maintained while providing low income populations 

with greatly expanded access to patented medicines. On the other hand, 

it determines that the threat of pharmaceutical arbitrage is overstated and 

rarely observed empirically, and it describes the legal and commercial 

frameworks which generally obstruct arbitrage, and argues that the most 

dangerous threat to innovation comes from counterfeit drugs, rather than 

from arbitrage. 

 

 

Panos Institute. Beyond Our Means? London: Panos Institute, 2000. 

 

This report from the Panos Institute explores the problems of access to 

treatment for people living with HIV/AIDS. It puts the main focus on 

the issue of the high cost of treatment. The price of a drug is determined 

by a series of factors, including the cost of R&D, manufacture, company 

overheads, distributor’s costs and commission, taxes and fluctuating 

exchange rates. Uniform patent protection under the TRIPS Agreement 

is seen as one of several means the pharmaceutical companies use to 

protect their markets and their profit. The report discusses the possibility 

of using compulsory licensing for AIDS-related medicines, and other 

ways to bring down the price of pharmaceutical products. Compulsory 

licensing, preferential pricing and parallel importation in themselves are 

not the complete solution to the problem of providing full access to 

treatment for AIDS. Questions of production capacity, national 

monopolies and manufacturing standards, and the threats of 

counterfeiting and the black market still need to be resolved. However, 

compulsory licensing, in particular, would seem to represent, on the one 
hand, no threat and, on the other, a potential source of income 

considerably greater than that which the pharmaceutical companies 

currently receive from most of Africa and Asia. 
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Rathod, S. K. Ever-greening: a status check in selected countries. 

Journal of Generic Medicines (2010) 7, 227–242. 

doi:10.1057/jgm.2010.14. 
 

This article examines the evergreening or extension of drug life through 

various product life cycle management tactics, as an issue that 

significantly affects the generic pharmaceutical sector. Evergreening 

results in delayed market access for generic companies as well as higher 

drug prices in market for a longer duration. Both of these results are 

detrimental to patients. This article looks at evergreening practices seen 

in various countries across the development index. It covers diverse 

countries on the development spectrum, ranging from countries like 

Canada and Australia to countries like India, Philippines and Thailand. 

It highlights the response that Governments and generic companies are 

taking to regulate and to counter ever-greening practices. The types of 

evergreening practices noted are follow-on or secondary patents, 

aggressive litigation practices, and finally patent mechanisms being 

linked with regulatory approval (linkage) introduced via Free Trade 

Agreements. 

 

 

Reichman J. H. From free riders to fair followers: global 

competition under the TRIPS Agreement. Journal of International 

Law and Politics, 1997, 29(1-2): 12-93. 

 

The article identifies the sources of tension between developed and 

developing countries, and evaluates the impact of the TRIPS Agreement 

on developing countries’ capacity to acquire the knowledge and skills 

they need to compete on the market of technological goods.  It argues 

that developing countries have much to gain by accepting the challenge 

implicit in the Agreement to become fair followers in the worldwide 

quest for technical innovation. The author outlines a pro-competitive 

strategy for implementing the TRIPS Agreement in developing 

countries in five points: tilt their intellectual property laws in favour of 

local competitors; distance themselves from protectionist measures 

adopted by developed countries; institute incentive structures to 

stimulate innovation at the local level; resist any further elevation of 

international intellectual property standards beyond the TRIPS 
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Agreement; and resort to the global information infrastructure to acquire 

scientific and technical knowledge. 

 

 

Roffe, P., Tansey, G., Vivas-Eugui, D., eds. Negotiating Health: 

Intellectual Property and Access to Medicines. London: Earthscan, 

2006. 

 

Negotiating Health offers a selection of think-pieces, analyses and 

proposals from scholars, international organisations, civil society and 

the private sector. The contributions in the first part of the book analyse 

the implications of patents for public health and access policies. The 

second part deals with the protection of pharmaceutical and 

agrochemical test data and its potential for delaying the entry of generic 

products into the market. It also examines a range of proactive options 

that could be taken to promote broader access to medicines.  The book 

was prepared by the Programme on Intellectual Property Rights and 

Sustainable Development of the International Centre for Trade and 

Sustainable Development, drawing from activities in the context of its 

joint project with the Secretariat of the United Nations Conference on 

Trade and Sustainable Development. 

 

 

Smith S. R. Introduction to intellectual property, trade and access 

to medicines. In Our Health Our Right, APN+, 9-22. 

 

This chapter gives a basic explanation of what the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) requires in terms of intellectual property (IP) in 

relation to medicines. It then briefly explains some of the flexibilities 

and safeguards possible under the WTO’s Agreement on Trade-Related 

aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). The chapter notes the 

way in which countries can end up with stronger IP laws than TRIPS 

requires (‘TRIPS-plus’) and gives a simple explanation of some of the 

main TRIPS-plus provisions that can make medicines more expensive. 
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Velásquez, G. Hold-up sur le médicament. Le Monde Diplomatique, 

July 2003, 26-27. 

Available from  

http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2003/07/VELASQUEZ/10226. 

 

The author states that “The cost of pharmaceutical drugs is already a 

desperate problem for developing countries, but during the next two 

decades the rest of the world is likely to be affected. People in 

industrialized countries have become used over the past half-century to 

automatic and free access to the drugs they need. But that right could 

disappear. This articles sets out the perception of essential drugs and 

medicines as public goods, to which no exclusive rights or patents shall 

be applied as they primarily belong to those who are most in need. The 

author looks at the current situation of the AIDS pandemic, and also at 

other illnesses that are much less publicised but are also taking a heavy 

toll in terms of human lives in developing countries. Bearing this in 

mind, the author expresses the need for a new approach to those drugs 

that can make a difference for millions of people, not only as regards 

distribution but also invention and production. He suggests that this 

approach needs to be consistent with the global nature of the situation 

and the multiplicity of involved factors.  He considers it critically urgent 

to change many patterns of apathy and the lack of coordination that 

contributed to the current extent of the AIDS pandemic. 

 

 

VVAA, Wisconsin International Law Journal, Proceeding of the 2002 

Conference Access to Medicines in the Developing World: 

International Facilitation or Hindrance, 2002, 20(3). 

 
This issue of the Wisconsin International Law Journal collects the 

articles presented by various reputed authors to an international 

conference devoted to the topic of access to drugs. It presents diverse 

points of view and analyses from authors with a wide range of 

backgrounds, including law, economics and political science.  It covers 

issues, such as the transfer of technology, the internationalization of the 

patents system and the access to medicines campaign. 
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WHO Regional Office for South-East Asia. Intellectual Property and 

Access to Medicines: Papers and Perspectives. World Health 

Organization, SEA-TRH, 2010. 

Available from  

http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/documents/s17521en/s17521en.pdf. 

 

This volume contains a selection of papers used in the course “Towards 

an Intellectual Property Regime that Protects Public Health”. They 

explore the principal issues in intellectual property related to public 

health. This publication is intended to facilitate the conducting of further 

courses on the implications of intellectual property rights on access to 

medicines. However, it can be used as a reference for readers who, 

having already acquired an understanding of the basic concepts in this 

field, would like to gain a deeper understanding of the issues. The 

authors of the 17 papers contained in the publications are: Avafia, T.; 

Berger, J.; Correa, C.; Gopalakrishnan, N.S.; Gopakumar, K.M.; Gover, 

A.; Hartzenberg, T.; Krishnaswamy, S.; Khor, M.; Park, C.; Smith, S.R.;  

So, A.; Timmermans, K.;  Velásquez, G. 

 

 

 

2.2 The TRIPS Agreement 

 

 

Abbott F. M. The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and 

Public Health: lighting a dark corner at the WTO. Journal of 

International Economic Law, 2002, 5: 469- 505. 

 

The author states that: “The adoption by Ministers on 14 November 

2001, in Doha, of the Ministerial Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement 

and Public Health marked a turning point in political and legal relations 

at the WTO. Developing country Members sent a clear signal that they 

would take steps to protect and advance their essential interests”. In this 

article, the author enumerates and describes the actors, regulations, and 

historic moments related to the controversy arisen from the subject of 

access to medicines and its relation to IPR. In addition to providing 
recommendations, this article offers a general overview of the 

components that are set into use in order to elaborate an interpretation of 

the TRIPS Agreement. Included in this paper are several sections such 
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as: (1) the context of the Doha Declaration, (2) the pre-Doha setting, (3) 

the legal effects of the Doha Declaration, and finally (4) the post Doha 

Agenda.    

 

 

Abbott F. M., Van Puymbroeck R. V. Compulsory Licensing for 

Public Health: A Guide and Model Documents for Implementation of 

the Doha Declaration Paragraph 6 Decision, World Bank Working 

Papers Series No. 61, 2005. 

 

The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health 

recognized that developing countries with insufficient or no 

manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical sector could face 

difficulties in making effective use of compulsory licensing. The WTO 

Decision of August 30, 2003 set up a system intended to overcome these 

difficulties. This World Bank report guides the implementation of that 

system. The first part gives the reader an understanding of the issues 

involved and the second part provides model documents for use by 

governments. Four model instruments of notification are included: three 

for notification of the WTO as required by the Decision and one for 

notification of the patent or right holder pursuant to Article 31 of the 

TRIPS Agreement. Because most countries will have to amend their 

legislation to implement the system, model amendment provisions are 

provided both for exporting countries and for importing countries.  

 

 

Abbott, F. M., Correa, C. M. World Trade Organization Accession 

Agreements: Intellectual Property Issues, Geneva: Quaker United 

Nations Office, 2007. 
 

This paper addresses intellectual property issues that arise in the context 

of the WTO accession process with a view to assisting prospective 

WTO Members in their accession negotiations. It deals with a not 

widely known problem, concerning the condition imposed to certain 

developing countries that ask for accession to the WTO. The report 

states that accession negotiations have been used by certain Members as 

a mechanism for securing commitment to obligations in the field of 

intellectual property rights that are more extensive than those 

established by the TRIPS Agreement. 
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Avafia, T., Mullapudi Narasimhan, S. The TRIPS Agreement and 

Access to ARVs. UNDP Discussion Paper, 2006.  

Available from http://www.aidslex.org/site_documents/tc-0088e.pdf. 

 

This paper highlights two possible areas of intervention for developing 

countries: a reassessment of policy space created within the TRIPS 

Agreement negotiations at the WTO in 2005 and exploring options 

outside TRIPS to increase access to treatment. As part of the 

reassessment of TRIPS, the paper proposes three measures. The first 

pertains to the utilization of TRIPS flexibilities and proposes that 

developing countries should be enabled to take full advantage of the 

flexibilities contained in the TRIPS Agreement as well as the Doha 

Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health of 2001, the WTO General 

Council Agreement of 30 August 2003 and the December 2005 decision 

to amend Article 31. Second, the implementation of TRIPS (as well as 

any amendments that take place) should keep in mind the requirements 

and goals of developing countries. Third, there is a need to build 

capacity to re-evaluate certain aspects of TRIPS to make it more 

development-friendly and to improve technology transfer which is yet to 

be taken advantage of on a large scale. Developing countries may also 

explore options outside TRIPS which can be utilized in a legal 

environment that makes full use of TRIPS flexibilities. Such measures 

may include establishing an aggressive generics policy by not awarding 

frivolous patents and limiting provisions that create barriers for generic 

companies to enter and operate in markets. Lastly, existing technical 

cooperation networks need to be strengthened and more needs to be 

done to understand the impact of patent monopolies on innovation and 

access to drugs most needed by developing and underdeveloped 

countries. 

 

Bartelt, S. Compulsory licences pursuant to TRIPS Article 31 in the 

light of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public 

Health. The Journal of World Intellectual Property, 2003, 6(2): 283-

310. 

 

With the adoption of The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement 
and Public Health, WTO Members stressed the need for the TRIPS 

Agreement to be part of the wider national and international action to 

address health problems afflicting many developing countries. The Doha 
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Declaration also recognized that compulsory licenses could become 

useless for those countries that have no production facilities, since 

Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement requires that goods manufactured 

under a compulsory licence shall be “predominantly for the supply of 

the domestic market of the Member authorizing such use”. In order to 

find a solution to this problem, a variety of proposals have been made. 

The crucial point about implementing a solution is how far a 

compulsory licence for export could be subject to possible abuses, such 

as the re-exportation of the medicines. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, 

Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography, 

WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Bourgeois, J., Burns, T. J. Implementing paragraph 6 of the Doha 

Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health: the waiver solution. The 

Journal of World Intellectual Property, 2002, 5(6):  835-864.  

 

The magnitude of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in developing countries was 

not foreseen at the time of the conclusion of the TRIPS Agreement, and 

was one of the paramount concerns at the origin of the Doha Declaration 

on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health. In paragraph 6 of that 

Declaration, WTO Members recognized that countries with insufficient 

or no manufacturing capacities could face difficulties in making 

effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement. 

Accordingly, they instructed the WTO Council for TRIPS to find an 

expeditious solution to this problem and to report to the General Council 

before the end of 2002. In this article, the authors consider the options 

before the Council for TRIPS and conclude that a waiver under Article 

IX of the Marrakesh Agreement establishing the WTO is the most 

workable, transparent, sustainable and legally secure solution to the 

problem. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to 

Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 
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Chaves, G. C., Oliveira, M. A. A Pproposal for measuring the 

degree of public health-sensitivity of patent legislation in the context 

of the WTO TRIPS Agreement. Bulletin of the World Health 

Organization, 2007, 85(1): 49–56. 

Available from  

http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/85/1/06-033274.pdf. 

 

This article aims to propose a framework for measuring the degree of 

public health-sensitivity of patent legislation reformed after the World 

Trade Organization's TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights) Agreement entered into force. The methodology for 

establishing and testing the proposed framework involved three main 

steps:(1) a literature review on TRIPS flexibilities related to the 

protection of public health and provisions considered "TRIPS-plus"; (2) 

content validation through consensus techniques (an adaptation of 

Delphi method); and (3) an analysis of patent legislation from 19 Latin 

American and Caribbean countries.  

 

 

Cornides, J. European Union adopts regulation on compulsory 

licensing of pharmaceutical products for export. The Journal of 

World Intellectual Property, 2007, 10(1):70-77. 

 

On 17 May 2006, the European Union adopted new legislation 

implementing the World Trade Organization (WTO) General Council 

Decision of 30 August 2003 - Council Regulation 816/2006. This 

regulation aims to reflect faithfully the compromise negotiated at the 

WTO without creating an unnecessary burden for importing countries. 

Not all expectations articulated by the non-governmental organization 

community could be met. Yet, criticism against the regulation seems 

premature: the value of compulsory licensing rules does not depend on 

the number of compulsory licences granted, but on the pressure such 

provisions exert on patentees to make their product available at a 

reasonable price. 
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Correa, C. M. Integrating Public Health Concerns into Patent 

Legislation in Developing Countries. Geneva: South Centre, 2000. 

Available from 

http://www.southcentre.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=artic

le&id=69%3Aintegrating-public-health-concerns-into-patent-

legislation-in-developing-countries&catid=41%3Ainnovation-

technology-and-patent-policy&Itemid=67&lang=en. 

 

This document was prepared to assist developing countries in adapting 

their laws to the standards set by TRIPS in relation to pharmaceuticals; 

as such legislative reform can have a major impact on people’s access to 

drugs and on public health policies. It includes chapters on patentable 

subject matter, scope of claims, patentability requirements, disclosure of 

the invention, exceptions to exclusive rights, examination and 

observation procedures, claim interpretation, and compulsory licensing. 

A model of legal options is presented in each chapter to provide 

elements for national legislation based on the existing Agreement 

provisions. According to the author, priority should be given to: (1) the 

patentable subject matter and the treatment of the specific cases 

concerning pharmaceuticals, (2) the crafting of exceptions to patents 

rights, especially for experimentation and early working, and (3) the 

development of a sound compulsory licensing system. (Abstract from 

IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated 

Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Intellectual Property Rights, the WTO and Developing 

Countries: The TRIPS Agreement and Policy Options. London -New 

York: Zed Books, 2000. 
 

This book is the result of research undertaken by the author to explore 

the implications of the TRIPS Agreement, focusing on developing 

countries. It explores the possible room for manoeuvre these countries 

have at national level. Some aspects relating to the incorporation of the 

Agreement’s provisions into national laws are also covered.  The book 

looks at interpretation and implementation problems that have arisen. It 

presents some of these problems in the implementation process faced by 

developing countries, particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean.  

Finally, issues relating to the possible revision of the TRIPS Agreement 
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and the revision of its implementation are described and discussed. An 

annex includes a report (updated and revised by an Expert Group on the 

TRIPS Agreement and Developing Countries), on the options for 

implementing the TRIPS Agreement in developing countries. (Abstract 

from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An 

Annotated Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Implications of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS 

Agreement and Public Health. Geneva: WHO, Health Economics 

and Drugs, EDM Series No. 12, 2002. 

Available from 

http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/pdf/s2301e/s2301e.pdf. 

 

This study analyses the antecedents and consequences of the Doha 

Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health. The author 

highlights how the Declaration acknowledges the seriousness of public 

health problems faced by developing countries, such as AIDS, 

tuberculosis and malaria, while equally taking note of developing 

countries’ concerns about possible implications of the TRIPS 

Agreement for public health in general. The report considers that the 

specific wording of protection of public health will be critical for future 

cases presented to the WTO panels and Appellate Body. The author 

highlights the Declaration’s instruction to the governing body of the 

WTO to address the issue of use of compulsory licensing in countries 

with little or no manufacturing capacity or insufficient market demand. 

According to the report, critical factors for a sustainable IPP framework 

are, among others, a stable international legal framework, transparency 

and predictability of the applicable rules in the exporting and importing 

countries and the facilitation of a multiplicity of potential suppliers of 

the required medicines. The study considers that the apparent 

concession for an extension of the transitional period, established by 

Article 66.1 of the TRIPS Agreement, is deceiving as most developing 

countries already grant patents for pharmaceuticals. The report 

concludes by underlining how the Declaration acknowledged that 

differentiation in patent rules might be necessary to protect public 
health. The author considers the Declaration to be a strong political 

statement, which may be used by developing countries to adopt 

measures to ensure and improve access to health care, while recalling 
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that, as a Ministerial Declaration, it will have legal effects both on 

administrators of the TRIPS Agreement and WTO bodies. (Abstract 

from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An 
Annotated Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Protection of Data Submitted for the Registration of 

Pharmaceuticals. Implementing the Standards of the TRIPS 

Agreement. Geneva: South Centre/WHO, 2002. 

Available from  

http://www.southcentre.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=artic

le&id=68%3Aprotection-of-data-submitted-for-the-registration-of-

pharmaceuticals-implementing-the-standards-of-the-trips-

agreement&catid=41%3Ainnovation-technology-and-patent-

policy&Itemid=67&lang=en. 

 

The protection of submitted data for the registration of pharmaceuticals 

is one of the most disputed patent-related issues. As a condition for 

registering pharmaceuticals, national authorities normally require 

registrants to submit data relating to drug quality, safety and efficacy. 

Article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement requires Members to establish 

protection for submitted test data. But this requirement is in fact 

narrowly drawn, and countries maintain substantial flexibility in its 

implementation. Article 39.3 does not require that protection be given to 

already public data. Protection is required only for new chemical 

entities. Members have considerable discretion in defining “new” and 

may exclude applications for second indications, formulations and 

dosage forms. The pharmaceutical industry and some countries have 

argued for much broader coverage of Article 39.3, and for a requirement 

that countries confer exclusive rights on originators of marketing 

approval data. However, these positions are not well grounded in either 

the text or negotiating history of TRIPS. The author highlights the long-

term implications of the so-called “TRIPS-plus” protection schemes for 

developing countries, illustrating the different choices that policy-

makers have in order to protect the interests of the originators of data 

without undermining competitiveness. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, 

Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography, 

WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 
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Correa, C. M. Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. 

(Volume VI of Commentaries on the GATT/WTO Agreements) 

Oxford University Press, 2007. 

 

The TRIPS Agreement stipulates the same rules for developed and 

developing countries. Given the profound asymmetries existing amongst 

WTO members in their levels of development, this agreement became 

one of the most controversial pieces of the multilateral trade system. 

This book provides elements for the interpretation and application of the 

TRIPS Agreement, having in view the implications of different 

provisions in various sectors of the economy. The analysis is based on 

the rules of interpretation codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law 

of the Treaties. A basic notion underlying this book is that the TRIPS 

Agreement does not set forth a uniform law on intellectual property; 

rather it stipulates a set of minimum standards that may be differently 

implemented in Member countries. 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Can the TRIPS Agreement foster technology transfer 

to developing countries? In International Public Goods and Transfer 

of Technology Under a Globalized Intellectual Property Regime, 

Keith E. Maskus and Jerome H. Reichman (eds.). Cambridge: 

Cambridge Press, 2005. 
 

Since the 1970s, developing countries have expressed in various 

international fora their preoccupation about access to foreign 

technologies as a means of enhancing their technological capabilities 

and of narrowing the deep North-South gap in development levels. In 

response, developed countries argued during the Uruguay Round 

negotiations that strengthening and expanding the protection of 

intellectual property rights (IPRs) was a key condition to promote 

increased flows of technology transfer to developing countries. This 

paper analyzes the impact of IPRs on technology transfer, the implications 

of IPRs regimens on the flows of foreign direct investment. 
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Correa, C. M. Managing the provision of knowledge: the design of 

intellectual property laws. In Providing Global Public Goods- 

Managing Globalization, edited by I. Kaul, P. Conceicao, K. Le 

Goulven and R. Mendoza, New York: Oxford University Press, 

2003. 

 

This article considers the efficiency effects of intellectual property rights 

(IPRs), with a focus on patent rights. Specifically, it examines the 

dilemma facing policy-makers in fostering innovation: how to reconcile 

the restrictions that intellectual property rights impose on the use of 

innovations -to encourage their creation by knowledge providers- with 

society's interest in maximum use of innovative products. First it 

discusses two types of efficiency -static and dynamic- and the different 

considerations for achieving them. It then examines how IPRs can 

influence the balance between the two types of efficiency. Next, it 

considers the options available under the TRIPS Agreement to increase 

either or both. Finally, it discusses the possibility of compulsory 

licensing as a means of increasing static efficiency. 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Patenting human DNA: what flexibilities does the 

TRIPS Agreement allow? The Journal of World Intellectual 

Property, Vol. 10, no. 6, 2007, pp. 419–437. 

 
The TRIPS Agreement does not define what an invention is, it does not 

determine either how the novelty and other patentability requirements 

are to be applied. Hence, national laws may exclude genes- even if 

claimed as isolated- altogether from patent protection. If gene patents 

were issued, they may nonetheless apply limitations to the scope of 

claims, such as circumscribing protection to the uses specifically 

claimed by the applicant. An exception based on moral considerations is 

also viable, particularly in the case of human genes. In view of this 

flexibility, this article analyzes the policies that the countries may adopt 

on this subject that best suit their cultural and moral values and their 

technological or industrial policies. 
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Correa, C. M. Pharmaceutical inventions: when is the granting of a 

patent justified? International Journal of Intellectual Property 

Management, vol. 1, No. 1, 2006. 

 

The paper elaborates on the leeway left by the Agreement on Trade 

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) to determine 

how patentability requirements are applied, particularly for 

pharmaceuticals. In addition to claims on the active ingredients as such, 

numerous patents are applied in relation to pharmaceutical formulations, 

compositions, combinations, dosage forms, salts, polymorphs, optical 

isomers, metabolites, etc. Often claims encompass large families of 

compounds while 'selection patents' cover a sub-group of previously 

disclosed compounds. The paper also briefly considers the case of 

second pharmaceutical indications. It contains some recommendations 

to handle these issues, taking public health interests into account. 

 

 

Correa, C., Velásquez, G., Comment préserver l’accès aux 

médicaments: Innovation pharmaceutique et santé publique, Ed. 

L’Harmattan, Paris 2010. Available in French. 

 

This book addresses one of the most difficult debates of contemporary 

society. On one hand, we seek to legitimately support innovation in the 

pharmaceutical industry in order to better tackle the serious problems 

caused by human diseases, which sometimes endanger entire 

populations. On the other hand, we do not want that the privileges 

granted to some in order to encourage them to innovate, reduce access to 

medicines if these privileges are misused. Is it possible to reach a 

balance between the promotion of innovation and the protection of 

intellectual property and access to medicines for all? 

 

 

Lokuge, B., Drahos, P. and Neville, W. Pandemics, antiviral 

stockpiles and biosecurity in Australia: what about the generic 

option? The Medical Journal of Australia, 2006; 184 (1): 16-20. 

 
The authors argue that compulsory licensing provisions, permitted under 

domestic patent law, would allow Australian generic manufacturers to 

start producing antivirals locally or import them from generic producers 
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at affordable prices. Australia also has an opportunity and a 

responsibility to promote compulsory licensing and generic antiviral 

production in the Asian region, to ensure their neighbours can establish 

pandemic stockpiles in a timely and affordable manner. 

 

In view of the possibility of a human pandemic of avian influenza, a 

first-line strategy for many countries is stockpiling of antiviral 

neuraminidase inhibitors (oseltamivir [Tamiflu] and zanamivir 

[Relenza]), which can reduce mortality, morbidity and influenza 

transmission. However, global supply of the antivirals is controlled by 

the European-based patent owners, Roche and GlaxoSmithKline. This 

prevents competition in the manufacturing and distribution of antivirals 

and has reduced global supply capacity and affordability. 

 

The Australian Government has acknowledged that, in the event of a 

pandemic, its own stockpile of antivirals will be limited and reserved for 

those on a confidential rationing list. Pharmacies are running out of 

stocks, limiting opportunities for individuals to secure supplies 

privately. 

 

 

Drahos, P., Lokuge, B., Faunce T.,  Goddard, M. and Henry, D. 

Pharmaceuticals, intellectual property and free trade: the case of 

the US-Australia free trade agreement. Prometheus, 2004, 22(3): 

243-257. 

Available from 

http://cgkd.anu.edu.au/menus/PDFs/drahos%20et%20al%20prometheus

%20FTA.pdf. 

 

The authors argue that Australia did poorly in several key areas of the 

free trade agreement with the US. It failed to insulate the Pharmaceutical 

Benefits Scheme (PBS) from significant change, and conceded to 

increased intellectual property standards. The PBS, as a system of 

effective bargaining with multinational pharmaceutical firms, has been 

deeply compromised and higher drug prices can be expected over time. 

The intellectual property chapter strengthens the position of patent 

owners and undermines the evolution of a competitive generics industry. 

These developments are part of a broader and internationally 
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coordinated strategy being pursued by pharmaceutical multinationals to 

globalize and strengthen patent rights and monopolize profits. 

 

European Generic Medicine Association. EGA Position Paper: 

TRIPS Article 39.3 does not Require Data Exclusivity Provisions. A 

Critical Issue for Access to Medicines. Brussels: EGA, 2000. 

Available from  

http://www.egagenerics.com/doc/ega_trips39.3_2000.pdf. 

 

The paper states that: “Article 39.3 obliges WTO Members States to 

protect clinical data made for registration purposes against ‘acts of 

unfair competition’. Certain pharmaceutical companies are now 

claiming that article 39.3 requires the introduction of ‘data exclusivity’ 

provisions as operated in the EU or USA. However, ‘exclusivity and 

protection from acts of unfair competition are not the same and should 

not be confused”. 

 

This paper contends that the clause “protect such data against unfair 

commercial use” provided in Article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement is 

not the same as “data exclusivity” which is operated in the EU or USA.  

It emphasizes the difference between the “repression of unfair 

competition” and other forms of IPP. Furthermore, it maintains that the 

interpretation that Article 39.3 requires data exclusivity is beyond the 

agreed terms of the TRIPS Agreement. According to the author, Article 

39.3 cannot be interpreted in a way to prevent a regulatory authority 

from using/relying on the data registered for a particular product in 

order to assess and register other “similar” products, as in the case of 

generic pharmaceuticals. The paper also includes the definition and 

examples of unfair competition as provided by WIPO, together with 

other supporting evidence. 

 
Fellmeth, A. X. Secrecy, monopoly, and access to pharmaceuticals 

in international trade law: protection of marketing approval data 

under the TRIPS Agreement. Harvard International Law Journal, 

2004, 45(2): 443-503. 

 
This article analyzes the contested TRIPS data protection regime and 

proposes an interpretation aimed at achieving a balance between 

maximizing drug developers’ incentives and fostering competition in 
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drug markets. The article addresses the question of whether the TRIPS 

Agreement requires WTO Members to adopt a data exclusivity standard 

or whether alternative standards would comply with the TRIPs 

Agreement. It also analyzes the policy considerations that led to the 

adoption of TRIPS Article 39.3 and discusses three potential solutions to 

the current situation. The first is the model consistently advocated by the 

United States and pushed upon its trading partners - the five-year data 

exclusivity. The second model is based on U.S. legislation that provides 

for a kind of compulsory licensing through a combination of negotiation 

and arbitration.  The third model is a simple cost-sharing model that 

spreads the risk and the cost of obtaining marketing approval over all 

drug manufacturers equally. Finally, the author proposes a model based 

on re-adjustable royalties under a license. 

 

 

Love, J. Remuneration Guidelines for Non-Voluntary Use of a Patent 

on Medical Technologies. Paper published by the World Health 

Organization. Health Economics and Drugs, TCM Series No. 18, 

2005. 
 

State practice regarding the determination of “reasonable” royalties or 

“adequate” remuneration is extensive and highly varied. There is no 

single accepted approach. Not only do countries have very different 

practices from each other – practices also differ considerably within 

countries, depending upon the industry sector or the purpose of the 

authorization. 

 

In recent years, a number of countries have issued compulsory licences 

on HIV/AIDS drugs. Malaysia set a royalty rate of 4 per cent for such 

licences; Mozambique established a 2 per cent royalty, Zambia set a 2.5 

per cent royalty; and Indonesia arrived at a 0.5 per cent royalty. A 

number of royalty systems have been adopted or proposed in recent 

years, and establish useful frameworks for consideration. Royalty 

guidelines proposed by the Japanese Patent office (1998) and UNDP 

(2001) set royalties from 0 per cent to 6 per cent of the price charged by 

the generic competitor. The 2005 Canadian royalty guidelines for the 

export of medicines to countries that lack manufacturing capacity set 

royalties at 0 per cent to 4 per cent of the generic price, depending upon 

the level of development of the importing country. 
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Matthews, D. WTO decision on implementation of Paragraph 6 of 

the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health: 

a solution to the access to essential medicines problem? Oxford 
Journal of International Economic Law, 2004, 7(1):73-107. 

 

The need for a legal solution to the compulsory licence problem was 

outlined in the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public 

Health of 14 November 2001. The agreement subsequently reached by 

WTO Members on 30 August 2003 in response to paragraph 6 of the 

Doha Declaration is seen as key to improving access to essential 

medicines in developing countries. This article re-examines the 

negotiations that led to the 30 August agreement and assesses its likely 

impact. It then argues that compulsory licensing is one of a range of 

policy approaches that will ultimately assist in improving access to 

essential medicines in developing countries. The article suggests that a 

long-term achievement of the Doha-based negotiations is likely to be in 

refocusing attention on the potential of other measures that can operate 

alongside compulsory licensing provisions. It concludes that the debate 

about the Doha Declaration and compulsory licensing is part of a much 

wider problem and the solution requires a mix of policy initiatives. 

 

 

Milstien, J., and Kaddar M., Managing the effect of TRIPS on 

availability of priority vaccines. Bulletin of the World Health 

Organization (2006) Volume: 84, Issue: 5, World Health 

Organization, Pages: 360-365. 

Available from www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/84/5/360.pdf. 

 
The stated purpose of intellectual property protection is to stimulate 

innovation. The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (TRIPS) requires all Members of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) to enact national laws conferring minimum 

standards of intellectual property protection by certain deadlines. Critics 

of the Agreement fear that such action is inconsistent with ensuring 

access to medicines in the developing world. A meeting convened by 

WHO on intellectual property rights and vaccines in developing 
countries, on which this paper is based, found no evidence that TRIPS 

has stimulated innovation in vaccine development (where markets are 

weak) or that protection of intellectual property rights has had a negative 
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effect on access to vaccines. However, access to future vaccines in the 

developing world could be threatened by compliance with TRIPS. The 

management of such threats requires adherence of all countries to the 

Doha Declaration on TRIPS, and the protections guaranteed by the 

Agreement itself, vigilance on TRIPS-plus elements of free trade 

agreements, developing frameworks for licensing and technology 

transfer, and promoting innovative vaccine development in developing 

countries. The role of international organizations in defining best 

practices, dissemination of information, and monitoring TRIPS impact 

will be crucial to ensuring optimal access to priority new vaccines for 

the developing world. The paper discusses the potential role of the 

WHO and other international partners in ensuring innovation in and 

access to vaccines in developing countries. It recommends that 

organisations can help ensure equitable access by: developing guidelines 

and best practice standards; developing and disseminating case studies 

on different intellectual property approaches; and monitoring the impact 

of TRIPS on innovation and access. The authors conclude that in order 

to ensure access to vaccines, it is necessary to manage the effects of the 

TRIPS Agreement at regulatory and strategic levels. At the regulatory 

level countries can use the protections guaranteed by the TRIPS 

Agreement to maintain access to new priority vaccines. At the strategic 

level, licensing and technology transfer agreements can help ensure 

access. (Adapted from authors.) 

 

 

Milstien, J., Kaddar, M., and Kieny, M. P., The impact of 

globalization on vaccine development and availability. Health 

Affairs 25, no. 4 (2006): 1061–1069; 10.1377/hlthaff.25.4.1061. 

 

Globalization is likely to affect many aspects of public health, one of 

which is vaccine-preventable communicable diseases. Investing in 

“weapons of mass protection” has payoffs throughout the world, in both 

developing and wealthy countries. Important forces include increased 

funding initiatives supporting immunization at the global level; 

regulatory harmonization; widespread intellectual property rights 

provisions through the World Trade Organization agreements; the 

emergence of developing country manufacturers as major players in 

vaccine supply; and the appearance of new communicable disease 

threats, including those potentially linked to bioterrorism. All of these 
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forces can affect, either positively and negatively, the development and 

availability of vaccines. Harnessing these will be a challenge for 

policymakers and immunization stakeholders.  

 

 

Oh, C. The new ‘deal’ on TRIPS and drugs: what does it mean for 

access to medicines? The Third World Network Briefing Paper nº 17, 

2003. 
Available from 

http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/briefing_papers/No17.pdf. 

 

This paper deals with the significance and implications of the 30 August 

2003 WTO Decision, which set up a system for the export of affordable 

medicines to countries which lack the capacity to produce them. The 

author examines the main provisions of this Decision and finds that it 

may still pose obstacles to the supply of cheap drugs to nations in need. 

The paper also deals with the problems related to compulsory licenses in 

Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration, the steps to follow in order to 

grant a compulsory license to import, the pertinent procedures to gain a 

compulsory license to export, procedural deterrents present in the 

Decision, and potential problems that might arise from the Chair's 

Statement on the Decision. The author concludes that “International 

public opinion will have to be the judge of whether the declarations and 

decisions in the WTO have had a real impact on improving people’s 

access to affordable medicines. If it is judged that these have not been 

effective, it may be that pressures will then begin for more far-reaching 

changes.” 

 

 

Oh, C. Compulsory licences: recent experiences in developing 

countries. International Journal of Intellectual Property 

Management, 2006, 1(1-2): 22–36. 

 

Since the adoption of the Doha Declaration, few countries have actually 

made use of the so-called TRIPS flexibilities. The Cecilia Oh paper 

examines the use of the TRIPS flexibilities, in particular, compulsory 
licensing, by developing countries in the post-Doha environment. The 

paper discusses the legal clarity afforded by the Doha Declaration with 

regard to the concept of compulsory licensing and its use in the public 
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health context. Secondly, it reviews the available information regarding 

cases of compulsory licensing in developing countries, to assess the 

effect of such licences, and for the purpose of drawing useful lessons 

from these cases. Finally, the paper highlights some of the factors 

preventing or hindering effective use of compulsory licensing in 

developing countries and puts forward some suggestions for structuring 

an effective compulsory licensing system for public health purposes. 

 

 

Reichman, J. H., Universal minimum standards of intellectual 

property protection under the TRIPS component of the WTO 

Agreement., The International Lawyer, 1995, 29(2): 345-388. 

 

According to the author, "the absorption of classical intellectual 

property law into international economic law will gradually establish 

universal minimum standards governing the relations between 

innovators and second comers in an integrated world market". This 

article provides a detailed and comprehensive picture of all the 

important substantive provisions contained in the TRIPS Agreement, 

including patents, trademarks and the ongoing trade-based initiatives, 

such as the compensation expected by developing countries and the 

uncertainties of the dispute settlement process. A section specifically 

discusses the issue of compulsory licences and the new dimension of the 

public interest exception under the TRIPS Agreement. (Abstract from 

IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated 

Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Roffe, P., Tansey G. and Vivas-Eugui, D., eds. Negotiating Health: 

Intellectual Property and Access to Medicines Ed. Earthscan 

Publishers, 2006. 

  

In developing countries, access to affordable medicines for the treatment 

of diseases such as AIDS and malaria remains a matter of life or death. 

Previously, access to essential medicines was made possible by the 

supply of much cheaper generics, manufactured largely by India, from 

2005 however, the availability of these drugs is threatened as new WTO 

rules take effect. Informed analysis is provided by internationally 

renowned contributors who look at the post-2005 world and discuss how 
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action may be taken to ensure access to medicines is not sacrificed to 

corporate attempts to protect business interests. 

 

 

Santa Cruz, M. and Roffe, P. (2009). A review of recent 

developments at the multilateral level with respect to intellectual 

property and the pharmaceutical industry. Journal of Generic 

Medicines 6, 323–331. doi:10.1057/jgm.2009.23. 

 

The adoption in 1994 of the World Trade Organization's Agreement on 

Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) meant the 

incorporation of intellectual property as an important component of the 

international trading system. It meant also an end to the exclusive 

treatment of intellectual property issues in the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (WIPO). TRIPS meant also, the end of the 

accepted practice of excluding pharmaceutical products and or processes 

from patent protection, a practice that was particularly important for 

developing countries. The note reviews recent developments at the 

multilateral level after the adoption of TRIPS, namely the adoption of 

the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health in 2001 and 

the subsequent decision to amend the TRIPS for the effective use of the 

compulsory licensing system; the adoption of the Development Agenda 

by the WIPO General Assembly in 2007 and related recent 

developments in WIPO; and finally the adoption of the Global strategy 

and plan of action on public health, innovation and intellectual property 

by the 61st World Health Assembly in 2008. One common feature of 

these developments is the attempt to bring some balance to the 

international intellectual property system that has been characterised by 

an upward tendency to strengthen private rights and their enforcement to 

the detriment of public interest considerations. 

 

 

Sell S. Private Power, Public Law. The Globalization of Intellectual 

Property Rights. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003. 

 

This book shows how power in international politics is increasingly 
exercised by private interests rather than governments.  To illustrate this 

point, the author uses the example of the TRIPS Agreement, adopted by 

the WTO in 1994, which dictated to states how they should regulate the 
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protection of intellectual property. According to the author, final 

approval of the TRIPS Agreement resulted from lobbying by twelve 

powerful CEOs of multinational corporations who wished to mould 

international law to protect their markets. This book examines the 

politics leading up to the TRIPS Agreement, the first seven years of its 

implementation, and the political backlash against TRIPS in the face of 

the HIV/AIDS crisis. Focusing on global capitalism ideas, and economic 

coercion, this work explains the politics behind TRIPS and the 

controversies created in its wake.  It is an in depth study of the influence 

of private interests in government decision-making, and in the shaping 

of the global economy. 

 

 

Sridhar D. Improving access to essential medicines: how health 
concerns can be prioritised in the global governance system.

©
 2008. 

This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the 

Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/uk/) which permits 

unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any 

medium, provided the original work is properly cited.  

 
This paper discusses the politics of access to essential medicines and 

identifies ‘space’ in the current system where health concerns can be 

strengthened relative to trade. This issue is addressed from a global 

governance perspective focusing on the main actors who can have the 

greatest impact. These include developing country coalitions and 

citizens in developed countries through participation in civil society 

organisations. These actors have combined forces to tackle this issue 

successfully, resulting in the 2001 Doha Declaration on TRIPS and 

Public Health. The collaboration has been so powerful due to the 

assistance of the media as well as the decision to compromise with 

pharmaceutical companies and their host countries. To improve access 

to essential medicines, six C's are needed: coalitions, civil society, 

citizenship, compromise, communication and collaboration.  
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’t Hoen, E. The Global Politics of Pharmaceutical Monopoly Power. 

The Netherlands: AMB Publishers, 2009.  
Available from 

http://www.soros.org/initiatives/health/focus/access/articles_publication

s/publications/aem_20090312/politics_20090312.pdf. 

 
The author explains why the new global rules for pharmaceutical 

patenting are affecting access to medicines in the developing world. The 

book gives an account of the current debates on intellectual property, 

access to medicines and medical innovation, and provides historical 

context that explains how the current system emerged. More importantly 

perhaps, it also analyses the latest mechanisms and policy changes that 

may help change the broken system of medical innovation and access to 

medicines today.  In particular, the book highlights recent alternative 

mechanisms to encourage medical R&D in a way that also ensures 

access to the developed product – by separating the cost of research and 

development from the price of diagnostics, medicines, and vaccines.  

 

This book is available under a Creative Commons License for free 

download or online reading.  

 

 

Third World Network, Options for Implementing the TRIPS 

Agreement in Developing Countries. Report of an Expert Group on 

the TRIPS Agreement and Developing Countries. Penang: Third 

World Network, 1998. 
 

The expert group was convened by the Third World Network with the 

objective of bringing together a team of individuals with in-depth 

knowledge of IPR in order to provide guidelines and proposals to 

policy-makers and the public in developing countries on the options 

available to them during the process of implementing the TRIPS 

Agreement. The TRIPS Agreement had been actively promoted by 

industrialized countries with the aim of obtaining worldwide protection 

for the innovations and technologies generated by their corporations.  

The implementation of the Agreement could have some serious adverse 
consequences for developing countries, including placing greater 

obstacles in the way of their technological development. This report 

points out the options available in various aspects of the TRIPS 
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Agreement, and proposes recommendations on options which would be 

more appropriate to and consistent with the interests of developing 

countries. The report focuses on the provisions related to patents, 

undisclosed information, computer programmes and restrictive practices 

in contractual licences. 

 

 

Thuo Gathii, J. How necessity may preclude state responsibility for 

compulsory licensing under the TRIPS agreement. North Carolina 

Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation, 2006; 31: 

943-970. 
 

This article argues that a rule based on rules of State responsibility 

under international law might provide an equally persuasive basis for 

improving access to affordable and essential medicines. Ordinarily, the 

problem of accessibility and affordability of essential medication for 

HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis is viewed as humanitarian in 

nature and as a permissible exception to the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). Here, however, 

the article proposes the use of targeted licensing of essential medicines 

to facilitate access for citizens of those countries with major health 

pandemics without bearing State responsibility for departing from the 

TRIPS Agreement. This argument is based on necessity as a customary 

international legal principle to relieve State responsibility at a time of 

grave and imminent peril. While this is not the first argument for nations 

breaking from international law, it is, nevertheless, a necessary 

consideration in the access to medicine debate in order to remedy such 

problems. 

 

 

Timmermans, K. “Monopolizing Clinical Trial Data: Implications 

and Trends” PLoS Med 4(2):e02. 

Doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.0040002. 2007. 

 

The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (the TRIPS Agreement, Box 1) has to a large extent harmonized 

standards for intellectual property rights, including patents. For many 

countries, the TRIPS standards were higher than their previous 

standards. For example, TRIPS obliges countries to allow patenting of 
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pharmaceuticals and imposes a minimum duration of 20 years for 

patents. Before TRIPS entered into force, a number of (developing) 

countries either did not grant patents for medicines, or had a shorter 

patent term. Since generic medicines can only be marketed in the 

absence of a patent or after its expiry, the implementation of TRIPS in 

those countries means it will take longer before generic versions of new 

medicines can enter the market. The TRIPS Agreement has therefore 

been criticized for its anticipated detrimental effect on access to 

medicines, especially in developing countries. 

 

 

TWN. TRIPS, Drugs and Public Health: Issues and Proposals. 

Intellectual Property Rights Series No. 2, Penang: TWN, 2001. 

Available from http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/IPR/pdf/ipr02.pdf. 

 

Millions of people die each year of preventable or treatable diseases in 

developing countries. Most patients in poor countries do not have access 

to the required drugs due to their high prices. These prices are set by 

producers who enjoy a monopolistic position over the manufacture and 

distribution of life-saving drugs. Control is granted by the IPR 

framework, developed under the TRIPS Agreement. This report 

discusses the policy options permitted by certain safeguards, in 

particular compulsory licensing and parallel importation, in order to 

secure access to medicines. It makes proposals for clarifying these 

provisions to affirm the right of developing countries to invoke them 

with full flexibility. The report recommends that TRIPS rules be 

amended in order to ensure that the TRIPS Agreement does not 

represent an obstacle for those developing countries that take measures 

to protect public health and save human lives. 

 

 

UNCTAD-ICTSD. Resource Book on TRIPS and Development: An 

Authoritative and Practical Guide to the TRIPS Agreement. New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 2005.  

 

This book is an extremely valuable guide to the TRIPS Agreement, its 
background and technical aspects. It is conceived as a guide that will 

provide background and technical information on the main issues under 

discussion in TRIPS. It should be a practical tool for negotiators and 
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policymakers in order to facilitate their informed participation in 

negotiations and decision-making processes. It provides the framework 

and options to implement the TRIPS Agreement in the broad context of 

growth and development. The Resource Book deals with each provision 

of the TRIPS Agreement, aiming at a thorough understanding of 

Members' rights and obligations.  It clarifies the TRIPS implications for 

developing and least-developed countries, especially highlighting the 

areas in which the TRIPS Agreement leaves some leeway to WTO 

Members to pursue their own policy objectives, according to their 

respective levels of development.  In doing so, the Resource Book does 

not produce tailor-made prescriptions but gives guidance on the 

implications of specific issues and on the options available. 

 

 

UNDP. The Good Practice Guide: Improving Access to Treatment by 

Utilizing Public Health Flexibilities in the WTO TRIPS Agreement. 

UNDP, 2010. 

Available from 

http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/en/m/abstract/Js17762en/. 

 

This guide has been prepared by the UNDP HIV/AIDS Group at the 

Bureau for Development Policy. In line with the objectives of the 

UNAIDS Strategy 2011 – 2015 “Getting to Zero”, the Good Practice 

Guide explains the impact of and connection between intellectual 

property rights and access to treatment. The Guide analyses many of the 

public health flexibilities in the TRIPS Agreement and provides 

examples where and how have they been used by national governments. 

This Guide can be used by legislators, policy makers and government 

officials in discussions on adopting or reforming relevant legislation, in 

the process of formulating national IPR and public health policies, as 

well as in negotiating WTO accession agreements, or bilateral trade 

agreements that contain reference to IPR obligations. As a tool, this 

Good Practice Guide provides the basics. 
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UNDP. Human Development Report 2001. Making New Technologies 

Work for Human Development. New York: UNDP, 2001. 

Available from http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/completenew1.pdf. 

 

The 2001 edition of the Human Development Report of the UNDP 

devoted considerable attention to the issue of TRIPS and patents in 

connection with the Millennium Development Goals. As signatories to 

the TRIPS Agreement, developing countries are now implementing 

national systems of IPR following an agreed set of minimum standards, 

such as 20 years of patent protection. In this new global regime, two 

problems are creating new hurdles for progress in human development. 

First, consensus is emerging that IPR can go too far, hampering rather 

than encouraging innovation and unfairly redistributing the ownership 

of knowledge. Second, there are signs that the cards are stacked against 

fair implementation of TRIPS. Views vary tremendously on the 

expected impact of the TRIPS Agreement on developing countries. 

Under TRIPS, countries can use compulsory licensing and can choose 

whether or not to permit patented goods to be imported from other 

countries where they are sold by the same company but at cheaper 

prices. Yet, under pressure and without adequate advice, many 

developing countries have not included these possibilities in their 

legislation, or are challenged when they try to put them to use.   

 

 

Velásquez, G., Boulet, P. Essential drugs in the new international 

economic environment. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 

1999, 77(3): 288-292. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/archives/77(3)288.pdf. 

 

The new international economic and social context is likely to have an 

important effect on the equitable access of populations to health and to 

drugs, especially in developing countries. The new rules in the area of 

intellectual property could increase these countries’ dependence still 

further. In implementing the TRIPS provisions at the national level, 

developing countries should be aware that there are some options for 

ensuring access to essential drugs for the poorest populations, as some 
provisions of the TRIPS Agreement may be used to protect public health 

goals. Therefore, say the authors, each country's strategy in regard to 

globalization in the field of the production and distribution of drugs will 
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have to be incorporated into its national pharmaceutical policy, a 

component of national health policy. 

 

 

Velásquez, G., Boulet, P. Globalization and Access to Drugs: 

Perspectives on the WTO/TRIPS Agreement. Geneva, WHO, Health 

Economics and Drugs, EDM Series No. 7 (Revised). 1999. 

Available from  

http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/en/d/Jwhozip35e/3.html. 

 

This is a pioneer study on the impact of globalization and the 

WTO/TRIPS Agreement on access to medicines. The authors identified 

and analyzed the flexibilities, unknown by the health authorities and 

health policy makers, contained in the TRIPS agreement to protect 

public health and access to medicines. This monograph, nicknamed the 

“Red Book” (because of its red cover) advocated new interpretations 

from the public health perspective, fully consistent with the TRIPS 

Agreement. The publication was well received and widely accepted by 

developing countries, academic and well known international 

independent experts. However, its publication provoked a heated 

response from US Government, and the Pharmaceutical Research and 

Manufacturers of America – PhRMA, in their opinion the publication 

was “a deeply flawed document that misleads the public and creates a 

false impression of how TRIPS Agreement will affect pharmaceuticals”. 

To address this criticism WHO Director General requested three 

independent legal experts (from USA, Latin America and Europe) to 

express their views on the document. The experts concluded that: “The 

WHO document is technically correct… and argues for a full 

compliance with TRIPS Agreement in a manner that is also consistent 

with public health requirements”. They added that the publication “is a 

clear, well-structured and informative document on the TRIPS 

Agreement, extremely useful for health authorities and other readers in 

developing countries. The main message of the publication is that the 

public health concerns should be a priority consideration when 

interpreting and implementing the TRIPS Agreement. 
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Velásquez, G., Correa, C. Accès aux médicaments: entre le droit à la 

santé et les nouvelles règles de commerce international. Ed. 

L’Harmattan, Paris 2009. Available in French. 

 

In recent years in the WTO Doha negotiations, health and trade have 

been competing; talks have aimed to determine which of the two issues 

was prevailing and what health exceptions should be conceded. It is now 

recognized that the right to health is one thing and trade expansion a 

different thing. Access to health and medicines are citizen rights 

enshrined in many international treaties and recognized by the vast 

majority of States. 

 

This book comprises two parts. The first part shows how to read the 

TRIPS Agreement from a public health perspective. It also aims to 

identify how much policy space is given to States in the regulation of 

intellectual property protection. The second part analyses the impact of 

the Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health on access to medicines. 

Will these agreements affect their production and availability? Will they 

boost research and development (R&D) for medicines designed to 

address priority issues in public health? Will these agreements lead to an 

increase in drug prices? Will there be an impact on least protected 

populations’ access to health and medicines in developing countries? 

 

 

Verma, S. K. Exhaustion of intellectual property rights and free 

trade – Article 6 of the TRIPS Agreement. International Review of 

Industrial Property and Copyright Law, 1998, 29(5): 534-567. 

 

This study examines the issue of IPR exhaustion in the GATT/TRIPS 

context, and tries to analyse whether territorial exhaustion fits into the 

GATT stated objective of free trade, its legality under the GATT/WTO 

provisions, and its effects on developing countries. The author argues 

for world-wide rather than territorial exhaustion, for the sake of free 

trade and international competition. In this context, the study first 

briefly discusses the concept of IPR exhaustion and current practice 

thereon, as exhibited in the legal systems of the EU, Japan and the USA. 
It follows an analysis of the legal and economic commitments to 

international exhaustion within the GATT/WTO framework. Finally, the 

issue is examined from developing countries point of view. 
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Weissman, R. Public health-friendly options for protecting 

pharmaceutical registration data. International Journal Intellectual 

Property Management, 1(1-2), 2006: 113 – 130.  

 

To gain marketing approval, generic firms typically rely on the clinical 

safety and efficacy testing data that brand-name pharmaceutical 

companies previously submitted (registration data). Big Pharma and the 

US Government are pushing developing countries to provide brand-

name companies with a minimum of five years exclusive rights to 

registration data. But restrictions on use of registration data delay the 

introduction of price-lowering generic competition. This paper considers 

public-health friendly alternatives, emphasising a cost-sharing approach, 

in which generic firms have an absolute right to use registration data, 

but must pay a proportionate share of the cost of generating the data. 

 

 

WHO. Network for monitoring the impact of globalization and 

TRIPS on access to medicines. Meeting Report, Thailand, February 

2001.  Geneva: WHO, Health Economics and Drugs, EDM Series 

No. 11, 2002. 

Available from http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/en/d/Js2284e/. 

 

At a meeting held in Bangkok in February 2001, WHO initiated the 

process to monitor and analyse the impact of trade agreements on access 

to drugs in partnership with four WHO collaborating centres in Brazil, 

Spain, Thailand and the United Kingdom. The meeting established that 

a network, through the individual and collective work of the 

Collaborating Centres, would undertake research that shed light on four 

questions: patents and prices, patents and generics, TRIPS and drug 

development and TRIPS and technology transfer. The participants 

developed a harmonized model of selected indicators to be adapted 

according to the characteristics of different regions. These indicators are 

intended to offer important information, though of course not definitive 

answers, regarding the four questions. This report seeks to explore one 

element of this stark reality: the lack of R&D into drugs to treat the 

diseases of the poor. Recent initiatives and policies seeking to redress 

the R&D imbalance are also outlined. Public-private partnerships (PPP) 

have been successful in mobilizing public and private sector expertise 

around certain diseases. Recommendations for moving forward are 
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presented, including the need for a well-defined and needs-driven 

research agenda. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and 
Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Yusuf A. A., Correa C. M.  Intellectual Property and International 

Trade: TRIPS Agreement, Second Edition, Alphen aan den Rijn - 

London: Kluwer Law International, 2007. 

 

Comprising 14 chapters contributed by a panel of experts representing 

diverse parties, Intellectual Property and International Trade is the 

second edition of a treatise published in 1998. This volume, which 

incorporates the analysis of key provisions resulting from dispute 

settlement procedures, offers a framework for understanding the 

background, principles, and provisions of the TRIPS Agreement.  It 

incorporates the analysis of a broad range of topics, such as substantive 

standards established under the TRIPS Agreement; enforcement 

measures; legislative latitude allowed to Member States; protection of 

copyrights and related rights; protection of trademarks, geographical 

indications and industrial designs; patent protection and conditions and 

limitations of compulsory licences; protection of integrated circuit 

design; protection of confidential (undisclosed) information; interface 

between competition law and intellectual property protection; 

implications of the Agreement on the realization of human rights; and its 

relation with the protection of public health. In general, the authors 

emphasize the implications of the Agreement for different groups of 

countries, especially for developing countries, and pay particular 

attention to the degree of autonomy left for Member States in the 

implementation of the various provisions of the Agreement. 
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2.3 TRIPS plus 

 

 

Abbott, F. M. The WTO medicines decision: world pharmaceutical 

trade and the protection of public health. American Journal of 

International Law, 2005, 99(2): 317-358.  

 

This article firstly analyzes developing country negotiating strategy 

regarding the August 30 2003 Decision in light of the result achieved, 

and draws lessons from that experience. The article also considers that 

Decision in the context of U.S. trade policy toward the use of bilateral 

and regional arrangements to correct what the United States perceives as 

specific deficiencies in WTO rules, with particular reference to the 

TRIPS Agreement. The article considers this trend from the standpoint 

of developing countries, which have substantially increased their 

negotiating effectiveness in Geneva but have yet to come to grips with 

the U.S. forum-shifting strategy. The success of this strategy to date 

suggests that economic and political power remains a key factor in 

determining the outcome of trade negotiations and that the United States 

may be more effective in exerting its power in bilateral or limited 

multilateral settings than at the global multilateral level. Finally, it also 

considers ways that developing countries might address U.S. efforts to 

restrict flexibilities regarding TRIPS and public health in bilateral and 

regional settings. 

 

 

Abbott, F. M. Intellectual Property Provisions of Bilateral and 

Regional Trade Agreements in Light of U.S. Federal Law. Geneva: 

UNCTAD-ICTSD, 2006. 
Available from http://ictsd.org/i/publications/11732/. 

 

This paper examines recent bilateral and regional FTA containing 

intellectual property provisions from the perspective of United States 

law and policies. Professor Abbot points out that recent US bilateral and 

regional FTA include substantial commitments in the field of 

intellectual property rights which exceed those required by the TRIPS 

Agreement. This study suggests that it is not only the public in 

developing countries that encounters risk from these FTAs, but also the 

U.S. public. The United States is increasingly bound by a set of highly 
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restrictive intellectual property and regulatory commitments that may 

not over time be seen to be consistent with the American public interest. 

According to this paper, the USTR assures the United States Congress 

that the agreements do not tie the hands of the domestic legislator, yet it 

is almost inevitable that when Congress considers changing domestic 

law, arguments will be made by industry groups that to do so may 

violate America’s international obligations and damage the national 

interest. Congress may choose to ignore U.S. international obligations, 

but it would be surprising if Congress were not reluctant to do so. 

 

 

Abbott, F. M. Toward a new era of objective assessment in the field 

of TRIPS and variable geometry for the preservation of 

multilateralism. Journal of International Economic Law, 2005 

8(1):77-100. 
 

This article gives some suggestions regarding ways in which the 

atmosphere surrounding TRIPS negotiations and implementation might 

be improved. Principal among them is the objective impact assessment 

of new IPRs treaties, particularly those containing TRIPS-plus 

provisions. Professor Abbot states that new agreements concerning IP 

rights should be subject to objective impact assessment, taking into 

account that IP rules have significantly different public welfare 

implications depending on their field of application and the level of 

development of the implementing country. 

 

 

Avafia, T. The potential impact of the proposed US-SACU FTA on 

public health in Southern Africa. A Tralac working paper, 2004. 
 

This Working Paper examines the potential impact of the proposed Free 

Trade Agreement (FTA) between Southern African Customs Union 

(SACU; comprised of South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and 

Swaziland) and the United States from the perspective of public health. 

Avafia expresses concerns about the possible impact of the FTA on 

public health in the SACU region. He draws particular attention to the 
impact that the proposed FTA is likely to have on the ability of SACU 

countries to access the most affordable essential medicines required to 

address urgent public health concerns. Avafia goes on to say that it 
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would be imprudent to enter into a bilateral agreement that contains less 

favourable provisions on essential medicines than those found in the 

multilateral arena such as the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public 

Health and the WTO General Council Decision of 30 August 2003. 

 

 

Bradford V., Lee K. TRIPS, the Doha Declaration and Paragraph 6 

Decision: what are the remaining steps for protecting access to 

medicines? Globalization and Health, 2007, 3:3.  

Available from  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1892549/. 

 

This article states that, despite the important clarifications of the TRIPS 

Agreement provided by the Doha Declaration and the Decision on the 

Interpretation of Paragraph 6, the actual implementation of TRIPS 

safeguards to improve access to medicines remains uncertain. It also 

stresses the concerns posed by that so-called TRIPS-plus provisions 

contained within many regional and bilateral trade agreements, which 

may be further undermining the capacity of the poor to access affordable 

medicines. This paper reviews policy debates among governments, 

nongovernmental organisations and international organisations from 

1995, and notably since 2003, surrounding access to medicines and 

trade agreements. The provisions for protecting public health provided 

by the Doha Declaration and Paragraph 6 Decision are reviewed in 

terms of challenges for implementation, along with measures to protect 

intellectual property rights under selected regional and bilateral trade 

agreements. 

 

 

Correa, C. Implications of bilateral free trade agreements on access 

to medicines. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2006, 84(5): 

399 – 404. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/84/5/399.pdf. 

 

This article addresses the worrying public health consequences of recent 

free trade agreements (FTAs) that mandate high levels of intellectual 

property rights protection. The author points out that, while the 

implications for the access to medicines derived from the TRIPS 

Agreement raised significant concerns, a recent new wave of  FTAs, 
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negotiated outside the WTO, require even higher levels of intellectual 

property protection for medicines than those mandated by that 

Agreement. Such obligations include the extension of the patent term 

beyond 20 years; test data protection for fixed periods of time; the 

linkage between drug registration and patent protection; and in some 

cases, limitations to the grounds for granting compulsory licences.  This 

article reviews some of these measures that further limit the competition 

of generic products and discusses their possible implication for access to 

medicines. 

 

Correa, C. M. Expanding patent rights in pharmaceuticals: the 

linkage between patents and drug registration. In The Development 

Agenda: Global Intellectual Property and Developing Countries, Neil 

Netanel (ed.). Oxford University Press, 2008. 

 
In some developed countries, the patent owners' exclusive rights have 

been stretched by allowing them to block the marketing approval of 

competing pharmaceutical generic products. This creates a “linkage” 

between patent protection and drug approval, two separate areas of 

regulation with distinct objectives. This form of “linkage” has been 

systematically introduced in the free trade agreements signed by the 

USA with a number of countries, often under conditions that are more 

stringent than those applicable in the USA itself. This chapter examines 

the judicially-based “linkage” implemented in the USA and Canada, and 

the administrative regimes generated by the referred to agreements. The 

implications for public health in developing countries may be 

significant, particularly as patents on variants of existing 

pharmaceuticals may be unduly used to exclude competition of low 

priced generic medicines. 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Implications of bilateral free trade agreements on 

access to medicines. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 

Volume 84, Number 5, May, Geneva, 2006. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/84/5/399.pdf. 

 
The TRIPS Agreement of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

mandated the introduction of protection of intellectual property rights, 

notably patents, for pharmaceutical products. While the implications for 
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the access to medicines contained in the terms of this Agreement raised 

significant concerns, a recent new wave of free trade agreements, 

negotiated outside the WTO, requires even higher levels of intellectual 

property protection for medicines than those mandated by that 

Agreement. The measures involved include the extension of the patent 

term beyond 20 years; prohibition of use of test data on drug efficacy 

and safety for certain periods for the approval of generic products; the 

linkage between drug registration and patent protection; in some cases, 

limitations to the grounds for granting compulsory licenses. This article 

reviews some of these measures that further limit the competition of 

generic products and discusses their possible implication for access to 

medicines. 

 

 

Drahos, P. Four lessons for developing countries from the trade 

negotiations over access to medicines. Liverpool Law Review, 28 (1) 

(2007), 11-39. 

Available from 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/k7878861m11h5m15/. 

 

After the Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (TRIPS) came into operation in 1995, developing 

countries have found themselves in a process of continual negotiation 

over intellectual property rights and access to medicines. These 

negotiations have taken place in the WTO and in the context of free 

trade agreements. The paper suggests that the only real win for 

developing countries has been the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS 

Agreement and Public Health in 2001. What have been the lessons for 

developing countries in a decade of negotiations over access to 

medicines? Drawing on themes of rule complexity and regulatory 

ritualism the paper discusses four key lessons for developing countries.  

It concludes by arguing that developing countries will do better if they 

adopt a networked governance approach to negotiation rather than 

continuing to rely on traditional coalition formation. 
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Linares, R. La salud pública en riesgo. Los medicamentos en el TLC. 

Lima: Consorcio de Investigación Económica y Social – Acción 

Internacional para la Salud, 2005. 

Available from  

http://www.aislac.org/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_view

&gid=287&tmpl=component&format=raw&Itemid=94. 

 
La salud pública en riesgo deals with the precise case of the FTA 

between Peru and the United States of America, and its implications on 

access to medicines. It states that the intellectual property provisions 

included in the said treaty pose a real risk to the Peruvian public health 

due to the restriction that they impose on public policy options. 

Recalling human rights obligations and the Doha Declaration, it 

compels the Peruvian Government no to treat health just as another 

commodity. The report backs previous statements from the Peruvian 

Health Ministry and from the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the 

Right to Health recalling the priority of public health protection. 

 

 

Musungu, S. F. Oh, C., The Use of Flexibilities in TRIPS by 

Developing Countries: Can they Promote Access to Medicines? 

Geneva: South Centre - WHO, 2006. 

Available from  

http://www.southcentre.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=artic

le&id=70%3Athe-use-of-flexibilities-in-trips-by-developing-countries-

can-they-promote-access-to-medicines&catid=41%3Ainnovation-

technology-and-patent-policy&Itemid=67&lang=en. 

 

This study is the third in a series published by the South Centre in 

collaboration with the World Health Organization. The publication 

examines the extent to which the flexibilities contained in the TRIPS 

Agreement have been incorporated into the legislation of developing 

countries and its actual use for public health purposes. It also reviews 

the trade policies of major industrialized countries vis-à-vis developing 

countries, and examines the public health effects of certain provisions 

contained in recent FTAs. The authors conclude that there remain 
important gaps both in terms of incorporation and usage of medicines; 

that United States, Canada, EU, Japan and Switzerland, trade policies 

fail to adequately take into account the public health priorities of 
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developing country trading partners; and that a number of provisions in 

recently concluded FTA between developed and developing countries 

may undermine the effective use of TRIPS flexibilities.  

 

 

Musungu, S. F., Dutfield, G. Multilateral agreements and a TRIPS-

plus world: The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). 

Geneva-Ottawa: QUNO-QIAP, 2003. 

 

This paper focuses on the development of TRIPS-plus standards at the 

World Intellectual Property Organisation. Three broad concerns have 

prompted the focus on WIPO. First, despite the major role that WIPO 

has played in globalising intellectual property rules, the overwhelming 

majority of literature on intellectual property and development issues 

has been devoted to the TRIPS Agreement. Secondly, there is a 

perception that WIPO’s mandate is limited to the promotion of 

intellectual property and does not embrace development objectives. The 

final concern arises over WIPO’s activities aimed at harmonising patent 

law standards and at providing technical assistance to developing 

countries. The paper concludes that for WIPO activities to fully take 

into account the development perspective and to ensure that new 

multilateral treaties do not result in TRIPS-plus standards, there is a 

need to properly construe the mandate of WIPO in the context of its 

agreement with the UN, increase the participation and influence of 

developing countries, civil society and other development organisations 

in WIPO processes, ensure that the International Bureau serves the 

interests of all WIPO members, and separate the norm setting functions 

of the International Bureau from its technical assistance activities. 

 

 

Roffe, P. Bilateral Agreements and a TRIPS-plus World: The Chile-

USA Free Trade Agreement. Quaker International Affairs 

Programme, Ottawa, TRIPS Issues Papers 4, 2004.  

Available from http://www.geneva.quno.info/pdf/Chile(US)final.pdf. 

 

This paper focuses on the FTA between Chile and the United States of 

America with the aim to contribute to a better understanding of TRIPS-

plus issues, the specific contents of the FTA and the lessons that could 

be drawn from the negotiations. It explains how, for pharmaceutical 
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products, the FTA expands protection by different means, including: the 

reinforcement of the provisions on marketing and sanitary approvals; the 

adjustment of the term of the patent to compensate for unreasonable 

delays in its granting; the prohibition of the use of undisclosed 

information about the safety and efficacy of pharmaceutical products for 

5 years from the date of its marketing or sanitary approval; the extension 

of the patent term to compensate for unreasonable curtailment of the 

patent term as a result of marketing approval; and the granting of 

marketing approval to third parties requires the consent or acquiescence 

of the patent owner. 

 

Roffe, P. and Spenneman, C. The impact of free trade agreements 

on public health policies and TRIPS flexibilities. International 

Journal of Intellectual Property Management, Volume 1 - Issue 1/2, 

2006. 
Available from  

http://ictsd.org/downloads/2008/08/roffe-spennemann.pdf. 

 

After providing a brief historical overview of the ways international 

agreements deal with public health-related intellectual property rights 

(IPRs), it analyses the TRIPS-plus trend in Free Trade Agreements 

(FTAs) and its impact on access to medicines policies. It focuses on 

FTAs concluded by the USA and the Member states of the European 

Free Trade Association (EFTA) with a number of developing countries 

and their provisions on patents and test data protection. New obligations 

in this field go well beyond the TRIPS minimum standards and may 

seriously affect access to affordable generic pharmaceutical products in 

developing countries. 

 

 

Roffe, P., Vivas, D., Vea, G. Mantaining Policy Space for 

Development. A Case Study on IP Technical Assistance in FTAs. 

Geneva: ICTSD, 2007. 
Available from http://www.iprsonline.org/resources/docs/Roffe-Vivas-

Vea%20Blue19.pdf. 

 
The paper begins with a broad consideration of the FTA phenomenon 

and what its represents in terms of challenges in the area of technical 

assistance to developing countries. The paper focuses on some of the 
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technical assistance concerns raised by FTAs, including the challenges 

to developing countries with regard to implementation and human 

institutional capacity building. The authors pay particular attention to 

FTAs between the US and a number of developing countries, especially 

those in Latin America. The attention is justified on the basis that 

technical assistance may be a vehicle for promoting TRIPS-plus 

implementation. It centres its analysis on the issues arising from the 

implementation of the FTA once negotiation phase ends, and it provides 

a set of preliminary recommendations for providers of technical 

assistance. 

 

 

Roffe, P., von Braun, J. and Vivas-Eugui, D. A new generation of 

regional and bilateral trade agreements: lessons from the US-

CAFTA-DR agreement. In Trade and Health: Seeking Common 

Ground, (eds. Chantal Blouin et al). McGuill-Queen’s University 

Press, 2008.  

 

The paper illustrates how pharmaceutical protection has evolved through 

time and the importance of the TRIPS Agreement in this respect. It 

analyzes the recent phenomenon of bilateral trade agreements and why 

countries negotiate these agreements in the first place. It further refers to 

some of the structural concerns inherent in free trade agreements 

between large and small countries. The paper argues that policy options 

exist to protect public health in developing countries in the context of 

recent FTAs. It also describes the individual TRIPS-plus provisions as 

they relate to public health and underline their legal and political effects. 

Finally, the paper provides suggestions on how policy coherence in 

trade and public health could be better achieved with respect to the 

challenges posed by the new generation of FTAs. 
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Roffe, P., Spennemann, C. and von Braun, J. Intellectual property 

rights in free trade agreements: moving beyond TRIPS minimum 

standards. In Research Handbook on the Protection of Intellectual 

Property under WTO Rules (ed. Carlos M. Correa). Edward Elgar 

Publishing, 2010. 

 

Regional and bilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) and their rapport 

with the World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) are 

the main focus of this work. In exploring these matters the authors 

examine, first, how the TRIPS Agreement marks the starting point of a 

major shift with respect to the pre-existing intellectual property (IP) 

landscape by both breaking with the traditional evolution of the 

international system and by opening the way to new and expansive 

developments in the international protection and enforcement of 

intellectual property rights (IPRs). It analyzes the main features of FTAs 

negotiated after the conclusion of the TRIPS Agreement and their 

implications for developing countries. Particular attention is paid 

throughout the paper to a number of public interest-related policy 

matters, where the FTAs increase and expand the minimum standards of 

protection and enforcement established under TRIPS, with particular 

attention to issues such as public health, the protection of life forms and 

of traditional knowledge, access to knowledge in general and to the new 

obligations on enforcement and dispute settlement. The final section 

draws some overall conclusions around these recent developments and 

their implications.  

 

 

Santa Cruz, M. Intellectual Property Provisions in European Union 

Trade Agreements. Implications for Developing Countries. Geneva: 

International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development, 2007. 

Available from  

http://www.iprsonline.org/resources/docs/Santa-Cruz%20Blue20.pdf. 

 

This report addresses the scope, content and potential impact of 

proposed intellectual property provisions in Economic Partnership 
Agreements (EPAs) with the European Union. The study states that 

EPAs have generated deep concern among various stakeholders due to 

their potential impact of TRIPS-plus provisions on the use of 
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flexibilities and exceptions designed to safeguard public interests and 

development objectives. According to the author, EPAs raise many 

negotiating and implementation challenges regarding policy coherence 

and the maintenance of flexibilities in such agreements, as well as in 

improving predictability in the IP field. Until now, the IP chapters in the 

existing agreements were quite homogeneous, with relatively small 

variations between them. With very few exceptions, the provisions of 

the EU agreements did not incorporate substantive provisions. Instead, 

they were essentially built on commitments to adhere to the TRIPS 

Agreement and to multilateral agreements negotiated in the framework 

of the World Intellectual Property Organisation. This structure contrasts 

with the more aggressive approach adopted by other developed 

countries in negotiating chapters that include substantial provisions on 

types of protection not included in TRIPS. The author reports how the 

EU has moved from the former model to negotiating far more elaborate 

chapters on intellectual property. 

 

 

Seuba, X. Free Trade of Pharmaceutical Products: The Limits of 

Intellectual Property Enforcement at the Border. ICTSD: Geneva, 

2010. 
Available from http://ictsd.org/i/publications/74589/. 

 

Free Trade of Pharmaceutical Products: The Limits of Intellectual 
Property Enforcement at the Border examines the nature and scope of 

existing EC custom border regulations in light of international law and 

particularly WTO law. The paper emphasizes that, although TRIPS 

Article 1 allows WTO Members to “implement in their law more 

extensive protection”, this faculty is made conditional on not 

contravening other TRIPS provisions. The author argues that Regulation 

1383/2003 grants patentees rights not contemplated in TRIPS Article 

28, in particular, the right to seize patented goods in transit, which also 

can be excluded invoking other TRIPS articles, such as articles 41, 51 

and 52. The author further argues that Regulation 1383/2003 might 

impose unnecessary restrictions and delays that impede the freedom of 

transit enshrined in GATT Article V, and emphasizes that the Doha 

Declaration, and its mandate to interpret the TRIPS Agreements in a 

manner supportive of WTO Members’ right to protect public health, 
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could be decisive in a WTO panel’s ruling on the TRIPS compliance of 

Regulation 1383/2003 and its implementing measures. 

 

 

Vivas-Eugui, D. Regional and Bilateral Agreements and a TRIPS-

plus World: The Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). Geneva: 

QUNO-QIAP, ICTSD, 2003. 
Available from 

http://www.quno.org/geneva/pdf/economic/Issues/FTAs-TRIPS-plus-

English.pdf. 

 

This paper provides an overview, based on IPRs negotiations in the 

Americas, of some of the implications of regional and bilateral TRIPS-

plus agreements for the current minimum standards under TRIPS. It 

states that an IPRs chapter in the FTAA would only make sense if 

adequate commercial and sustainability assessments are undertaken; 

transparency and consultation processes are enhanced; policy spaces to 

undertake measures necessary to protect public health in the IPRs 

system are kept and enhanced; the Convention on Biological Diversity 

(CBD) and the new FAO treaty principles together with adequate legal 

mechanisms for assuring legal access are incorporated;  protection of 

traditional knowledge and folklore is provided for and fully developed; 

effective ways for facilitating technology transfer are included; 

flexibilities to address public interest concerns in national patent laws 

and copyright laws are kept; flexibilities to choose and use the most 

convenient system to protect plant varieties whether through patents or a 

sui generis system, are kept; regulation against abuse of rights is 

allowed and developed; and special and differential treatment is 

incorporated and enhanced. The author recommends that developing 

countries refrain from negotiating on IPRs at the regional and bilateral 

level but to keep these negotiations in the multilateral level where more 

balanced results can be obtained. 

 

 

Vivas-Eugui D., von Braun J. Beyond FTA negotiations: 

implementing the new generation of intellectual property obligations. 

In Intellectual Property and Information Wealth: Issues and Practices 

in the Digital Age. Yu P (ed.). Praeger Publishers, 2007. 

Available from http://www.peteryu.com/praeger.htm. 
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This article discusses the particular challenges many developing 

countries face in implementing new obligations in the field of 

intellectual property (IP) as a result of the World Trade Organization’s 

(WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS), completing accession processes for new members of 

the WTO, increasing ratification of WIPO treaties, as well as the 

negotiation and subsequent ratification of a new generation of bilateral 

and regional free trade agreements (FTAs) with comprehensive IP 

chapters. The varying degree the above negotiation frameworks 

incorporate new forms of IP, raise existing levels of protection, and 

reduce opportunities for using flexibilities and exceptions in the 

implementation of intellectual property policies. Rather than discussing 

the nature of these obligations, the objective of this paper is to identify a 

set of options that policymakers could take into account in pro-

development implementation of new IP obligations arising from these 

negotiations. 

 

 

Waxman H. A. Trade Agreements and Access to Medications under 

The Bush Administration. Washington DC: United States House of 

Representatives. Committee on Government Reform – Minority 

Staff, 2005. 

 

According to this report, since the adoption of the Doha Declaration the 

Bush Administration has signed and the United States Congress has 

ratified numerous bilateral and regional free trade agreements with 

severe implications for access to medicines due to their intellectual 

property provisions. The report examines whether the North-American 

Administration is complying with the Doha Declaration in its pursuit of 

these trade agreements. The report finds that contrary to the Doha 

Declaration, U.S. Trade negotiators have repeatedly used the trade 

agreements to restrict the ability of developing nations to acquire 

medicines at affordable prices. In effect, the President’s trade 

representatives have elevated the protection of pharmaceutical patents 

above the pressing health needs of developing countries. Specifically, 

the report finds that the agreements delay approval of generic drugs, 

require patent extensions, link drug approval to patent status, restrict 

compulsory licensing, prohibit parallel importation and expand patent 

protections. 
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2.4 IP and Pandemics 

 

 

Lokuge, B., Drahos, P., and Neville, W. Pandemics, antiviral 

stockpiles and biosecurity in Australia: what about the generic 

option? Medical Journal of Australia, 184(1) (2006) 16-20. 

Available from 

http://www.mja.com.au/public/issues/184_01_020106/lok10852_fm.html. 

 

In view of the possibility of a human pandemic of avian influenza, a 

first-line strategy for many countries is stockpiling of antiviral 

neuraminidase inhibitors (oseltamivir [Tamiflu] and zanamivir 

[Relenza]), which can reduce mortality, morbidity and influenza 

transmission. 

 

However, global supply of the antivirals is controlled by the European-

based patent owners, Roche and GlaxoSmithKline. This prevents 

competition in the manufacturing and distribution of antivirals and has 

reduced global supply capacity and affordability. 

 

The Australian Government has acknowledged that, in the event of a 

pandemic, its own stockpile of antivirals will be limited and reserved for 

those on a confidential rationing list. Pharmacies are running out of 

stocks, limiting opportunities for individuals to secure supplies 

privately. 

 

Compulsory licensing provisions, permitted under domestic patent law, 

would allow Australian generic manufacturers to start producing 

antivirals locally or import them from generic producers at affordable 

prices. 

 

Australia also has an opportunity and a responsibility to promote 

compulsory licensing and generic antiviral production in the Asian 

region, to ensure their neighbours can establish pandemic stockpiles in a 

timely and affordable manner. eMJA rapid online publication 26 

October 2005.  
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Sangeeta Shashikant, ed. Pandemic Preparedness Creating a Fair 

and Equitable Influenza Virus and Benefit Sharing System. TWN, 

2010. 
 

The World Health Organisation (WHO), a specialised agency of the 

United Nations, is mandated to achieve the highest possible level of 

health for all peoples. However, in 2007 world attention was focused on 

WHO when it emerged that WHO ‘Global Influenza Surveillance 

Network’ (GISN) was unfair to the interests and needs of developing 

countries. This scheme, focused on ensuring that countries shared 

influenza viruses, failed to deliver fair and equitable benefit sharing, a 

crucial element to ensure access to vaccines, anti-virals and other 

technologies at affordable prices to developing countries that were most 

affected during a severe influenza outbreak of pandemic potential. It 

also emerged that developed country governments and their entities 

were winners in the scheme as they profited from the virus sharing 

system, including by having timely access to vaccines and making 

intellectual property rights (IPRs) claims over the shared biological 

materials and products developed using such materials. 

 

Meanwhile, developing countries could face astronomical bills for the 

purchase of vaccines and other medical supplies, as well as difficulties 

in accessing such supplies, due to their limited availability. Latest 

technologies as well as know-how used in vaccine development and 

production (largely based in developed countries) were also protected by 

IPRs, creating more obstacles for developing countries that might seek 

to build their own production capacity. 

 

All these issues came to a head at the 60th World Health Assembly in 

2007, leading to the adoption of Resolution WHA60.28 titled ‘Pandemic 

influenza preparedness: sharing of influenza viruses and access to 

vaccines and other benefits’. Negotiations to create a fair and equitable 

influenza virus and benefit sharing framework in the context of 

pandemic influenza preparedness are on-going in WHO. 

 

This book provides an in-depth understanding of the background to, and 

rationale for, the current WHO negotiations on influenza virus and 

benefit sharing as well as a front-line view of the negotiations. 
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2.5 IP and Counterfeit Medicines  
 

 

Gopakumar, K.M. and Sangeeta Shashikant. Unpacking the Issue of 

Counterfeit Medicines. TWN, 2010.  

 

Numerous anti-counterfeiting initiatives driven by an intellectual 

property enforcement agenda have emerged in international 

organisations. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has also 

accelerated action against ‘counterfeit medicines’, through the 

International Medical Product Anti-Counterfeit Taskforce (IMPACT). 

The WHO approach has resulted in concerns that legitimate generic 

medicines may get caught up in the web of definitions and enforcement 

of ‘counterfeit products’, with adverse consequences for access to 

medicine as well as legitimate trade. 

 

This book discusses the background to the issue of ‘counterfeit 

medicines’ in WHO as well as the problems of using the term 

‘counterfeit’ (in connection with intellectual property rights violations) 

to refer to products with compromised quality, safety and efficacy issues 

against a background of anti-counterfeiting initiatives in the context of 

IP enforcement aggressively being pushed by businesses and 

governments of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD). 

 

The book also discusses the origins of IMPACT and analyses issues and 

concerns about the Taskforce pertaining to legitimacy, transparency, 

accountability, links to IP enforcement, and the creation of barriers to 

trade in, and access to, affordable generic medicines. 

 

 

Sangeeta Shashikant, ed. The IMPACT Counterfeit Taskforce, 

Intellectual Property Rights Enforcement and Seizure of Medicines. 

TWN, 2010. 

Available from http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/IPR/pdf/ipr13.pdf. 

 
There has in recent years been a major push to set restrictively high 

standards of intellectual property (IP) protection and enforcement 

internationally. Driven by large corporations and governments of 
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industrial countries, this push extends even to the critical medicines and 

medical products sector. 

 

In this sector, the introduction of stricter IP enforcement measures is 

sought, among others, through pursuing the agenda of combating 

“counterfeits”. This book looks at recent moves at the World Health 

Organisation (WHO) to seek endorsement of an initiative called the 

International Medical Products Anti-Counterfeiting Taskforce 

(IMPACT) and its proposed definition of counterfeits. This approach 

has drawn criticism from many developing-country WHO members for 

seeking to address health issues relating to the quality and safety of 

medical products through an IP framework. 

 

Concerns over the focus on counterfeits have been heightened by a spate 

of seizures by European customs authorities of generic medicines in 

transit to developing countries on grounds of IP infringement. These 

seizures have further fuelled fears that linking health and IP issues 

would impede production of and trade in affordable, good-quality 

generic drugs – and poor countries’ access to them. 

 

This book is a compilation of articles – most of which appeared in the 

South-North Development Monitor (SUNS), a daily bulletin on 

development issues published by the Third World Network – which 

examine the concerns expressed by developing countries and civil 

society over the anti-counterfeit drive and medicine seizures, and report 

on the lively recent debates on these subjects at WHO and WTO. 

 

 





3. HUMAN RIGHTS AND ACCESS TO MEDICINES 
 

 

Aginam, O. Between life and profit: global governance and the 

trilogy of human rights, public health and pharmaceutical patents. 

North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial 

Regulation, 2006, 31: 901-920. 

 

Focusing on one of the key governance frameworks of economic 

globalization -the normative architecture of the WTO and the TRIPS 

agreement- Professor Aginam explores the marginalization of public 

health and human rights at WTO. The paper is divided into five parts.  

Part I gives an overview of the tension between human rights, public 

health and pharmaceutical patents in the contemporary global 

interdependence. Part II explores HIV/AIDS as a global emergency. Part 

III explores the interface between the WTO, TRIPS, and access to 

essential medicines, particularly how can TRIPS flexibilities be 

employed to save millions of lives. Part IV traces the public health 

fingerprints in the global trade regime. Focusing on international trade 

jurisprudence, this section argues that public health imperatives as well 

as other public goods are marginalized by the dogma of free trade. Part 

V presents the conclusion and an agenda for the future based on policy 

coherence and balancing the imperatives of human rights, public health, 

and trade liberalization within the mandates of WHO and WTO. 

 

 

Chapman, A. R. The human rights implications of intellectual 

property protection. Journal of International Economic Law, 2002, 

5(4), 861. 

 

This article outlines the provisions of a human rights perspective on the 

requirements for intellectual property and then discusses its potential 

conflicts with current developments in intellectual property law. A 

variety of human rights organizations and agencies have begun to realize 

that the manner in which creative works, cultural heritage, and scientific 

knowledge are turned into property has implications for human rights. 

These concerns have led to a series of initiatives by United Nations 

human rights institutions, the most significant of which is the November 

2001 statement on ‘Human Rights and Intellectual Property Issues’ 
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adopted by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Its 

central theme is that intellectual property protection and international 

trade regulation must respect and abide by international human rights 

law.  

 

 

Cullet, P. Patents and medicines: the relationship between TRIPS 

and the human right to health. International Affairs, 2003, 79(1): 

139-160.  

Available from http://www.ielrc.org/content/a0301.pdf. 

 

The author states that the legal arguments concerning the relationships 

between human rights and intellectual property rights, and the practical 

debates concerning access to drugs in developing countries, both point 

toward the existence of potential conflicts between the introduction of 

patents on drugs in developing countries and the realization of the rights 

to health. TRIPS Agreement compliance requires substantial changes in 

existing patent laws in some countries. These changes must be analysed 

in the context of the spread of epidemics, and in relation to other 

international obligations that states have, for instance, regarding the 

human right to health. IPR treaties have a significant impact on the 

realization of some human rights, such as the right to health. This article 

examines the extent to which the TRIPS Agreement encompasses 

flexibility for developing countries to be able to foster greater access to 

medicines. The article also examines these issues from the point of view 

of human rights and considers how the relationship between human 

rights and intellectual property can be addressed in international law. 

 

 

Cullet, P. Human rights and intellectual property protection in the 

TRIPS era. Human Rights Quarterly, 2007 (29): 403-430.  

Available from http://www.ielrc.org/content/a0702.pdf. 

 

This article examines the different aspects of the relationship between 

intellectual property rights, human rights, and science and technology-

related provisions in human rights treaties. Human rights and 
intellectual property protection are two distinct fields that have largely 

evolved separately. Their relationship needs to be re-examined for a 

number of reasons. First, the impacts of intellectual property rights on 
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the realization of human rights such as the right to health have become 

much more visible following the adoption of the TRIPS Agreement. 

Second, the increasing importance of intellectual property rights has led 

to the need for clarifying the scope of human rights provisions 

protecting individual contributions to knowledge. Third, a number of 

new challenges need to be addressed concerning contributions to 

knowledge, which cannot effectively be protected under existing 

intellectual property rights regimes. The article analyzes existing 

knowledge protection-related provisions in human rights treaties. It also 

examines some of the impacts of existing intellectual property rights 

regimes on the realization of human rights. Further, it analyzes the 

recently adopted General Comment 17 on Article 15(1)(c) of the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR) and proposes an alternative broader reading of this provision 

focusing on traditional knowledge. 

 

Evans, T. A human right to health? Third World Quarterly, 2002, 

23(2): 197-215. 

Available from  

http://hmb.utoronto.ca/Old%20Site/HMB303H/weekly_supp/week-

03/Evans_Right_to_Health.pdf. 

 

The right to health is one of a range of socio-economic rights for which 

states accept an obligation under international law. However, the politics 

of rights has meant that socio-economic rights are rarely given the same 

status as liberal freedoms associated with civil and political rights. This 

article discusses the liberal rationale for rejecting socio-economic claims 

as rights and examines the basic rights challenge to liberal arguments. 

Given the dominance of liberalism, the article concludes with an 

examination of the potential for promoting a right to health within the 

context of globalization.  

 

Gathii, J. T. Rights, patents, markets and the global AIDS 

pandemic. Florida Journal of International Law, Spring 2002, 263-

346. 

 

This article contributes to the current initiatives to provide access to and 

increase the affordability of drugs and health services available to low-

end consumers facing life threatening illnesses, such as AIDS. 
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According to the author, it is possible to combine a market-based 

approach with a human rights one. Moreover, the use of market-based 

arguments contributes to expanding the traditional registry of legal and 

social causes. To illustrate the necessary combination between market-

based and other approaches, the article develops three different 

strategies to achieve the stated goals of access and affordability.  The 

first strategy consists of using social and economic rights clauses in 

constitutional charters. The second strategy is derived from a market-

based argument and the author attempts to establish the TRIPS 

consistent possibilities that are available for combining pharmaceutical 

producers and consumers. The third proposed strategy is also related to 

a market-based argument and is related to the US FDA framework of 

control which, according to the author, constitutes an important obstacle 

for the entry of new drugs into the market, particularly generic versions 

of branded drugs or applications which have been approved in other 

countries. The author perceives competition in the pharmaceutical 

industry as one of the best ways to ensure access and affordability of 

drugs for low-income consumers and an effective pricing mechanism 

and concludes that any increase in IPP would have a negative impact on 

competition. The author finally considers the potential for market-based 

arguments to advance legal and social cases while demonstrating the 

feasibility of assimilating diverse approaches. 

 

 

Harrington, J., Stuttaford, M. eds. Global Health and Human 

Rights: Legal and Philosophical Perspectives. Routledge Research in 

Human Rights Law.Routledge, UK, 2010.  

 

The right to health, having been previously neglected is now being 

deployed more and more often in litigation, activism and policy-making 

across the world. International bodies such as the WHO, UNAIDS, 

World Bank and WTO are increasingly using or being evaluated with 

reference to health rights, and international NGOs frequently use the 

language of rights in campaigning and in more concrete litigation. This 

book brings together an impressive array of internationally renowned 

scholars in the areas of law, philosophy and health policy to critically 
interrogate the development of rights-based approaches to health. The 

volume integrates discussion of the right to health at a theoretical level 

in law and ethics, with the difficult substantive issues where the right is 
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relevant, and with emerging systems of global health governance. The 

contributions to this volume will add to our theoretical and practical 

understanding of rights-based approaches to health.  

 

 

Hestermeyer, H. P. Human Rights and the WTO: The Case of Patents 

and Access to Medicines. Oxford : Oxford University Press , 2007. 

 

Human Rights and the WTO. The Case of Patents and Access to 

Medicines discuses both the patent law and the international human 

rights law involved in great depth, distinguishing between obligations 

under different human rights instruments. It explains the concept of 

conflict between legal regimes and why patent law and human rights 

law are in conflict. The current state of international law on the conflict 

between legal regimes and the origin of such conflicts is analyzed, 

covering such issues as hierarchy in international law and introducing 

the concept of 'factual hierarchy'. The book then turns to the role of 

human rights law in the WTO system, concluding that such law 

currently is limited to aiding the interpreting of the WTO agreements. It 

shows how a further integration of human rights law could be achieved 

and describes the progress made towards accommodating human rights 

concerns within the TRIPS Agreement, culminating in the first ever 

decision to amend a core WTO Agreement in December 2005. 

 

 

Heywood, M. Drug access, patents and global health: “chaffed and 

waxed sufficient”. Third World Quarterly, 2002, 23(2): 217-231. 

 

In July 2000, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights issued a General Comment on the Right to the Highest Attainable 

Standard of Health, and stated that “Since the adoption of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in 1966 

the world health situation has changed dramatically and the notion of 

health has undergone substantial changes and widened in scope. More 

determinants are being taken into consideration, such as resource 

distribution and gender differences. A wider definition of health also 

takes into account such socially related concerns as violence and armed 

conflict. Moreover, formerly unknown diseases, such as HIV and AIDS, 
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and others that have become more widespread, such as cancer, as well as 

the rapid growth of the world population, have created new obstacles for 

the realization of the right to health”.  The need to understand why and 

how “the notion of health has undergone substantial changes and 

widened in scope”, the forces that are contributing to this redefinition, 

and the implications for governments, multinational pharmaceutical 

companies and ordinary people is the subject of this article.  In 

particular, global health is assessed according to the extent of global 

access to life improving-medicines, and the surmountable barriers that 

prevent this.  

 

 

Joseph, S. Pharmaceutical corporations and access to drugs: the 

“fourth wave” of corporate human rights scrutiny. Human Rights 

Quarterly, 2003, 25: 425-452. 

Available from 

http://74.220.219.58/~drafting/sites/default/files/paper_article/Joseph_P

harma%20Patents%20and%20Human%20Rights.pdf. 

 

Access to essential medicines is a human right which is currently 

compromised by high prices facilitated by the global protection afforded 

to pharmaceutical patents by the TRIPS Agreement. However, 

pharmaceutical patents are arguably justified as they promote R&D in 

the industry. The arguments for and against patents are examined in this 

article, along with the salient human rights duties of pharmaceutical 

companies and governments, as well as recent victories in the battle for 

access to essential drugs in the developing world. Alternative strategies 

for facilitating access to essential medicines, without compromising 

R&D, are put forward. 

 

 

Lazzarini, Z. Making access to pharmaceuticals a reality: legal 

options under TRIPS and the case of Brazil. Yale Human Rights and 

Development Law Journal, 2003, 6: 103-138. 

 

This article presents the Brazilian experience to illustrate possible 
strategies for other developing countries, which can be used to strike a 

balance between respect for public health and human rights and 

protection of intellectual property rights. The article presents the 
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problem of access to pharmaceuticals in the context of intellectual 

property rules and human rights norms, and lays the groundwork for 

possible ways to resolve the tension between intellectual property rights 

and human rights. It states that many middle-income countries could 

provide wider access to medicines by fully utilizing certain safeguards 

and exceptions. For the poorest nations, however, there are no easy 

solutions.  

 

 

Loff, B., Heywood, M. Patents on drugs: manufacturing scarcity or 

advancing health? Journal of Law, Medicine and Health, 2002, 

30(621-631). 

 

This article focuses on the framework provided by the right to health 

and its relation with intellectual property rights. The authors examine 

the consequences of international trade law and intellectual property law 

for the treatment of ill health. The authors state that despite the 

acknowledgment of other factors as influencing access to medicines, the 

effect of price in limiting access to life-saving medicines is significant, 

and that the patent status of a medicine is the major determinant of that 

medicine’s price. 

 

 

Mzikenge Chirwa, D. The right to health in international law: its 

implications for the obligations of state and non-state actors in 

ensuring access to essential medicine. South African Journal of 

Human Rights, 2003, 19: 541-566. 

 

This article argues that access to medication, treatment and care is an 

essential element of effective responses to pandemics and other diseases. 

In particular, it is argued that international law imposes a minimum core 

(and non-derogable) obligation on states to provide essential medicine. 

In recognition of the increasing role that private actors are playing in 

ensuring access to essential medicine, their human rights obligations 

relating to access to essential medicine are also explored. 
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OHCHR/UNAIDS. HIV/AIDS and Human Rights: International 

Guidelines Geneva: United Nations, 2006. 

Available from http://data.unaids.org/Publications/IRC-pub07/jc1252-

internguidelines_en.pdf. 

 

This is a joint effort by the Joint United Nations Programme on 

HIV/AIDS and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Human Rights to address and provide assistance to states, NGOs and 

individuals on human rights issues affecting HIV-positive people, such 

as discrimination, education or access to drugs. This version of the 

international Guidelines on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights consolidates 

the Guidelines first published in 1998 and revised Guideline 6 first 

published in 2002. Through 12 clearly formulated guidelines it offers 

guidance on how to respond to the human rights implications of the 

AIDS pandemic. Of special significance is Guideline 6 (Regulation of 

Goods, services and information) which refers to legal and economic 

obstacles to access to drugs and the necessity to overcome them. This 

guideline was the object of a specific debate during the Third 

Consultation on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights (Geneva, July 2002) 

where it was reformulated into access to prevention, treatment, care and 

support as a step forward in linking human rights and access to drugs. 

 

 

Pogge, T. W. Human rights and global health: a research program. 

Metaphilosophy, 2005, 36(1/2): 182-209. 

 

This paper proposes a global health-system reform that would make 

medical knowledge freely available as a global public good. The author 

states that rules should be redesigned so that the development of any 

new drug is rewarded in proportion to its impact on the global disease 

burden (not through monopoly rents). This reform would bring drug 

prices down worldwide close to their marginal cost of production and 

would powerfully stimulate pharmaceutical research into currently 

neglected diseases concentrated among the poor. Its feasibility shows 

that the existing medical-patent regime (trade-related aspects of 

intellectual property rights -TRIPS- as supplemented by bilateral 
agreements) is severely unjust - and its imposition a human-rights 

violation on account of the avoidable mortality and morbidity it 

foreseeably produces. 
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Santoro, M. Human rights and human needs: diverse moral 

principles justifying third world access to affordable HIV/AIDS 

drugs. North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial 

Regulation, 2006, 31(4): 923-941.  

 

After describing the moral discourse and economic considerations that 

led to the integration of IP provisions into the WTO, this article 

examines the moral discourse leading up to the Doha Declaration. The 

objective of this article is two-fold: first, to demonstrate the role of 

moral discourse in shaping legal transformation; second, to demonstrate 

the variety of moral arguments, in addition to those founded on human 

rights principles, which lead to the conclusion that citizens of poor 

countries should have access to affordable HIV/AIDS drugs and that 

pharmaceutical patents should be subjected to compulsory licensing and 

parallel importing to accomplish this aim. 

 

 

Seuba, X. Mainstreaming the TRIPS and human rights interactions. 

In. C. Correa (ed.), Research Handbook on the Protection on 

Intellectual Property under WTO Rules. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 

2010, pp. 192-215. 
 

The relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and international 

human rights law must be studied in two broad frameworks, namely, 

that concerning the more general relation between intellectual property 

law and human rights law, and the other related to the interaction 

between public international law and WTO law. It is the combination of 

both that gives adequate answers to specific cases. This chapter devotes 

special attention to the effects on the TRIPS and human rights 

relationships of the WTO legal system anchorage in public international 

law. It sustains that thanks to the room for manoeuvre existing in 

TRIPS, permits solving many of the potential problems arising from the 

TRIPS from a human rights angle. As far as actual conflicts are 

concerned, it argues that although responses can be found in rules on 

conflict of treaties, the gravity of problems arising out of TRIPS-plus 

and extra provisions indicates that much more than solutions based on 

legal technique is needed. 
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Seuba, X. La protección de la salud ante la regulación internacional 

de los productos farmacéuticos, Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2010.  

 

For the study of the international pharmaceutical regulation the notion 

of “pharmaceutical chain” is a useful connecting thread, which refers to 

the sum of phases in the life of a medicine, from its R&D to it use. The 

analysis of the international norms concerning each one of the phases of 

the pharmaceutical chain helps to assess whether health protection has 

been the pursued goal when enacting legislation that has to do with a 

health product such as medicines. Each one of the phases of the 

pharmaceutical chain presents particular problems, some of them closely 

related to its normative treatment. This book studies norms pertaining to 

the fields of drug innovation, development, quality assurance and access 

from a human rights perspective. The book identifies specific human 

rights violations in each one of phases that go from medicines research 

to pharmaceuticals use. The need to promote an international treaty on 

pharmaceutical R&D, the international legal void regarding the 

protection in many respects of participants in clinical essays, the 

appropriation of norm-setting functions in the quality assurance area by 

actors with vested interests, the possibility and the means to adopt a 

“healthy interpretation” of the TRIPS agreement and the existence of a 

conflict of treaties between human rights obligations and TRIPS-plus 

provisions are some of the topics addresses by La protección de la salud 
ante la regulación internacional de los productos farmacéuticos. 

 

 

WHO. 25 Questions & Answers on Health and Human Rights. 

Geneva: WHO, 2002. 
Available from http://www.who.int/hhr/activities/en/25_questions_hhr.pdf. 

 

This was the first issue of a WHO series specifically focused on a rights-

based approach to health topics. This publication seeks to clarify some 

key concepts and notions critical for a better understanding of the right 

to health and its implications for policy makers, health workers and 

patients alike. What are human rights and how health care can be 

effectively framed within them is one of the questions that find an 
answer in this publication, which is intended to be used as an education 

tool and an advocacy resource. It offers brief, concise explanations 

about each concept providing a non-specialized reader with a 
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comprehensive view of what is implied by a rights-based approach to 

health. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to 

Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Wojahn, P. L. A conflict of rights: intellectual property under 

TRIPS, the right to health and AIDS drugs. UCLA Journal of 

International Law and Foreign Affairs, Fall-Winter 2001-2002, 463-

497. 

 

According to this article, modelled on the intellectual property laws of the 

United States of America, the TRIPS Agreement established global 

standards for stringent protection of patents for new pharmaceutical 

developments. Stringent IPR, however, are in direct conflict with the 

international right to health, established by the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which specifically states that the 

right to health requires states-parties to take the necessary steps for the 

“prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational 

and other diseases” and “the creation of conditions which would assure to 

all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness”. Strict 

protection of IPR raises the price of pharmaceuticals, blocking access to 

these drugs for many people in developing countries who need them to 

survive. Certain provisions of the TRIPS Agreement, however, allow 

countries to permit private manufacturers to produce generics, subject to 

certain conditions, through compulsory licensing. In addition, countries 

can use parallel importation to provide cheaper access to life-saving 

drugs. Although there are many uncertainties in TRIPS relating to when 

and under what conditions compulsory licensing and parallel importation 

are permitted, the whole framework can be interpreted to allow these 

strategies in order to provide greater access to drugs.  

 

 

Shah S. Illuminating the possible in the developing world: 

guaranteeing the human right to health in India. Vanderbilt Journal 

of Transnational Law, March 1999(2): 435-485. 

 

Deprivations such as malnourishment and under-nourishment are a 

major human rights offence and result in the systematic 

disempowerment of individuals as citizens. According to the author, the 
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recognition of the social right to health contributes to a greater sense of 

citizenship on the part of individuals. The second part of the article is 

devoted to the potential of social human rights and the positive impacts 

that they could have on the situation in the developing world. The author 

stresses the notion of state obligation, particularly with regard to 

guaranteeing human dignity. This obligation is explored in the third part 

of the article, with particular attention to the challenges posed by the 

implementation of social rights. The fourth part is entirely devoted to 

the notion of a human right to health and other social rights, taking into 

consideration not only the conceptual and practical problems posed but 

also the critical role of the right to health in the empowerment of 

individuals. The author identifies those conditions necessary for good 

health as also being essential for promoting human dignity. The final 

part of the article focuses on the experience in social rights (and the 

right to health) in India, noting the positive potential impact on 

economic institutions, social priorities and power imbalances.  (Abstract 

from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An 
Annotated Bibliography, WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Yamin, A. Promoting and protecting the right to health in Latin 

America: selected experiences from the field. Health and Human 

Rights, 2000, 5(1): 117-148. 

 

Through a description of the four major challenges faced by Latin 

American human rights groups and the strategies that they have adopted 

to overcome these challenges, this article seeks to incorporate the human 

rights perspective into the discussion of how to make health a 

universally recognized human right. The ill-defined normative content 

of the right to health, the lack of precedents and procedures for 

enforceability and the lack of consciousness of health as a right have 

presented major obstacles to the implementation of this right in the 

Region. It is proposed that Latin American human rights groups move 

beyond traditional legal methods and expertise to work in an 

interdisciplinary fashion with health professionals and grass root health 

groups. 
 

 



4. COUNTRY STUDIES BY REGION 
 

 

4.1 Africa 
 

 

Avafia, T., Berger, J. and Hartzenberg, T. The Ability of Select Sub-

Saharan African Countries to Utilise TRIPS Flexibilities and 

Competition Law to Ensure a Sustainable Supply of Essential 

Medicines: A Study of Producing and Importing Countries. Tralac 

Working Paper No 12. Stellenbosch: US Printers. 
Available from 

http://apps.who.int/medicinedocs/en/m/abstract/Js18249en/. 

 

This paper examines the degree to which countries in Eastern and 

Southern Africa have utilised the flexibilities contained in the 30 August 

2003 WTO Decision to increase access to treatment in their countries. 

The paper further examines the use of competition law and policy as a 

tool for reducing prices and consequently increasing access to essential 

medicines and points out the advantages to developing countries of 

using competition law and policy: first, the TRIPS Agreement accords 

member countries considerable flexibility in implementing competition 

law and policy most appropriate for its purposes; second, countries have 

leeway to define what constitutes anti-competitive behaviour; third, 

competition law and policy is well suited to implementation by an 

independent competition authority vested with strong investigative 

powers; and finally, competition law and policy has been successfully 

employed by South African activists and stakeholders to reduce the 

prices of essential medicines. Despite these successes in using 

competition law to reduce drug prices in South Africa, the prospects of 

other countries in the SADC region for being able to utilize competition 

law and policy to attain similar objectives are not high due to a lack of 

institutional capacity (in some cases) and a lack of expertise. With 

deepening regional integration in southern Africa, the role of 

competition law and policy increases. While trade remedies still play an 

important role in free-trade areas, deeper integration requires that 

competition policy check for anti-competitive practices. National 

competition policy can go some way to providing oversight in cases of 
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anti-competitive conduct but the longer term solution lies in a regional 

competition policy. 

 

 

Bond, P. Globalization, pharmaceutical pricing, and South African 

health policy. International Journal of Health Services, 1999, 29(4): 

765-792. 
 

The author examines the case of South Africa after legislation aimed at 

lowering drug prices was passed by Parliament. This article considers 

post-apartheid public health policy, U.S. Government pressure to change 

the law, and pharmaceutical industry interests and links to the U.S. 

government, and evaluates various kinds of resistance to U.S. corporate 

and government behaviour. 

 

The Medicines and Related Substances Control Amendment Act 

(‘Medicines Act’) of 1997 provides room for generic substitution by 

pharmacists. Scheduling of medicines, licensing of dispensers, 

establishment of a pricing committee and prohibition of pharmaceutical 

bonusing and rebates for bulk buyers are included in the Act. More 

controversially, it also allowed parallel imports and compulsory drug 

licensing. The article describes the strong response by the 

pharmaceutical industry and some governments towards the Medicines 

Act, which was the subject of legal proceedings. 

 

 

David, B. In the High Court of South Africa, Case No. 4138/98: the 

global politics of access to low-cost AIDS drugs in poor countries. 

Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal, Volume 12, Number 2, June 

2002, pp. 159-174; DOI: 10.1353/ken.2002.0008. 
 

This article examines how in 1998, thirty-nine pharmaceutical 

manufacturers sued the Government of South Africa to prevent the 

implementation of a law designed to facilitate access to AIDS drugs at 

low cost. The companies accused South Africa -the country with the 

largest population of individuals living with HIV/AIDS in the world- of 
circumventing patent protections guaranteed by intellectual property 

rules that were included in the latest round of world trade agreements. 

The pharmaceutical companies dropped their lawsuit in the spring of 
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2001 after an avalanche of negative publicity. Yet, despite the 

Government's victory, AIDS drugs remain very expensive in South 

Africa, and the Government still refuses to provide antiretroviral therapy 

to adults. These events have shone a spotlight, not only on the 

possibilities for coordinated political activism in the era of instant global 

communications, but also on the tangled social, economic, and political 

dimensions of AIDS treatment in poor countries. 

 

 

Haakonsson, S. J., Richey, L. A. TRIPS and public health: the Doha 

Declaration and Africa. Development Policy Review, 2007, 25 (1): 71-

90.  

 

This article deals with the Doha Declaration on Public Health and the 

TRIPS Agreement (2001), and the use of compulsory licenses to import 

generic medicines. By analysing HIV/AIDS treatment in Uganda, this 

article discusses the variety of TRIPS-related channels for ensuring 

drugs for domestic treatment, and argues that emphasising the restrictive 

nature of TRIPS provisions fails to grasp the scale of the obstacles 

involved. Lack of domestic resources leaves African countries 

dependent on donor financing, which in turn constrains their ability to 

exploit international trade provisions. 

 

 

Ngwena, C., The recognition of access to health care as a human 

right in South Africa: is it enough? Health and Human Rights, 2000, 

5(1): 29-32. 
 

This article discusses the scope and limitations of the right of access to 

health care in South Africa. The right of access to health care services is 

among the economic and social rights guaranteed by the Constitution of 

South Africa. However, given the jurisprudential novelty of such a right 

and its dependence on economic resources, its realization is likely to be 

difficult to secure. Even if, when this article was published, the 

country’s courts had not yet developed clear principles for the 

interpretation of the right of access to health care, the obstacles 

identified by the author (country’s pervasive poverty, gross income 

disparities and extremely high burden of disease) were acknowledged as 

such by South Africa’s constitutional court in the Nevirapine case. 
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Tankoano, A. Nouveau droit des brevets des états membres de 

l’Organisation Africaine de la Propriété Intellectuelle, 

développement industriel et accès aux médicaments. Revue Belge de 

Droit International, 2005 (1-2): 669-699.  

 

This article explains that the TRIPS Agreement changed the obligations 

of the Organisation Africaine de la Propriété Intellectuelle –OAPI- 

Member States, which, in turn, decided to revise the 1977 Bangui 

Treaty. This article details the modifications introduced in 1999 through 

an annex to the foundational treaty. It is important to notice that this 

new annex establishes a uniform law directly applicable in the sixteen 

OAPI Member States. The new standards are in line with the TRIPS 

Agreement objective of raising intellectual property standards, which 

make the article’s author question their advisability. In fact, the author 

affirms that the new OAPI standards go against industrial development 

and access to drugs policies. 

 

 

Sudip Chaudhuri, Chan Park and K. M. Gopakumar. Five Years 

into the Product Patent Regime: India’s Response. UNDP, 2010.  
Available from  

http://content.undp.org/go/cms-

service/download/publication/?version=live&id=3089934. 

 

The report is intended to be a contribution towards understanding the 

continued role of India as a supplier of affordable medicines five years 

after having complied with the TRIPS Agreement. The report compiles 

three main studies commissioned by UNDP. The studies demonstrate 

that developments in India have impacts well beyond its borders, given 

the reliance thus far of much of the global market, especially in 

developing countries and LDCs, on the supply of low-cost, quality 

Indian generic pharmaceutical products. The studies analyze the role of 

both the Indian pharmaceutical industry and the Indian legal system in 

building a post-TRIPS scenario that continues to be conducive to 

sourcing affordable medicines. 
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von Braun J, Munyi P. New Enforcement mechanisms challenge the 

legality of generics in the name of public health: the emergence of 

anti-counterfeiting legislation in East Africa. African Journal of 

International and Comparative Law, 2010, 18.2: 238-253, Edinburgh 

University Press.   

Available from 

http://www.euppublishing.com/doi/abs/10.3366/ajicl.2010.0007. 

 

This paper addresses the inclusion of traditionally exempted forms of 

intellectual property rights (IPRs), such as patents and plant breeders’ 

rights into anti-counterfeiting legislation in East Africa. In June 2008, 

the Merchandizing Marks Regulations were promulgated with a view to 

make provision for dealing with counterfeiting problems in Tanzania. 

Kenya copied this trend in December 2008, with the enactment of a 

national legislation on anti-counterfeiting. Uganda and others in the 

region are following suit. The enacted legislations exhibit a character of 

‘substantive expansion’ of the concept of counterfeiting. Similarly, the 

bill before the Uganda parliament and another that is due to be tabled 

before the East Africa Parliament to legislate against counterfeits exhibit 

similar character. These legislative instruments raise questions over the 

legality of products put legitimately on the market by third parties 

without the authority of patent holders. Sadly, these include generic 

medicines and other products manufactured through legitimate 

exploitation of patents by third parties.  

 

This paper focuses on the legislative initiatives taken by Kenya and 

Uganda and seeks to explore whether some of the provisions proposed 

or otherwise in these countries run counter to the principles and terms of 

the TRIPS Agreement as both countries are members of the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) and the challenges they may pose for public 

health in the region. 
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WHO/AFRO. Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

(TRIPS) and the Implementation of TRIPS Safeguards in Relation to 

Pharmaceuticals in the WHO African Region. Summary Report of a 

Workshop, Zimbabwe. August 2001, Brazzaville, WHO: Regional 

Office for Africa, 2002. 

 

The main goal of this workshop, organized by the WHO Regional 

Office for Africa, was to develop strategies for the implementation of 

the TRIPS Agreement, taking into consideration safeguards related to 

health and pharmaceuticals. Special attention was paid during to the 

interaction between TRIPS and national legal frameworks on 

pharmaceuticals, while some proposals were put forward in connection 

with principles of model legislation on the implementation of TRIPS 

safeguards and the type of support that would be required to undertake 

necessary reforms. The participants represented ministries of health, 

justice, finance and trade. They concluded the two days of discussions 

by issuing a set of recommendations, such as the need for increased 

regional collaboration on all TRIPS-related issues and the necessity for 

concerned countries to formulate national legislation to implement 

TRIPS safeguards. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and 
Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Yusuf, A. A. Intellectual property protection in the countries of 

Africa. International Journal of Technology Management, May 2009, 

10(2/3): 269-292. 

 

This paper examines the state of IPR and their protection and 

exploitation in African countries. Listed are the coverage of intellectual 

property laws, the subject matter of protection and the scope of rights 

conferred. It is shown that African legislation is generally comparable to 

that in developed countries with regard to terms of protection, 

compulsory licensing, subject matter and government and public interest 

use. A comparison is made between developed countries and African 

members of GATT in regard to fields excluded from protection. The 

results of surveys of some individual African countries reveal the extent 
of registration of patents and technology transfer to these countries. 

Finally, the possible impact of new legislation, especially in the context 

of the TRIPS negotiations of the Uruguay Round, is considered. 
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4.2 Asia 

 

 

Biswajit, D., Gopakumar, K. M. Post-2005 TRIPS Scenario in Patent 

Protection in the Pharmaceutical Sector: The Case of the Generic 

Pharmaceutical Industry in India. Geneva: ICTSD, 2006. 

Available from 

http://www.iprsonline.org/unctadictsd/docs/Dhar%20Indian%20Pharma

%20November06.pdf. 

 

This paper explores the ways to meet the challenges posed by the TRIPS 

Agreement, which changed the conditions that saw the Indian 

pharmaceutical industry take roots. It is widely held that the future 

prospects of the industry hinge on the ability of the policy makers to 

exploit the flexibilities contained in the TRIPS Agreement. The paper 

examines the features of the TRIPS Agreement that India has put in 

place through three amendments introduced between 1999 and 2005. It 

also looks at the changes that have been afoot in the Indian 

pharmaceutical industry while the patents regime was undergoing 

changes. And it specifically deals with the issue of access to HIV/AIDS 

drugs and the role of the Indian pharmaceutical industry. 

 

 

Ford, N., et al. The role of civil society in protecting public health 

over commercial interests: lessons from Thailand. The Lancet, 2004, 

363: 560-563. 

 

This article summarizes the efforts of civil society in Thailand to 

achieve a fair balance between trade and public health. It explains how, 

in October 2002, two Thai people with HIV won an important legal case 

to increase access to medicines. In its judgment in the didanosine patent 

case against Bristol-Myers Squibb, the Thai Central Intellectual 

Property and International Trade Court ruled that, because 

pharmaceutical patents can lead to high prices and limit access to 

medicines, patients are injured by them and can challenge their legality. 

This ruling had great international implications for health and human 

rights. 
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Gehl Sampath, P. India's product patent protection regime: less or 

more of "pills for the poor"? The Journal of World Intellectual 

Property, 2006, 9 (6):694–726. 

 

The author explains that the year 2005 marked the end of the transition 

period granted by the TRIPS Agreement for many developing countries 

to comply with its provisions on pharmaceutical product patents. This 

included those countries with competent pharmaceutical sectors that 

previously competed in supplying generic versions of patented drugs to 

least-developed countries. In a post-2005 scenario, the critical issue is 

whether countries without adequate manufacturing capabilities can 

make use of compulsory licensing expeditiously to induce price 

competition and secure lower prices. This article uses empirical 

evidence collected during a firm-level survey of the Indian 

pharmaceutical sector to generate evidence on emerging strategies of 

firms. It shows that the vigour of compulsory licensing as a price-

leveraging instrument post-2005 is incumbent mainly on its economic 

feasibility. It shows that Indian firms view the market potential of the 

mechanism much more severely than before, and may be less inclined to 

engage in such production if their commercial expectations are grossly 

unmet. The analysis assesses implications of emerging strategies of 

firms in the Indian pharmaceutical sector for access to medicines both 

domestically and internationally, and highlights the challenges involved. 

 

 

Grace, C. The Effect of Changing Intellectual Property on 

Pharmaceutical Industry Prospects in India and China: 

Considerations for Access to Medicines. London: Health Systems 

Resource Centre for the Department for International 

Development, 2004. 
Available from http://www.who.int/hiv/amds/Grace2China.pdf. 

 

This study looks at the effects of enhanced IP protection in the People’s 

Republic of China and the introduction of product patent law in India. It 

states that the introduction of product patents means that Indian firms 

have reduced revenue options for the sale of drugs domestically, since 
generic copies of newer medicines have become illegal.  To compensate 

for this revenue loss, Indian firms have increased their emphasis on 

exporting to the more profitable regulated markets. There is also an 
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increased focus on product innovation, with the most successful firms 

investing an increasing amount in R&D. Multinational pharmaceutical 

companies have been interested in working with Indian firms for some 

time, attracted by the lower cost structure, advanced chemistry and 

process engineering skills, and large market size. The study states that 

the prospects are positive for the future of the Indian industry. 

 

 

Gupta, R. TRIPS compliance: dealing with the consequences of 

drug patents in India. Houston Journal of International Law, 2004, 

26(3): 599-639. 
Available from 

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/_/print/PrintArticle.aspx?id=121949013. 

 

This article deals with the changes to drug patent laws that India was 

required to make by 2005 to complain with the TRIPS Agreement.  

Since the end of the TRIPS transitional period, Indian generic 

companies are no longer able to market a drug by developing a new 

manufacturing method, and there is a strong belief that the new laws 

will benefit multinational pharmaceutical companies at the expense of 

Indian industry and jobs.
 

The author states that this raises legitimate 

criticisms and generates quite problematic situations. Nevertheless, the 

paper states that there are many factors and policy choices to mitigate 

the drawbacks of granting pharmaceutical product patents. The article 

points out the importance of experimentation and context-specificity 

with regard to the strengthening of intellectual property rights in the 

developing world, and with a word of caution about an over-reliance on 

patents. 

 

 

Basheer, S. India's tryst with TRIPS: The Patents (Amendment) Act 

2005. Indian Journal of Law and Technology, Vol. 1, 2005.  

Available from 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=764066. 

 

This paper highlights some of the main changes brought about by the 

2005 Act and reflects on some of their broader implications. The 

controversial Patents (Amendment) Act 2005 was purportedly India's 

final step towards achieving complete TRIPS compliance. The 
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introduction of pharmaceutical patents and the consequent threat to an 

internationally renowned generic industry that has, thus far, ensured the 

supply of affordable drugs catapulted this legislative effort to 

international significance, of an extent never before witnessed in the 

annals of intellectual property law-making in India.  

 

The 2005 Act attempts to balance out competing interests of a variety of 

stakeholders, including domestic generic medicine producers, the 

domestic research and development community, foreign multinational 

pharmaceutical companies, civil society groups concerned with access 

to medicines and last (but certainly not least), intellectual property 

lawyers. Although this delicate balancing deserves some applause, an 

unfortunate fall-out has been the hasty introduction of provisions that go 

against the grain of time tested patent law principles and are likely to 

provide excellent fodder for litigation.  

 

 

Kuanpoth, J. Patents and access to antiretroviral medicines in 

Vietnam after World Trade Organization Accession. The Journal of 

World Intellectual Property, 2007, 10(3-4): 201-224. 

 

The author explains that antiretroviral (ARV) drugs, where they are 

accessible, have been shown to prolong the lives and increase the health 

and well-being of people living with HIV/AIDS. In general terms, 

whether a country is able to provide affordable ARVs to people in need 

is determined by the pricing structure of the drugs, which is in turn 

based on the patent environment that regulates them. Increasing access 

in many developing countries, including Vietnam, requires a thorough 

understanding of the patent environment and of the legal options that 

will allow the production and/or importation of affordable treatments. 

This article provides an analysis of current patent law in Vietnam with 

regard to the production and importation of pharmaceuticals. It then 

reviews the current situation of supply of ARVs with regard to 

pharmaceutical patents and Vietnam's obligations and practices against 

international agreements. The study concludes by suggesting options for 

utilizing current law to improve access to ARVs and makes 
recommendations for the implementation of Vietnamese patent law. 
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Raju, K. D. The debacle of Novartis patent case in India: strict 

interpretation of patentability criteria under Article 27 of the 

TRIPS Agreement. Working Paper Series, Rajiv Gandhi School of 

Intellectual Property Law, IIT Kharagpur November 2007. 

Available from 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1030963. 

 

This article analyses a larger question of international importance: the 

jurisdiction of a national court to test the validity of a provision in an 

international agreement in the light of the Novartis case. In the second 

part, freedom of the WTO members to implement the TRIPS obligations 

under Article 27 through national legislations and its repercussions on 

the protection of intellectual property are analysed. At the end of the 

discussion the controversial discussion of patents versus patients in 

developing countries were closely examined. The concluding remarks 

can be used as a guideline for the developing countries in the protection 

of intellectual property especially in the pharmaceutical sector.  

 

 

Shanker, D. India, the pharmaceutical industry and the validity of 

TRIPS. The Journal of World Intellectual Property, May 2002, 5(3): 

315-371. 

 

This article deals with the attempts by developing countries to bring 

their patent regimes into line with the provisions of the TRIPS 

Agreement, e.g., in India, through the Second Amendment in 1999 of 

the Indian Patent Act, and how this development is viewed by 

pharmaceutical industries abroad (in particular Pharma), governments 

and supporting institutions. This analysis suggests that it is nearly 

impossible for developing countries to do so, as the interpretations of 

these provisions by the pharmaceutical industries, their supporting 

institutions and indulgent governments are continuously changing. The 

issue of compulsory licensing and the effect of the WTO Panel Report 

in the Canada patent protection case on compulsory licensing have been 

analysed in detail due to their important consequences for patenting 

practices in developing countries.  

 

The article also analyses other developments, such as the removal of 

business methods from non-patentable items from the US Patent Act 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=524311
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because of certain interpretations of that Act by the Court of Appeal 

which failed to acknowledge a number of US Supreme Court 

judgements; the article also refers to the partial modification of Section 

48(3) of the UK Patent Act which removed local working conditions as 

a result of the WTO Act, 1999, and the introduction of computer 

programmes as patentable subject-matter, as well as many other 

indiscreet interpretations which were never part of the original TRIPS 

Agreement. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access 

to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 
Supakankunti, S., et al. Study of the implications of the WTO 

TRIPS Agreement for the pharmaceutical industry in Thailand. 

Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2001, 79(5): 461-470. 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/archives/79(5)461.pdf. 

 

The 1994 World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) established 

minimum universal standards in all areas of intellectual property. It is 

intended to implement these standards globally through a WTO 

enforcement mechanism. The present article proposes a strategy for 

alleviating the potentially negative impact of TRIPS in Thailand in 

relation to the following: purchasers; prescribers and dispensers; 

producers; products; price control; patent-to-third-party; parallel 

imports; power of the customer; patentable new drugs; personnel; and 

prevention policies. The following TRIPS provisions are pertinent to the 

pharmaceutical industry in Thailand: the limited term of product and 

process patents; the conditions of protection; and the broad scope for 

compulsory licensing and enforcement procedures in the national patent 

system. 

 

 

Thailand, Ministry of Public Health and the National Health 

Security Office. Facts and Evidences on the 10 Burning Issues 

Related to the Government Use of Patents on Three Patented Essential 

Drugs in Thailand. Document to Support Strengthening of Social 

Wisdom on the Issue of Drug Patent. Bangkok, 2007. 

Available from  

http://www.moph.go.th/hot/White%20Paper%20CL-EN.pdf. 
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This paper explains the views of the Thai Ministry of Public Health on 

their decisions on the Government Use of Patents as a form of social 

movement that aims at improving access to essential medicines and the 

health of the people. The decisions of the Thai Ministry of Public Health 

to announce the Government Use of Patents on three patented drugs, i.e., 

Efavirenz (Stocrin® of Merck Sharp and Dohme), Lopinavir+Ritonavir 

(Kaletra® of Abbott Laboratory) and Clopidogrel (Plavix® of Sanofi- 

Aventis), based on proposals from the National Health Security Office, 

have raised several questions among the public and also the concerned 

partners as well as pharmaceutical industries, both in the country and 

internationally. The paper explains that some questions and concerns are 

due to lack of information; others are intentional with the aim of 

creating misunderstanding and objections to the announcements. Thus 

there is a need to clarify all the questions with the right information and 

evidence. The staff of the Ministry of Public Health had compiled all the 

questions and summarized them into 10 burning issues that need to be 

addressed. Relevant answers and evidence have been collected to 

address each issue. 

 

This white paper, The Facts and Evidences on the 10 Burning Issues 

Related to the Government Use of Patents on Three Patented Essential 

Drugs in Thailand states that the paper does not only aim at answering 

all the questions raised, but more importantly aims to serve as a tool to 

inform and educate the Thai and global society as a whole, on the issue 

of pharmaceutical patents and public health. 

 

 

Velásquez, G., Correa, C. M., Weissman, R. Cost-containment 

Mechanisms for Essential Medicines, Including Antiretrovirals, in 

China. Geneva: WHO, Health Economics and Drugs, EDM Series 

No. 13, 2003. 

 

This paper explains the range of cost-containment options for 

antiretrovirals and other essential medicines in the People’s Republic of 

China by assessing the experiences of other countries in this domain and 

mapping out those options that are compatible with the TRIPS 

Agreement. Notions such as voluntary and compulsory licensing or 

government price controls are extensively developed. Experiences of 

other countries, such as Brazil and Indonesia, are used as possible useful 
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examples for the Chinese authorities in their attempts to contain the cost 

of essential medicines at the national level. Special attention is paid to 

the right of countries to be protected in voluntary agreements for 

reduction of prices of medicines as well as practical aspects of the 

implementation of compulsory licensing. The paper concludes by 

stressing the importance of public health considerations in the design of 

policies for cost-containment, while detailing some of the problems that 

may appear in the negotiation process for voluntary licences or 

voluntary price reductions. 

 

 

Watal, J. Pharmaceutical patents, prices and welfare losses: policy 

options for India under the WTO TRIPS Agreement. World 

Economy, 2000, 23(5): 733-752. 

 

The implications of the TRIPS Agreement for drug prices is a major 

debate in the international arena. The Indian Patent Act analyzed by the 

author, which excluded the patentability of pharmaceutical products, 

was widely credited to be one of the factors that has brought Indian 

pharmaceutical prices down to one of the lowest levels in the world. 

This study simulates the maximum likely increase in pharmaceutical 

prices and the reduction of welfare in India from the introduction of 

product patents.  It further analyses the extent to which policy measures 

such as price controls and compulsory licences can help to attenuate the 

adverse effects of patent monopoly. Price controls and compulsory 

licences are believed to be effective in reducing prices and welfare 

losses, and they are justifiable and acceptable under current international 

law. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to 
Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Wilson, D. et al. Global trade and access to medicines: AIDS 

treatments in Thailand. The Lancet, 1999, 354 (9193): 1893-95. 

Available from http://hdl.handle.net/10144/17657. 

 

This article from Médecins sans Frontières (MSF) describes the problem 
of access to HIV/AIDS treatment in Thailand. It alleges that pressure 

from the USA is one important factor that has limited access to 

affordable treatment for Thai patients. The article concludes by 
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emphasizing the importance for developing and least developed 

countries of understanding fully the implications of trade agreements. 

The article states that WHO has the mandate to monitor the public-

health consequences of international trade agreements as several less-

developed countries have been under pressure from western 

governments to make changes in trade laws that would restrict their 

ability to produce or import drugs. 

 

 

Zhan, Y., Zhu, X. Intellectual property right abuses in the patent 

licensing of technology standards from developed countries to 

developing countries: a study of some typical cases from China. The 

Journal of World Intellectual Property, 2007, 10 (3-4): 187-200. 

 

The authors argue that while Western countries continually criticize 

developing countries, especially China, for a lack of effective protection 

of intellectual property rights (IPRs), the IPR abuses of developed 

countries in developing countries are also worth paying attention to.  

This article takes several representative cases that have occurred in 

recent years in China and discusses the IPR abuses in the licensing of 

technology standards from developed countries to developing countries.  

Under de facto standards, the IPR abuses of western enterprises are 

mainly conducted through blocking competitors by taking advantage of 

the status of controlling the standards. Under de jure standards, the most 

urgent antitrust concerns for developing countries are being charged an 

excessively high patent royalty and being refused independent licensing 

in practice by the western patent pools under the standards.  In addition, 

this article also shows China's responses, such as improving its legal 

system to restrict IPR abuses and commonweal intellectual property 

litigation filed by IPR scholars. A brief analysis on categories of 

commonweal relative to IPR abuses is also presented. 
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4.3 Europe 

 

 

Scherer, F. M., Weisburst, S. Economic effects of strengthening 

pharmaceutical patent protection in Italy. International Review of 

Industrial Property and Copyright Law, 1995, 26(6): 1009-1024. 

 

This article investigates how Italian producers adapted to the intellectual 

property regime changes of 1978. In particular, it undertakes a detailed 

statistical analysis of changes in drug R&D expenditures and patenting. 

The Italian experience of introducing pharmaceutical patent protection is 

particularly interesting because it presages legal changes that are likely 

to happen in some developing countries in the WTO TRIPS era.  

 

 

Seuba, X. La invocación del Acuerdo sobre los ADPIC ante los 

tribunales españoles y sus consecuencias sobre las patentes 

farmacéuticas. Revista General de Derecho Europeo, nº 14, Octubre 

2007. 

 

The so-called "innovative pharmaceutical industry" has posed an 

interesting question regarding the effects in Spain of the TRIPS 

Agreement. Although pharmaceutical product patents were not valid in 

Spain until 1992 due to a reservation to the European Patent 

Convention, the protection of the “existing subject matter” afterwards 

recognized in the 1994 TRIPS Agreement has questioned the regime of 

process patents prior to the application of the Agreement, with or 

without product claims, and the validity of product patents claimed 

when said application warranted to be considered null and void. The 

discussion deals with, firstly, the meaning of article 70 of the TRIPS 

Agreement, secondly, the effects of the said treaty in the Spanish legal 

system, and thirdly, the competence of the European Community in the 

intellectual property field. 
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4.4 America 

 

 

Cohen, J. C., Lybecker, K. M. AIDS policy and pharmaceutical 

patents: Brazil's strategy to safeguard public health. The World 

Economy, 2005, 28(2): 211-230. 

Available from  

http://www.hmb.utoronto.ca/HMB303H/weekly_supp/week-08-

09/Cohen_AIDS.pdf. 

 

The authors analyse the relationship between Brazil’s obligations as a 

member of the WTO and its drug pricing strategy for HIV/AIDS drugs.  

This paper examines why the Brazilian strategy was effective in 

compelling the research-based pharmaceutical industry to lower 

pharmaceutical prices and considers the wider implications for other 

developing countries.  The paper describes the WTO TRIPS Agreement, 

presents the Brazilian public health system and pharmaceutical sector, 

describes the Brazilian AIDS Policy and examines a game-theoretic 

analysis of the Brazilian strategy. The paper also spells out Brazil’s 

response to the TRIPS Agreement and introduces the implications for 

other developing countries. 

 

 

Correa, C. M. Reforming the intellectual property rights system in 

Latin America. World Economy, 2000, 23(6):  851-872. 

 

During the 1990s, significant changes took place in Latin America in 

order to comply with the TRIPS Agreement.  This paper reviews the 

changes in IPR laws in Latin American countries by examining the 

introduction of substantive amendments, the main problems faced and 

some implications of the changes.  For example, in relation to foreign 

direct investment, the paper shows that, in some countries where 

product protection for pharmaceuticals is accepted, a large number of 

foreign-owned plants for formulating pharmaceuticals have been closed 

down. This is contrary to the situation in Argentina where patents for 

pharmaceutical products are not granted, and a significant flow of 

foreign direct investment has been reported as mainly targeting the 

acquisition of local firms.  
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Costa Chaves, G., Oliveira, M. A., Velásquez, G., Zepeda 

Bermudez, J. A. Has the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement 

in Latin America and the Caribbean produced intellectual property 

legislation that favours public health? Bulletin of the World Health 

Organization, 2004, 82 (11). 

Available from http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/82/11/en/815.pdf. 

 

This study reflects on legislation in 11 Latin American and Caribbean 

countries, with the aim to determine whether implementation of the 

TRIPS Agreement in Latin American and Caribbean countries has 

resulted in patent legislation that is sensitive to public health needs. The 

variables considered in the analysis were: the term of patents issued, 

patentable subject matter, transition periods, reversal of the burden of 

proof of patent infringement, exhaustion of rights, compulsory licensing 

and the early working exception. The authors conclude that the countries 

in this study did not incorporate all of the mechanisms allowed for by 

the Agreement and are not adequately using the provisions that enable 

World Trade Organization (WTO) members to obtain better health for 

the public, particularly in regard to gaining access to medicines. This 

situation may deteriorate in future if other agreements establish more 

restrictive rules for intellectual property rights. 

 

 

Galvao, J. Access to antiretroviral drugs in Brazil. The Lancet, 2002, 

360(9348): 1862-1865.  
Available from http://image.thelancet.com/extras/01art9038web.pdf. 

 

Since 1996, the Brazilian Ministry of Health guarantees free and 

universal access to antiretroviral treatment for people living with 

HIV/AIDS. Implementation of this policy has had political, financial 

and logistical challenges. The author has investigated the history and 

context of antiretroviral policy in Brazil, the logistics of drug 

distribution and the Government's strategies for the acquisition of drugs. 

Many antiretrovirals used in Brazil are produced domestically; the 

remainder, including some of the most expensive drugs, are purchased 

from abroad.  Although the Brazilian policy of antiretroviral distribution 
has had notable success, it remains threatened by the high cost of the 

acquisition of drugs, which has led to disputes with international 

pharmaceutical companies over prices and patents. Much can be learnt 
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from the Brazilian model of guaranteeing access to antiretroviral 

treatment for people living with HIV/AIDS. 

 

 

Gonzalez, E. Juridical action for the protection of collective rights 

and its legal impact: a case study. Journal of Law, Medicine and 

Ethics, 2002, 30(4): 644-654. 

 

This article refers to the main legal cases recently heard by the 

Venezuela Constitutional Court, the rulings of which have had 

important consequences for granting access to drugs for important 

sectors of Venezuela’s population. 

 

The development in 1996 of a new generation of antiretroviral drugs 

was a major pharmaceutical breakthrough in the struggle against 

HIV/AIDS. Due mainly to their high costs, access to these new drugs 

was almost impossible for most HIV-positive people, especially in 

developing countries. Many of the organizations struggling for the rights 

of HIV-positive people have since developed human rights advocacy 

and legal strategies to try to achieve universal access to treatment. This 

paper draws upon the experience gained in Latin America, focusing on 

the legal strategies that have been explored in Venezuela and the legal 

consequences for domestic law. 

 

 

Hunt, M. I. Prescription drugs and intellectual property protection:  

finding the right balance between access and innovation. 

Washington D.C.: National Institute for Health Care Management 

Research and Educational Foundation, 2000.  
Available from http://www.nihcm.org/pdf/prescription.pdf. 

 

This report examines the most important law pieces on IPP for 

pharmaceuticals approved in the United States of America from the 

1983 Orphan Drug Act to the 2000 Pipeline Drug Proposals, with 

mention of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act and the Drug Price 

Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (Hatch-Waxman). It also 

takes into account the effects of this enhanced protection on 

technological innovation and the market for prescription drugs. The 

report asserts the critical impact of current patent laws on the price of 
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prescription drugs and general public health costs. It pays close attention 

to some of the reported benefits of IPP, such as the support for 

technological innovation, showing in contrast the major role played by 

IPP, not only in protecting pharmaceutical industry profits but also in 

delaying the entry of affordable generic drugs onto the market and 

shielding brand-name drugs from price competition. The report 

concludes by asking for greater vigilance on the part of public 

authorities on the use by private companies of public funds devoted to 

R&D. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to 

Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

OXFAM. Drug Companies vs. Brazil: The Threat to Public Health. 

Oxford: Oxfam International, 2001. 

Available from http://policy-practice.oxfam.org.uk/publications/drug-

companies-vs-brazil-the-threat-to-public-health-114469. 

 

In the midst of the controversy generated by certain actions against the 

Brazilian intellectual property and public health policies by the end of 

the nineties, this Oxfam report stated that major drug companies were 

trying to ensure that Brazil bought expensive patented drugs 

manufactured by the major companies rather than making generic 

versions in Brazil or buying them from countries such as India. The 

paper summarized the facts, the policies at stake and different pressures 

that Brazil received and the legal background of that situation. (Abstract 

from IPR, Innovation, Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An 

Annotated Bibliography. WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

Torremans P. Compulsory licensing of pharmaceutical products in 

Canada. International Review of Industrial Property and Copyright 

Law, 1996, 27(3): 316-331. 

 

Canada had always stood out for its special policy in relation to 

pharmaceutical patents until important changes took place at 

international level with the negotiation of the NAFTA and the TRIPS 
Agreement. Compulsory licences were at the centre of all these debates 

and they have attracted attention in Europe. This article investigates 

what pattern is to be found in all these developments and what are the 
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advantages and disadvantages of the various regimes. It seeks to 

demonstrate that the new system, while perfectly acceptable in principle, 

can be improved on a series of points, and that experience under 

European law can be of assistance. (Abstract from IPR, Innovation, 

Human Rights and Access to Drugs. An Annotated Bibliography. 

WHO/EDM/PAR/2003.9). 

 

 

von Braun J, The Domestic Politics of International Trade: 

Intellectual Property Rights in US-Colombia and US-Peru Free Trade 

Agreements, Routledge, forthcoming.  

 

This monograph discusses the role that domestic politics play in 

formulating the basis upon which negotiators engage in international 

trade negotiations. It pays particular emphasis on the extent to which 

systemic factors have undermined the role of health authorities in 

influencing intellectual property negotiations when these are tied into 

broad trade agreements. Using the US-Peru and US-Colombia Free 

Trade Agreements as a case study, the book discusses how health 

authorities in both countries from the onset had little chance in 

upholding public health objectives throughout the negotiations in spite 

of having received commitment to do so from the highest political level. 

At the same time the monograph traces the domestic origin of the near 

inflexible IP negotiation mandate in the US at the time of the 

negotiations, and how this mandate is adapted after the sweeping victory 

of Democrats in the 2006 Congressional elections. Mirroring the three 

domestic scenarios the book demonstrates the importance in 

understanding domestic policy structures when trying to understand 

international negotiation dynamics. 
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4.5 Middle East 

 

 

Basma, A. The Illusive Trade-off: Intellectual Property Rights, 

Innovation Systems and Egypt’s Pharmaceutical Industry. Toronto: 

Toronto University Press, 2006. 
 

The Egyptian pharmaceutical industry serves as a case study for 

understanding the impact of the global intellectual property regime in 

this fascinating new addition to the University of Toronto Press Studies 

in Comparative Political Economy and Public Policy series. The Illusive 

Trade-off examines the Egyptian pharmaceutical industry within a 

broader context of intellectual property policy making and the 

multilateral agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (TRIPS). Basma Abdelgafar offers a fascinating 

discussion of Egypt's role in the trade negotiations that led to the 

establishment of the World Trade Organization, and makes the case that 

predominant perspectives on intellectual property rights are based on the 

false assumption that the innovation process is discrete and segmented.  

 

Abdelgafar contends that, in fact, innovation relies upon diffusion, and 

that inappropriately strong property rights interfere with this process. 

She uses the case of Egypt's pharmaceutical industry to argue that we 

must consider relevant aspects of individual countries' systems of 

innovation as well as public health, if we are to adequately understand 

the implication of stronger patent protection for the pharmaceutical 

industries of developing nations. The Illusive Trade-off is an original 

and important study crossing the disciplines of political science, law, 

public policy, and public health.  

 

 

El Said, Mohammed. Public Health Related TRIPS-Plus Provisions 

in Bilateral Trade Agreements: A Policy Guide for Negotiations and 

Implementers in the Eastern Mediterranean Region. Cairo: World 

Health Organization (WHO) Regional Office for the Eastern 

Mediterranean and the International Centre for Trade and 

Sustainable Development (ICTSD), 2010.  

Available from 

http://www.emro.who.int/publications/Book_Details.asp?ID=1081. 
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The policy guide is the first comprehensive guide of its type dedicated 

to the Arab World and EMRO region. The policy guide provides a 

historical background of the global trading regime and the participation 

of the region in that regime. The guide also focuses on bilateral free 

trade (FTAs) and association agreements (AAs) concluded between the 

developed countries and other developing states with special attention to 

the health-related intellectual property provisions concluded under these 

agreements. More importantly, the guide provides policy options and 

recommends strategies to improve the negotiation position and enable 

developing countries to preserve their public health regimes, improve 

access to medicines, and implement national intellectual property 

regimes with a pro development orientation.  

 

 

El Said, Mohammed. The Development of Intellectual Property 

Protection in the Arab World, Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 

2008Available from 

http://www.mellenpress.com/mellenpress.cfm?bookid=7465&pc=9. 

 

This monograph studies the historical foundations of intellectual 

property protection in the Arab world with special focus on the case of 

Jordan. It provides a historical overview of intellectual property 

protection and its development in the region, with special focus on the 

alarming speed at which such intellectual property protection regimes 

were reformed. It argues that the Arab region in general and Jordan in 

particular, has moved from a TRIPS-minus protection regime to a 

TRIPS-plus one as a result of WTO accession and the signing of 

bilateral free trade and association agreements with little negotiation 

leverage and preparation. The monograph alerts to the negative impact 

such a process may have on these countries national development plans, 

public health regimes and access to medicines.  
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El Said, Mohammed. TRIPS-plus implications for access to 

medicines in developing countries: lessons from Jordan-US FTA. 

Journal of World Intellectual Property, Vol 10, Issue 6, pp. 438-475, 

(2007). Co-authored with Hamed El Said. 
Available from http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1747-

1796.2007.00330.x/abstract. 

 

This article analyzes in detail the TRIPS-plus provisions of the Jordan–

US FTA. It scrutinizes in details the main TRIPS-plus provisions 

included under the FTA such as data exclusivity and marketing 

authorization. The article challenges the claim that FTAs bring general 

and specific benefits to developing countries, and provides fresh 

evidence which strongly suggests that benefits from the Jordan–US FTA 

have been largely exaggerated while the costs underestimated.  

 

 

WHO Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean. Report on the 

Consultative Meeting on TRIPS and Public Health. Cairo: WHO 

Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, 2005. 

 

This is a report of the meeting held in late 2003 in Amman on the 

TRIPS and public health situation in the countries of the WHO Eastern 

Mediterranean Region. The aim of this meeting was to review the 

situation internationally, discuss the situation in the Region and 

underline areas where attention needs to be focused. From this analysis, 

WHO/EMRO should determine how best to advise countries in the 

Region who are in accession or have not yet applied for WTO 

membership. 

 

 

 



5. ELECTRONIC INFORMATION 
 

 

5.1 Civil Society 
 

Médecins sans Frontières Campaign on access to essential medicines 

http://www.accessmed-msf.org.  

 

The Consumer Project on Technology 

http://www.cptech.org/ip/health/. 

 

The MSF Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative 

http://www.dndi.org. 

 

The International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development 

http://www.ictsd.org/. 

 

The International Environmental Law Research Center 

http://www.ielrc.org.  

 

IPRsonline.org 

http://www.iprsonline.org/. 

 

Intellectual Property Watch 

http://ip-watch.org/. 

 

Knowledge Ecology International 

http://www.keionline.org/. 

 

Oxfam: 

http://www.oxfam.org.uk. 

 

The Quaker United Nations Office in Geneva 

http://www.quno.org/. 

 

The Collaborating Centre of the WHO for the Investigation and 

Training in Medicine-epidemiology, Barcelona 

www.sietes.org. 

 

http://www.accessmed-msf.org/
http://www.cptech.org/ip/health/
http://www.dndi.org/
http://www.ictsd.org/
http://www.ierlc.org/
http://www.iprsonline.org/
http://www.keionline.org/
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/cutthecost/
http://www.quno.org/
http://www.sietes.org/
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The South Centre 

http://www.southcentre.org/. 

 
The Treatment Action Campaign, South Africa  

http://www.tac.org.za/. 

 

The Third World Network 

http://www.twnside.org.sg/. 

 

 

 

5.2 International Organizations Dealing with Intellectual Property 

 

 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 

http://www.fao.org. 

 

International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants 

(UPOV) 

http://www.upov.int/. 

 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 

http://stdev.unctad.org/. 

 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

http://www.undp.org/. 

 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) 

www.unesco.org/. 

 

United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights (UNHCHR) 

http://www.ohchr.org. 

 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 

http://www.unido.org. 
 

World Health Organization (WHO) 

http://www.unido.org. 

http://www.southcentre.org/
http://www.tac.org.za/
http://www.twnside.org.sg/
http://www.fao.org/
http://www.upov.int/
http://stdev.unctad.org/
http://www.undp.org/
http://www.unesco.org/
http://www.ohchr.org/
http://www.unido.org/
http://www.unido.org/
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World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) 

http://www.wipo.int. 

 

World Trade Organization (WTO) 

http://www.wto.org/. 

 

 

 

5.3 Interesting Discussion Groups 

 

 

http://www.essentialdrugs.org. 

 

http://www.hivnet.ch. 

 

http://lists.essential.org/mailman/listinfo/ip-health. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wipo.int/
http://www.wto.org/
http://www.essentialdrugs.org/
http://www.hivnet.ch:8000/topics/treatment-access/
http://lists.essential.org/mailman/listinfo/pharm-policy
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